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Abstract

This thesis examines the importance of law students developing an understanding of ethics, professionalism and critical reflection from the beginning of tertiary legal education. The thesis shows why, when and how these areas need to be developed. Findings of the research aim to provide legal educators with a toolbox of pedagogical techniques for teaching law students about ethics, professionalism and critical reflection. It suggests areas for further research. The findings of this research can be used by law faculties to embed Threshold Learning Outcomes (TLOs) relating to the areas of ethics, professionalism and critical reflection into legal curriculums to enhance both accountability to government, the legal profession and the public.

The academic literature demonstrates significant ongoing concerns relating to unethical and unprofessional behaviour within the legal profession, the ethical standards required for legal practice and the positive role upholding ethics and professionalism can have for legal practice and promoting social justice. The thesis argues that ethics and professionalism should be taught pervasively from the foundation year through the legal curriculum. Less traditional pedagogical techniques such as the use of popular culture, group work and courtroom experiences are supported to supplement traditional lectures and tutorials.

The thesis examines critical reflection in higher education in order to guide and instruct foundation law students about the importance of critical reflection as a legal skill. A multi-disciplinary literary review of reflective journaling is provided, demonstrating that the use of journaling is becoming increasingly popular as an effective pedagogical technique, well suited to legal education. The review also shows that other pedagogical techniques can be supplemented with reflective journaling. The positive impact of using interventionist strategies such as guidance, feedback and instruction in the improvement in the structure and depth of critical reflection are revealed. The thesis suggests there is not a dominant reflective model used in the foundation year of legal education. This research, informed by the academic literature therefore develops a cyclical prompt-based model of critical reflection.

The research involves an analysis of foundation students’ reflective journal texts, from 2009 and 2011 at the University of Tasmania, using constructivist grounded theory and discourse analysis. The analysis reveals what engages and challenges foundation law students, how they like to improve their legal knowledge and skills, the influence of court experiences and popular culture and students’ views of ethics and professionalism. The research informed by the academic literature makes a contribution to the development of legal pedagogy in the areas of ethics, professionalism and critical reflection.
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CHAPTER 1: ETHICS, PROFESSIONALISM AND CRITICAL REFLECTION IN LEGAL EDUCATION: RESEARCH FOCUS, RESEARCH AIMS AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

I INTRODUCTION

Ethics, professionalism and critical reflection are crucial aspects of legal education given they are integral to the Threshold Learning Outcomes (TLOs)\(^1\) for Australian law graduates and are essential for legal practice.\(^2\) The definitions of ethics, professionalism and critical reflection are explored in each relevant literature review chapter together with the rationale behind their inclusion within legal education. In relation to this thesis, students undertaking introduction to law subjects in their first year at university are defined as foundation year law students. The reason is that first year university students at the University of Tasmania (UTAS), where the research is conducted, are required to undertake introduction to law subjects whilst enrolled in another faculty. The three year higher achiever law degree at UTAS also requires students to undertake foundation year. Entry to first year law at UTAS does not commence until the second year of university. This thesis provides both traditional and less traditional, more engaging pedagogical techniques for law students in these areas including a cyclical, prompt-based model to assist foundation law students with critical reflection.\(^3\) Traditionally, in legal education law lecturers and tutors are the main contributors to lectures and tutorials.\(^4\) Group learning, guest lecturers, analysis of popular culture, role-play, debates, critical reflection on self-learning and real world court observations are less traditional legal pedagogical techniques.\(^5\)

The thesis has four central arguments. Firstly, it argues for the importance of the inclusion of ethics, professionalism and critical reflection in the undergraduate legal curriculum. Secondly, it argues for the inclusion of ethics and professionalism from the foundation year in a variety of ways, both traditionally and less traditionally. Thirdly, the teaching of critical reflection in legal education is improved when there is guidance, instruction, direction, practice and feedback given to students.\(^6\) Educators can constructively align learning

---

1. Sally Kift, Mark Israel and Rachael Field, ‘Bachelor of Laws Learning and Teaching Academic Standards Statement’ (Australian Learning and Teaching Council, 2010) <http://disciplinestandards.pbworks.com> TLO1 (includes knowledge of principles and values of justice and of ethical practice in lawyers’ roles), TLO2 (includes ethics, professional responsibility and reflection) and TLO 6 (includes self-management and reflection). See also TLO2 (including ethics and professional responsibility and skills of reflection) in the Juris Doctor TLOs, endorsed by the Council of Law Deans, March 2012 <http://www.cals.asu.au> but not covered in this thesis.

2. See Chapter 2 III A; Chapter 4 II A.

3. Chapter 9, Figure 1; Chapter 9, Table 1; Chapter 9, Table 2.


5. See Table 1, Recommendation 1.

outcomes and techniques. Fourthly, reflective journals assist educators to scrutinise the discourses, which are constructed from the students’ journal texts facilitating insights and improvements towards a more enriching, engaging legal pedagogy. This also allows educators to be more critically reflective about their own practices given that they are able to view the legal education landscape through students’ first person perspectives.7

This chapter outlines the nature of the research and why it is important for government, universities, legal educators, the legal profession and law students.8 It recommends that legal educators include both traditional and less traditional pedagogical techniques to teach ethics, professionalism and critical reflection.9 The research focus,10 aims of the research11 and the theoretical location of the research are explored.12 The chapter also examines the iterative nature of the formation of the research objectives and research questions.13 This is followed by summary of the literature review chapters relating to ethics, professionalism and critical reflection.14 The methodology of the thesis used takes account of the researcher’s contributions as both a former senior legal practitioner and an experienced legal educator in foundation law subjects.15 The chapter concludes with an outline of the key sections of the chapters showing how they address the research objectives and questions.16

II THE NATURE OF THE RESEARCH: COMMITMENT TO ETHICS, PROFESSIONALISM AND CRITICAL REFLECTION

The analysis of the reflective journal data in this research provides insights into what inspires, engages, motivates and influences two groups of foundation law students in 2009 and 2011 at UTAS. It reveals their perspectives of the legal world and learning about the law. The research data is informed by comprehensive literature reviews in the areas of ethics, professionalism, critical reflection and reflective journaling as a form of critical reflective practice.17 The key research approaches include the use of constructivist grounded theory18

---

8 Chapter 1 II; See also Kift et al, above n 4, Preface.
9 Chapter 1 III; Chapter 1, Table 1.
10 Chapter 1 IV.
11 Chapter 1 V.
12 Chapter 1 VI.
13 Chapter 1 VII.
14 Chapter 1 VIII; Chapter 1 IX.
15 Chapter 1 X.
16 Chapter XII.
17 Chapter 2 I-V; Chapter 3 I-V; Chapter 4 I-III; Chapter 5 I-VI.
18 Kathy Charmaz, Constructing Grounded Theory (Sage, 2006); Kathy Charmaz, ‘A Constructivist Grounded Theory Analysis of Losing and Regaining a Valued Self’ in Frederick Wertz et al (eds), Five Ways of Doing Qualitative Analysis: Phenomenological Psychology, Grounded Theory, Discourse Analysis, Narrative Research and Intuitive Inquiry (Guilford Press, 2011) 165; Kathy Charmaz, ‘Grounded Theory Methods in Social Justice Research’ in Norman Denzin and Yvonna Lincoln (eds), Handbook of Qualitative Research (Sage, 4th ed, 2011) 359; Chapter 6 III; Chapter 6 IV; Chapter 6 V; Chapter 6 VI; Chapter 7 I-VI.
and a discourse analysis\(^{19}\) using the law students’ reflective journals. Two sets of student discourses are constructed from the 2009 and 2011 cohorts. Accordingly, discourse revelations assist in developing understandings about pedagogy and support the use of less traditional legal pedagogical techniques.\(^{20}\) Such discourses also reveal the powerful influences of popular culture, the judiciary and the legal educator on students.

The government, universities, the legal profession and the work of researchers show a commitment to improving ethics and professionalism in Australian legal practice.\(^{21}\) Ethics and professional responsibility, for example, have been incorporated into TLO1 and TLO2.\(^{22}\) The Australian Learning and Teaching Council in the Bachelor of Laws Learning and Academic Teaching Standards Statement published the TLOs.\(^{23}\) The research and literature reviews in this thesis investigate how and why these subjects should be taught from the foundations years and what pedagogical techniques are likely to be engaging and effective.\(^{24}\)

Reflection on ethical and professional responsibilities in practice and for social justice reasons are emphasised in the wording of TLO2.\(^{25}\) Embedding legal skills within legal curricula\(^{26}\) is well recognised as legal education moves forward to be ‘more relevant, diverse, integrated, innovative, outcome focused, evidence based, technology driven and connected to the practice of law’.\(^{27}\)

**III RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LEGAL EDUCATORS WHEN TEACHING ETHICS, PROFESSIONALISM AND CRITICAL REFLECTION**

This investigation is set against a background of evolving legal education programs, where law schools are moving away from traditional methods of teaching towards less traditional, more student-centred pedagogical techniques, including the use of reflective journal writing.\(^{28}\) This research examines the topics of ethics and professionalism and whether they can be effectively taught to students using less traditional pedagogical techniques, including via


\(^{20}\) Chapter 8 II-IV; Brookfield, above n 7, 94.

\(^{21}\) See, eg, Michael Robertson, ‘Embedding ‘Ethics’ in Law Degrees’ in Sally Kift et al (eds), *Excellence and Innovation in Legal Education* (Lexis Nexis, 2011) 100.

\(^{22}\) Kift, Israel and Field, above n 1.

\(^{23}\) Ibid.

\(^{24}\) Ibid.


\(^{27}\) Ibid 471.

\(^{28}\) Kift, above n 6; Burton and McNamara, above n 6.
reflective journals. Two of the six TLOs for Graduates of the Bachelor of Laws degrees in Australia relate to critical reflection, in turn revealing its importance within legal education.29 Within these TLOs reflection is linked with ethical issues, the professional responsibilities of lawyers in promoting justice and service to the community together with reflection on personal development.30 The thesis therefore promotes constructive alignment between the TLOs, teaching/learning activities, assessment tasks and student grading.31 It also illustrates the importance of embedding ethics and professionalism into foundation law curricula and throughout the degree to demonstrate that these areas are being addressed in tertiary legal education.32 The thesis provides four recommendations for legal educators in these areas, as set out in Table 1.

### TABLE 1: Recommendations for Legal Educators in Ethics, Professionalism and Critical Reflection and the Rationale for their Inclusion in the Legal Curriculum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendations</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal educators are recommended to use a pedagogical toolbox of both traditional and less traditional pedagogical techniques.</td>
<td>A variety of pedagogical activities powerfully influence and frequently engage students, particularly with positive and enthusiastic teaching teams. This position shows innovation in legal education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In relation to reflective journaling legal educators are recommended to include instruction, guidance, practice and feedback together with a written guide to journaling.</td>
<td>Instruction, guidance, practice and feedback are designed to assist students to develop critically reflective skills and can be effectively constructively aligned using a criteria rubric.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A critically reflective prompt-based model is proposed as a means to assist foundation law students with reflection.</td>
<td>A model helps promote relevant elements of critical reflection including experience, analysis, evaluation, contextualisation and transformation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal educators delegated with the responsibility to include TLOs in law schools use current research-led pathways for embedding ethics, professionalism and critical reflection into curricula.</td>
<td>Developing and implementing pathways will conceivably satisfy auditing requirements of and accountability to government in these areas.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

29 Kift, Israel and Field, above n 1; Chapter 4 I-III.
30 Kift, Israel and Field, above n 1.
31 Biggs and Tang, above n 6, 109.
32 Chapter 2 I-V; Chapter 3 I-V.
33 Chapter 2 I-V; Chapter 3 I-V; Chapter 9, Table 1; Chapter 9, Table 2.
34 Chapter 9, Table 1; Claire Macken, ‘Law Student Engagement: The Curricular and Co-Curricular Experience’ in Sally Kift et al (eds), Excellence and Innovation in Legal Education (Lexis Nexis, 2011) 316-317, 322, 326.
36 See, eg, Biggs and Tang, above n 6.
37 Butler, above n 35; Kift, above n 6.
38 Chapter 9, Figure 1; Chapter 9; Table 1.
39 Above n.
40 Chapter 4 I-III.
41 Chapter 3 I-V; Chapter 4 I-III; Chapter 5 I-VI; Chapter 9, Table 1; Chapter 9, Table 2.
IV RESEARCH FOCUS

The following section outlines the thesis structure by tabling the chapters’ titles and the type of research methodology or approach underpinning the research described in each chapter. Table 2 shows innovation in terms of research design in that it cuts across four major areas legal education, ethics education in law, foundation law studies and critical reflection inclusive of reflective journaling.

TABLE 2: Chapter Contents of the Thesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter Number and Title</th>
<th>Contents or Type of Research/Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 1: Ethics, Professionalism and Critical Reflection in Legal Education: Research Focus, Aims and Research Questions</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 2: The Importance of Ethics and Professionalism in Undergraduate Legal Education</td>
<td>Literature Review - examining the importance of ethics and professionalism in legal education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 3: Incorporating Ethics and Professionalism into Undergraduate Legal Education from Foundation Year</td>
<td>Literature Review – examining an appropriate pedagogical approach for inclusion of ethics and professionalism in legal education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 4: Critical Reflection in Legal Education</td>
<td>Literature Review - examining models of critical reflection for legal education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 5: Analysis of Reflective Journaling in Tertiary Education: Lessons for Legal Education</td>
<td>Literature Review - reflective journaling studies across multiple disciplines, including law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 6: Research Methodology</td>
<td>Research Methodology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 7: Using Methods of Constructivist Grounded Theory for Analysis of Foundation Law Students’ Reflective Journals</td>
<td>Constructivist Grounded Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 8: Legal Pedagogical Discourses Constructed From Reflective Journal Texts of Foundation Law Students</td>
<td>Discourse Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 9: Findings about Legal Pedagogy: Pathways for Teaching Ethics, Professionalism and Critical Reflection</td>
<td>Research Findings, Summary and Recommendations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V AIMS OF THE RESEARCH

The aims of the research are wide reaching, intending to make a contribution to improving Australian legal education in relation to legal ethics, professionalism and critical reflection for law students and their possible future legal careers. Its findings are likely to promote increased public transparency and government accountability in relation to these areas. The aim is to provide legal educators with a range of techniques, that research has proven will
stimulate foundation law students and will enhance their developing perspectives of ethics, professionalism and critical reflection.\(^{42}\)

The research examines the means to provide foundation law students with clear instruction about critical reflection and constructs a critically reflective prompt-based model for legal education. Critical reflection as a legal skill is important because of its focus on how knowledge can be reflected upon to solve new problems.\(^{43}\) Increasing cohorts of law academics encourage reflection as a skill necessary for a graduate.\(^{44}\) While legal educators have proposed reflective models\(^{45}\) for critical reflection, this thesis develops its own model from the research and adapted from the work of reflective taxonomists.\(^{46}\)

The research also aims to understand, describe and interpret the students’ journal entries in order construct the discourses, which explain student understandings of the legal world. In the reflective journals the students position themselves as not only voyeurs of the legal education world in which they are immersed but as playing a more critically reflective role with their own learning.\(^{47}\) The development of critical, ethical and professional values can help shape future professional identities, which underpins student decision-making and problem solving.\(^{48}\) Using a variety of pedagogical techniques directed at improving legal pedagogy also enables students to be more critically involved within their own legal learning environment.\(^{49}\) The research also provides legal educators with effective pathways for embedding these attributes into the curriculum for their intrinsic value for students, as future legal practitioners and for public and government accountability.\(^{50}\)

**VI THEORETICAL LOCATION**

This research is theoretically located in a constructivist paradigm within a poststructuralist framework.\(^{51}\) The framework informs the methodology, which uses constructivist grounded theory\(^{52}\) and discourse analysis.\(^{53}\) The theoretical location is informed by issues of discourse

\(^{42}\) Chapter 9, Figure 1; Chapter 9, Table 1.
\(^{43}\) Kift, above n 6; Burton and McNamara, above n 6.
\(^{44}\) Kift, above n 6, Vicki Waye and Margaret Faulkner, ‘E-Portfolios and Legal Professional Attributes’ in Sally Kift et al (eds), *Excellence and Innovation in Legal Education* (Lexis Nexis, 2011) 250; Burton and McNamara, above n 6.
\(^{46}\) Chapter 4 I-III; Chapter 7 I-VI; Chapter 8 I-V.
\(^{47}\) Chapter 8 II C; Chapter 8 III.
\(^{49}\) Biggs and Tang, above n 6,165-168.
\(^{50}\) Chapter 9, Table 2; Chapter 9, Table 3.
\(^{51}\) Above n 18.
\(^{52}\) Above n 18; Chapter 6 III; Chapter 6 IV; Chapter 6 V; Chapter 6 VI; Chapter 7 I-VI.
and power, which operate through an analysis of the data. Such a theoretical positioning recognises that the research is located ‘in a new age where messy, uncertain multi-voiced texts, cultural criticism, and new experimental work will become more common, as will reflexive forms of field work, analysis and inter-textual representation’. 54

The constructivist paradigm is comprised of multiple realities, knower and respondent co-creating understandings and a naturalistic set of methodological procedures. 55 Poststructuralism, which informs this paradigm, rejects the rigidity of structural formations within society 56 and ‘critiques the scientific pretentions of structural tendencies in all disciplines’. 57 Within this paradigm the discourses are constructed. In relation to this research the foundation law students construct their textual data. 58 The researcher develops discourses using constructivist grounded theory, 59 which involves data collection and analysis reciprocally informing and shaping each other through emergent iterative processes. 60 Constructivist grounded theory involves attending to contexts, positions, meanings, actions and advances the understanding of power and inequities. 61 The strategies are comprised of coding, developing categories and finally identifying the major themes from the data. 62

The use of a poststructural framework recognises that there is no universal truth derived from data but multiple perspectives of phenomenon. 63 In this research the reading of the data is not constructed as truth but as a site for multiple possibilities based on the discourses, which are constructed from the themes. 64 This posits that discourses are socially, culturally and historically located. 65 Within this research framework the aim is to develop students’ views on legal pedagogy, including ethics, professionalism and critical reflection. Constructivist grounded theory also allows for locating the research in terms of discourse and power. 66 ‘Discourse and writing in particular, is no longer considered merely as a means of transcribing knowledge that is provided in lumps by the teacher’. 67 Learning involves making

53 Above n 19; Chapter 6 VIII; Chapter 8 I-V.
54 Norman Denzin and Yvonna Lincoln (eds), The SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Research (Sage, 4th ed, 2011) 15.
56 Elizabeth Adams St. Pierre ‘Post Qualitative Research’ in Denzin and Lincoln, above n 54, 615.
57 Ibid.
58 Chapter 7 I-VI; Chapter 8 I-V.
59 Above n 18.
60 Ibid.
61 Charmaz (2006), above n 18, 362; Chapter 6 III; Chapter 7.
62 Charmaz (2006), above n 18, 367, 368, 371; Chapter 6 III; Chapter 7 II-V.
63 Denzin and Lincoln, above n 54, 9.
64 Ibid.
66 Above n 20.
sense out of experiences where both teachers and students are making and sharing meanings. 

Society is differentiated into many types of power relationships; different groups push their own power by claiming they have knowledge of the truth. The research shows how power influences students. This thesis maintains that legal discourse analysis is understudied. Analysis is needed, in relation to the ‘spoken and written texts … not purely for scholarly reasons but in the interests of fairness and justice’, given ‘the enormous power of institutionalised and structural superiority’ the law has in conflict with ‘the views of fairness held by ordinary citizens’. In the context of this research, power is asserted through specialised knowledge by key figures or institutions, the judiciary over those within in the courtroom, the students through judgments, legal educators over the students and popular culture over the law students. Brookfield recognises that ‘students perceptions are especially helpful to us when it comes to surfacing issues of power’ in relation to learning. One way this can be achieved is through reflective journals.

VII THESIS OBJECTIVES AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The initial objective of the research involved an assessment of whether reflective journaling was a suitable innovative pedagogical tool for teaching foundation law students about ethics and professionalism. As it became clear early in the process of reviewing the literature that such a pedagogical device had potential, the research objectives and questions were expanded. The importance of instructing and guiding students in relation to reflection also became apparent together with the recognition that a reflective model for foundation law students could be developed to direct and guide students with reflection. It also became evident that the student journals reveal a great deal about the legal world of the law students through their discourses. The research objectives were therefore reviewed, revised and expanded in light of initial research findings. The new objectives include why to, how to and when to promote and enhance the development of ethics, professionalism and critical reflection. The following research questions inform the thesis:
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70 Chapter 7 II-IV; Chapter 8 II-IV; Chapter 9, Figure 1; Chapter 9, Table 1.
72 Ibid 492.
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77 Chapter 4 I-III; Chapter 5 V.
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1. Why, how and when should ethics and professionalism be taught to law students?
2. Why is and what components of critical reflection are relevant to law students’ legal education?
3. What is an appropriate model for critical reflection for foundation law students?
4. Is reflective journaling a suitable pedagogical technique for foundation students’ learning about ethics and professionalism?
5. What does an analysis of foundation law students’ journals reveal in terms of legal pedagogy?

Recommendations also issue to legal educators in the form of a toolbox of pedagogical techniques for ethics, professionalism and critical reflection for the foundation year and beyond. Additional recommendations are made for areas of further research together with activities for the teaching of ethics, professionalism and critical reflection.

VIII LITERATURE REVIEWS: ETHICS AND PROFESSIONALISM IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LEGAL CURRICULUM FROM FOUNDATION YEAR

Chapter 2, the first literature review chapter, argues that in the present socio-economic climate the teaching of legal ethics and professionalism in the undergraduate legal curriculum is essential. The intense demand for inclusion of these topics within the undergraduate legal curriculum derives from governments, universities and within the legal profession. The academic literature shows possibilities that both traditional and more so, less traditional, student-centred pedagogical techniques have in this area. Chapter 3 argues for inclusion of both a ‘pervasive model’ to incorporate ethics and professionalism into the legal curriculum, allowing multiple opportunities for student learning. The benefits of early incorporation in the foundation years of a law degree encourage the development of skills needed within the profession but also have important implications for educators in terms of compliance with
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81 Julian Webb, ‘Taking Values Seriously: The Democratic Intellect and the Role of Values in the Law School Curriculum’ in Mike Robertson et al (eds), The Ethics Project in Legal Education (Routledge, 2011) 9, 22; Chapter 2 III-VI.
83 Owen and Davis, above n 80; Webb, above n 81; Chapter 3 I-I-V.
government standards. Literature from the United States and Australia reveals the student-centred pedagogical tools to support and enhance student learning about ethics and professionalism. Using a diversity of pedagogical techniques has significant merit in terms of student engagement and learning.

IX LITERATURE REVIEWS: CRITICAL REFLECTION AND REFLECTIVE JOURNALING

Chapter 4 reviews the literature on critical reflection for the purpose of legal education. Reflective skills are shown as essential graduate attributes and part of the TLOs. The chapter examines the multiple views surrounding critical reflection and explores the ambiguous nature of reflection and the interchangeable terms associated with it. It outlines how critical reflection can be developed from an academic perspective, with components of reflective taxonomies appraised and assessed. The chapter also reviews the field chronologically from the work of Dewey to the more recent work of other academics in order to assess which components of critical reflection are best suited to foundation legal education.

Chapter 5 presents an inquiry about reflective journaling studies across different professional disciplines, from a number of mainly common law countries. Findings relevant to inform the research are revealed and explained. Findings from all phases of the study are used to inform the research, revealing that if certain criteria are met, reflective journaling has the potential to be a highly appropriate pedagogical technique.

X RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Chapter 6 details the design of the research methodology through a review of the theory behind the methodological choices made for the research and how those methods of analysis, including the collection of the data, were put into practice. The advantages of constructivist
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grounded theoretical and discourse analysis are explained and examined.\textsuperscript{95} Data from two groups of foundation UTAS law students, chosen from 2009 and 2011, is used to give insight into the students’ perspectives. The reflective journals provide the rich data, which reveals the legal world of foundation students. The issues of reliability, credibility and triangulation are addressed in the research.\textsuperscript{96} The strengths of using a constructivist grounded theoretical approach to examining the students’ textual data are also revealed.

Chapter 7 details the method of analysis of foundation law students’ reflective journal texts using constructivist grounded theory.\textsuperscript{97} The chapter outlines the processes of constructivist grounded theory used to analyse the data. These include coding, categorising and constructing the dominant themes from the data. Memo writing is used to show how the researcher reflected on improving both pedagogy and reflection. This process was completed in preparation for the discourse analysis to follow in Chapter 8, which compares and contrasts discourses constructed from foundation law students’ reflective journals\textsuperscript{98} in 2009 and 2011. Five discourses for the 2011 cohort include student engagement, thinking like a lawyer, court experience, ethics and judgment. Six discourses from 2009 are constructed and are similar to the 2011 discourses. They include engagement, improvement, popular culture, court experience, analysis and judgement.

**XI FINDINGS OF THE RESEARCH**

Chapter 9 presents the findings of the research, informed by the literature reviews, which focus on specifically designed activities\textsuperscript{99} to promote ethics, professionalism and critical reflection. A written journaling guide to assist law students with reflection is recommended.\textsuperscript{100} The findings also support the desirability of a model of critical reflection to assist foundation law students improve their reflective skills. The chapter summarises what can be learned and utilised from the research in terms of contributions made to knowledge and practice in legal education in relation to ethics, professionalism and critical reflection.\textsuperscript{101} The research questions are revisited showing how the research informed by the literature reviews addresses the research questions. The chapter tables the major findings of the discourse analysis providing recommendations for legal pedagogy.

\textsuperscript{95} Chapter 6 III; Chapter 6 VII.
\textsuperscript{96} Chapter 6 VI.
\textsuperscript{97} Above n 19.
\textsuperscript{98} 2011 journals come from Hobart, Launceston and Cradle Coast campuses. 2009 journals come from the Hobart campus.
\textsuperscript{99} Chapter 9, Table 2; Chapter 9, Table 3.
\textsuperscript{100} Chapter 6, Table 3.
\textsuperscript{101} Chapter 9 III; Chapter 9, Table 2; Chapter 9, Table 3; Chapter 9 IV C.
In terms of extending legal research in the area, options are also tabled relating to further engaging pedagogical techniques, extending constructivist grounded theory and discourse analysis with reflective practice. The chapter outlines the implications of the research for legal educators, student development in these areas, legal researchers and those charged with the responsibility for mapping out and embedding graduate attributes into the curriculum.\textsuperscript{102}

\section*{XII CONCLUSION}

This chapter introduces the importance of ethics, professionalism and critical reflection in legal education for law students throughout their degrees, as graduates and future professionals. These topics form the research focus and relate to the objectives and aims of the research. The research focus also relates to a careful examination of the student journals of cohorts of 2009 and 2011 and foreshadows how this has been done. Through the research process it shows the development of discourses, which provide insights into what engages and influences students. The research in this thesis provides legal educators with techniques to embed TLOs\textsuperscript{103} relating to ethics, professionalism and critical reflection into curricula. It shows legal education can be developed in the areas of ethics and professionalism from the foundation years. It also shows critical reflection is a central component of the research given it involves reflective journals, reflective practice and analysis of journal texts. The research from the journals has important ramifications for developing the teaching of ethics, professionalism and critical reflection in both traditional and less traditional, more innovative ways.

\textsuperscript{102} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{103} Kift, Israel and Field, above n 1.
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CHAPTER 2: THE IMPORTANCE OF ETHICS AND PROFESSIONALISM IN UNDERGRADUATE LEGAL EDUCATION

I INTRODUCTION

This chapter argues that the teaching of ethics and professionalism in the undergraduate legal curriculum is essential. Ethics and professionalism are defined broadly as a notion of professional ethical conduct, which emphasises values, as opposed to prescriptive rules of behaviour. This definition focuses on professional skills as well as legal knowledge. The demand for inclusion of ethics and professionalism within the undergraduate legal curriculum comes from government, universities and the legal profession. This chapter presents the positive possibilities that both traditional and more so, less traditional pedagogical techniques have in this area. Less traditional legal pedagogy supports student-centred learning, allowing students to construct their own critically reflective perspectives, which traditional transmission of legal knowledge on its own may be less likely to deliver.

The first section of the chapter recognises the significance of prioritising ethics and professionalism in legal education for two reasons. Firstly, there is a growing concern about the unethical behaviour of legal practitioners, deriving from the judiciary, the legal profession, academia and the community.

---

2 Robertson in Kift et al, above n, 107.
Unless addressed, it has the potential to threaten a well functioning legal system with access to social justice.\textsuperscript{8} Secondly, national standards and government priorities in tertiary education require ethics and professionalism to be embedded within graduate attributes and TLOs.\textsuperscript{9} Their rationale includes encouraging law students to learn about the positive role legal practitioners play within society and their commitment to justice.\textsuperscript{10} Teaching ethical and professional skills helps to address these concerns and prepares the students for their professional duties and responsibilities.\textsuperscript{11}

This chapter in the second section argues that foundation law students should be made aware of standards of ethical behaviour needed for legal practice, especially through case law relating to failure to uphold such standards. A trend in the legal profession from a focus on professionalism to a focus on profit makes it highly likely that such ethical challenges for future legal practitioners will become more frequent.\textsuperscript{12} The third and final section of the chapter examines the role popular culture plays in constructing students’ perceptions of the legal profession, especially the behaviour and roles of legal practitioners.\textsuperscript{13} The use of popular culture as a less traditional, engaging method for students to develop understandings about the multi-faceted layers of ethical values and rules is a valuable pedagogical method.\textsuperscript{14} Reflection about popular culture can, provide a pedagogical opportunity for students to question their perceptions about the legal system and consider how these perceptions influence their learning.\textsuperscript{15}

II RATIONALE FOR A FOCUS ON ETHICS AND PROFESSIONALISM

While much of the negative literature about the legal profession emerges from the United States of America, there are also growing concerns about the ethics of Australian legal practice.\textsuperscript{16} Claims of lawyers’ greed, self-service, self-deceit, tax avoidance and abuse of the system for personal gain permeate the literature.\textsuperscript{17} Negative attitudes about legal practitioners appear to have intensified.\textsuperscript{18}
Recent academic and media focus has concentrated on uncivil and expensive litigation involving ‘Rambo style’\textsuperscript{19} legal tactics.\textsuperscript{20} This focus impacts negatively on the credibility of the legal profession and can raise questions of unfairness where the litigation is at unnecessary cost to the client.\textsuperscript{21}

A Incorporating Graduate Attributes and TLOs into the Legal Curriculum

There is a recent focus on an appreciation of ethical standards and professional responsibility for students within legal education in Australian universities,\textsuperscript{22} propelled by many stakeholders, namely the profession, Australian Law Deans, legal academics and government.\textsuperscript{23} In 2008, influenced by the US Carnegie Foundation Report, the Law Admissions Consultative Committee (LACC) and the Council of Australian Law Deans (CALD) instigated an investigation with a Senate Standing Committee proposing a stocktake on the teaching of professional conduct in Australian Law Schools.\textsuperscript{24} In 2009, CALD research was used to assist in the development of curriculum, informed by graduate attributes and to map the processes used to achieve this.\textsuperscript{25} There was consistency across law schools to include an attribute aimed at addressing ethics and professionalism.\textsuperscript{26} Commitment to development of these attributes across Australian law schools is evident.\textsuperscript{27} Law faculties and university centres for teaching and learning promote ethical behaviour and professionalism as graduate attributes.\textsuperscript{28} Compelling objectives for inclusion of these graduate attributes\textsuperscript{29} include preparing students for effective participation in their chosen profession and enabling the university to demonstrate its commitment to producing employable graduates.\textsuperscript{30}
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28 ‘Re-Imagining the Law Graduate Attributes,’ above n 22; Taiwanese Institute of Teaching and Learning (TILT) at the University of Tasmania (UTAS) <http://www.utas.edu.au/education/learning-and-teaching/resources/calt>.


The government also commissioned the Australian Learning and Teaching Council (ALTC) to manage the national Learning and Teaching Academic Standards project (LTAS). LTAS developed TLOs for a number of disciplines, including law.31 In law, one aim of LTAS was to develop effective means to inform Australian law students about the values of professionalism, ethics and service.32 Six TLOs were developed in the Bachelor of Laws.33 TLO1 covers legal knowledge, including knowledge about justice and ethical practice in lawyers’ roles. TLO1, as well as TLO2, relates to ethical decision-making, reflecting on ethical issues, professional responsibility and a developing ability to exercise professional judgment.34

In 2014 the LACC invited submissions relating to the removal of ethics and professionalism from undergraduate law curriculum.35 This was based on comparisons between legal education in Australian and the United Kingdom together with potential overlaps that had been identified with practical legal training. This proposal was met with extensive objections from the judiciary, the profession, academics, law schools and law societies.36 Ethics and professionalism have not been removed from the undergraduate law curriculum. This decision shows support for retention of the development of the understanding of ethics and professionalism in the law curriculum. Not only is it desirable for graduate attributes and TLOs on ethics and professionalism to inform the curricula, the LTAS report makes it a responsibility of those within universities to ensure these attributes are mapped and developed through the curriculum.37

The focus on TLOs is likely to intensify with the continued input and audit process overseen by the Tertiary Education Quality Standards Agency (TEQSA), a quality assurance agency for higher education.38 Universities must comply with national standards and document the quality assurance mechanisms that ensure alignment. For example, UTAS published LTAS@UTAS outlining the delegated responsibilities for embedding Course Learning Outcomes (CLOs) and TLOs into curricula in certain disciplines including law.39 Associate Deans of Learning and Teaching are required to map the attributes within selected individual disciplines and demonstrate how they are developed through the course with scaffolded opportunities for student learning to meet outcome requirements.40
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and Course Coordinators must provide students with transparency of assessment tasks and criteria related to outcomes. This process involves a systematic approach to the development of curricula and statements of clear outcomes. In light of the approach, this chapter and the following chapter investigate pedagogical techniques highly suited to developing the teaching and learning of ethics and professionalism.

### B Legal Education: Knowledge, Professional Skills, Values and Professional Identity

Australian and United States legal education is becoming more inclusive of teaching professional skills and values as well as legal knowledge. The Carnegie Foundation Report argues that there are three professional apprenticeships that need to be traversed. The first apprenticeship is cognitive and relates to ways of thinking in the subject matter. The second apprenticeship of skills and practice relates to what professionals do and how they act. The third apprenticeship is one of professional identity and values. Welsh Wegner argues that the third apprenticeship engenders the least compliance, the least of the apprenticeships to be understood and involves reliance on a hidden curriculum. The latter consists of optional speakers, orientation programs, extra-curricular activities, pro bono initiatives and clinical offerings. The hidden curriculum, never explicitly explained, can be used to engage and promote aspects of ethics and professionalism to students. An emphasis on legal knowledge, skills, professional identity and values is supported in current Australian legal education.

The TLOs cover ethics and professional responsibility and a wider range of interrelated thinking, research, communication, collaboration and self-management skills. These skills need to be embedded in the formal legal education curriculum as the TLOs state. Through group work in legal education, professional competencies can be developed and transitioned into the professional community. Legal education literature supports the fostering of skills within the curriculum for the extended benefits offered for students. Group work participation at law school has a number of benefits for student learning and professional skill development, including active learning, educational autonomy, the opportunity to develop academic and social relationships, as well as preparing students
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for legal practice and employability. Communication and collaboration skills are required for effective group work. The pedagogical approach of the educator is crucial to assist the development of these skills especially as students can be concerned about unequal contributions from group members.

III ETHICAL BEHAVIOUR WITHIN THE LEGAL PROFESSION: THE ROLE OF LEGAL EDUCATION

Law is a profession where high ethical standards are expected and demanded both for admission to practice and post admission. There is a need for law students to develop values of honesty and transparency and to have the capacity to respond to ethical challenges. Case law legal knowledge relating to professional conduct is an important component of teaching ethics because it reveals what is unacceptable behaviour. Conduct relating to admission to practice and post-admission conduct are linked to the value of honesty. This is frequently addressed as part of final year legal ethics subjects but inclusion in the foundation year is crucial to assist students in understanding the nexus between academic dishonesty as students and the potential failure to be admitted to practice.

A The Standards of Ethical Behaviour required for Admission and Post Admission: Australian Legal Practice

In addition to eligibility requirements, admission to the Australian legal profession is based on individual testimonies of good fame and character, as defined in State and Territory legislation. In all States and Territories one needs to be a fit and proper person to be admitted to legal practice. Upon entry to the profession some practitioners fail to retain appropriate standards imposed by conduct rules, legislation and common law. In considering admission applications, the court admits
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those who display honesty and integrity and a history of abiding by the law. Failure to disclose information about one’s past professional or personal misbehaviour can prompt a refusal to admit the practitioner or, if admitted, a subsequent removal of the practitioner from practice.

There is a strong emphasis on transparency with disclosure about behaviour relevant to admission standards. Admission case law demonstrates that assessment of relevant conduct usually relates to non-professional incidents and/or failure to disclose such incidents given that individuals have not yet entered practice. Examples of relevant incidents include student misconduct, lack of respect for legal proceedings such as family court processes, prior convictions or charges, bankruptcy and insolvency processes or investigations by relevant regulatory authorities. Legal practitioners have been barred from practice where, for example, there has been a persistent failure to lodge taxation returns and business activity statements, displayed trust account deficiencies, preferred their own financial interests over those of others, had conflicts of interests, exhibited patterns of lying or failed to reveal convictions. Other misconduct cases involve fiduciary defaults, overcharging clients, failure to supervise other practitioners and serious neglect or delay in dealing with legal issues.

Honesty or candour goes to the core of fitness to commence and continue to practice. Criminal conduct is also relevant to the determination, particularly where the conduct is linked to practice. Some High Court of Australia decisions have examined criminal conduct and the ramifications for legal practice of non-disclosure of the conduct. The High Court of Australia recognises that the
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inherent power to admit, disbar and discipline practitioners lies with the Supreme Court of the States and Territories, which legislation recognises.81 Two High Court cases show criminal conduct was not a bar to practising because it was not linked to practice.82 Supreme Court decisions have also upheld that where the legal practitioner has no understanding of the obligations of candour, they are no longer fit for practice or should not be granted a practising certificate.83 Teaching such case law enables law students to be informed about the types of unprofessional practices that may affect a student’s ability to enter the profession and practice law. Given that the line for misconduct is not always clear, legal education becomes even more important to assist students and future practitioners in delineating what falls within and outside its ambit.84

Whilst typically such instruction is included in the final year of a degree, there are grounds to argue that it should commence in the foundation year to ensure that students are aware of these pre-admission cases and that academic misconduct at university can detrimentally affect their ability to practice and to assist in the early development of ethical and professional perspectives.85 The format of teaching case law has traditionally been through teacher-centred lectures and tutorials.86 Whilst there is no reason why knowledge ought not continue to be conveyed in this way teaching practice can include more diverse techniques with both media and case law providing excellent sources for discussion or debate in this area.87

Media reports revel in depicting unethical behaviour of the legal profession and ethical dilemmas.88 Over recent years, the media has documented examples of unprofessional, corrupt behaviour of lawyers and members of the bench.89 Non-exemplary behaviour includes judges making inappropriate comments90 and taking drugs and/or alcohol during the course of trials and hearings.91 Lawyers and

81 See eg, Legal Professional Uniform Law 2014 (NSW) s. 264; Re Davis (1947) 75 CLR 409; Ziens [1957] 97 CLR 279.
84 Gino Dal Pont in ‘Pointing the Finger’ (2011) 85 Law Institute Journal 82; See also, Legal Profession Complaints Committee v in de Braekt (2011) WASAT 1; Law Society of The Northern Territory v M Laren (NT Legal Practitioners Disciplinary Tribunal, 24 June 2009).
85 Robertson, above n 1, 99.
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88 Cesan v Director of Public Prosecutions (Cth); Mas Rivadavia v Director of Public Prosecutions (Cth) [2007] NSWCCA 273; Cesan v The Queen; Mas Rivadavia v The Queen [2008] HCA 52 [reported?]; ‘Sleeping Judge Ian Dodd, ‘Miscarriage of Justice: High Court’ The Australian (online), 6 November 2008 <http://www.theaustralian.com.au>.
judges committing criminal acts and having inappropriate relationships with staff have also been reported in the media.  

Judicial ethics and accountability are very important to gain confidence in a legal system. Judicial conduct for Chief Justices in Australia emphasises judicial ethics, expected judicial conduct and behaviour including civility, honesty and dignity. Unfortunately not all members of the judiciary comply, with examples of non-compliance with standards abundant in the United States and present also in Australia. Reported behaviour includes judicial bullying, judges falling asleep during trials and committing criminal acts for personal gain. Legal education plays a role in illustrating to students what type of judicial behaviour is or is not appropriate. Evaluating and analysing these types of cases can be engaging for students and open up dialogue between peers and educators on these topics. This can also be achieved through court experiences, which are examined in further detail in the next chapter.

B Displays of Unethical Conduct: Overstepping Professional Boundaries

Unethical behaviour by members of the legal profession is recognised as a serious problem. Profit as a major goal of legal practice can overshadow standards of ethical professionalism. This is recognised as problematic by the Australian judiciary, academia and members of the legal profession. Former High Court Justice Kirby strongly recommends that future law graduates develop an ethical conscience in providing legal services, noting the concerns with profit over professionalism and the ‘win at all cost’ attitude of practitioners. Some members of the judiciary argue that economic pressures on lawyers produce a decline of ethical standards, which require honesty, fidelity, loyalty, diligence and competence in the service of clients, above commercial self-advantage. Young lawyers can be left with the impression that practice is only about the billable hour and profit. Profit
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must be balanced with professionalism given that legal practitioners are a critical part of the rule of law that underpins democracy.\textsuperscript{106}

While education is no panacea against unprofessional conduct in practice, it is an appropriate and important response to foster and mandate ethical conduct. The legal academy needs to educate students about how the problems with running law as a business can conflict with the notion of service to the community.\textsuperscript{107} This can also cause pressure for the individual practitioner.\textsuperscript{108} The focus on making money, long hours and the pressure to bill clients may impair the legal practitioners’ physical and emotional disposition to practice.\textsuperscript{109} Legal education also needs to be balanced with the positive aspects of lawyering and assist law students to develop resilience, reflective practice and self-management strategies.\textsuperscript{110} This is also important because there seems to be a nexus in some cases between mental illness and unethical behaviour.\textsuperscript{111}

\section*{IV LAWYERS IN POPULAR CULTURE}

There are two ways, in this thesis, in which popular culture is connected to issues of ethics and professionalism for law students. Popular cultural constructions of lawyers and legal systems impact on how many law students develop their attitudes to lawyers and the law.\textsuperscript{112} The popularity of popular cultural versions of the law makes it an apt tool to assist students in critically reflecting on and about ethics and professionalism in the law.\textsuperscript{113} Popular culture in this context includes television, movies, novels and the media.

This thesis argues that discourses of popular culture offer an opportunity for the legal educator. The use of popular culture can be used to make the link between ethics as part of culture, not as a universal truth but as a set of discourses from which students have the agency to acknowledge the consequences

\textsuperscript{106} Above n.
\textsuperscript{107} Elizabeth Ellis, \textit{Principles and Practice of Australian Law} (LawBook Co, 2\textsuperscript{nd} ed, 2009) 163-164.
\textsuperscript{108} Lynda Crowley-Cyr, ‘Towards Ethical Literacy by Enhancing Reflexivity in Law Students’ in Robertson et al, above n 5, 148; Schiltz, above n 6; James and Field, above n 1, 6.
\textsuperscript{109} Crowley-Cyr, above n; Schiltz, above n 6; James and Field, above n 1, 6; Nicholas James Murfett, ‘The Case for a Paradigm Shift in Civil and Commercial Dispute Resolution-Moving from Fear to Love-A Solicitor’s Perspective’ (Paper presented at the 3\textsuperscript{rd} International Conference on Therapeutic Jurisprudence, 8th June 2006, Perth Convention and Exhibition Centre, Perth, Western Australia) 1.
\textsuperscript{112} Leslie Moran et al (eds), \textit{Law’s Moving Image} (Cavendish, 2004); Margaret Thornton (ed) \textit{Romancing the Tomes: Popular Culture, Law and Feminism} (Cavendish, 2002); Sharp (2006) above n 89; James and Field, above n 1, 5; Sally Kane, 5 Myths Regarding the Practice of Law (2012) <http://legalcareers.about.com>.
of their choices. Popular culture has been recognised as a source for critical reflection in both Australia and the United States. A significant number of pedagogical approaches in law schools use popular culture to encourage critical reflection. The approaches have the potential to be engaging for students and allow them the opportunity to compare and contrast real experiences with fictional texts, in order to evaluate critically the profession.

A number of academics have recognised the significant influence popular culture has on the practice of law and legal education. Sherwin is concerned that the influences of the mass media as part of popular culture can erode the legitimacy of the law. When the mass media and law intermingle, he maintains, the result is that the law is in need of restoration due to the negative effects of our postmodern culture. Sharp further argues that although the intersection of law and popular culture has not been so easily accepted, stories and popular cultural texts are important pedagogical tools for student learning and critical reflection. Her research shows that the process of undertaking first year law enables students to be very receptive to ethical talk through their engagement with popular cultural texts. There is a place in legal education for students to become more self-aware and reflective about their personal ethics and consequently placed in a better position to make professional decisions within legal practice. It is, she maintains, important for students to have access to a range of possible discourses in order to provide them with the agency to select those discourses, which are important to them and to their professional futures.

Given that popular culture is an important source of socialisation and learning, its representations can provide valuable contexts for students’ constructions of lawyers’ identities, ethical perspectives and opportunities for learning. Understanding of lawyers is influenced and constructed through the mediums of television, film and literature. Images of lawyers permeate television in Australia, the United States and the United Kingdom. Television programmes construct lawyers with contrasting
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images. A Rambo-style ‘amoral gun-fighter’¹²⁷ is one portrayal of the lawyer in popular culture.¹²⁸ In many cases, a lawyer sees himself as the aggressive gladiatorial fighter for his client's perceived rights and for this price will join in and fight the good fight with all his might - in some cases with little regard for morality or ethics’.¹²⁹

Sometimes successful lawyers in popular cultural texts are depicted as those who frequently push ethical boundaries. An example is the character of Cleaver Green in ABC1’s *Rake*.¹³⁰ This series depicts the Australian lawyer as charming, amusing and successful but chronically unethical and unprofessional. These images can be contrasted with more conservative portrayals of characters such as Magistrate Gibson in *Sea Change* and Judge Gray in *Judging Amy*.¹³¹ Such television constructions of lawyers also depict them as wealthy, materialistic,¹³² glamorous¹³³ and unbeatable.¹³⁴ The characters in *Crownies, Janet King* and *Silk* reveal an array of more realistic legal personalities working long hours to make money with stress and strain shown in their demeanours.¹³⁵ Other popular cultural genres portray the lawyer in contrasting extremes. In film, lawyers tend to be polarised as brilliant or hopeless, or both.¹³⁶ They can be portrayed as glamorous, rich and smart or as true fighters who are not always ethical.¹³⁷ The wealth of the lawyer not infrequently comes at a cost to the client.¹³⁸ Other impressive portraits show the lawyer as a persistent social justice crusader, particularly when accounts are based on fact.¹³⁹

Legal fiction has become an important area of study as popular culture provides a potent source of evaluation and critique for law students.¹⁴⁰ In novels, lawyers are often portrayed as rich, powerful and self-seeking, yet on other occasions they are sometimes constructed as persistent and hardworking

¹³⁰ ABC (USA), *Law and Order*, 1990-2010; ABC (Australia), *Janet King*, 2014-ongoing.
¹³¹ Malloy, above n 125.
¹³⁸ *Fracture*, above n 136; *Something Borrowed*, above n 136.
¹³⁹ *The Lincoln Lawyer*, above n 136.
¹⁴⁰ Kift et al, above n 1; Sharp (2004), above n 89.
for a cause.¹⁴¹ The key theme of an unrepentant search for justice is conveyed through recent best selling legal fiction.¹⁴² Many of the authors have intimate interconnections with real life legal practice, having either studied or practiced law.¹⁴³ Strong, smart,¹⁴⁴ skilled,¹⁴⁵ confident and glamorous lawyers pervade the literature as do corrupt practitioners or judges.¹⁴⁶ Other recent characterisation of lawyers reveals persistent themes of money hungry,¹⁴⁷ win at all cost, gun blazing approaches to justice.¹⁴⁸ The high impact of the stress of legal practice also prevails within the genre.¹⁴⁹ Degradation and cynicism remain rife in everyday jokes and colloquialisms about lawyers in these texts.¹⁵⁰ To some students the depictions may even be a source of truth, making the topic appropriate to include within the curriculum. This also makes it important for law students’ curriculum to be balanced with the positive aspects of lawyering including practising in an ethical and professional manner.¹⁵¹

V CONCLUSION

This chapter examines the rationale for prioritising ethics and professionalism for law students from the foundation years. Displays of unprofessional behaviour from students, legal practitioners and the judiciary show the consequences non-compliance can have in terms of not being accepted into legal practice or disentitlement to practice. It shows how traditional legal knowledge about rules of professional practice can highlight the boundaries of acceptable and not acceptable behaviour. This includes the values of honesty and candour.

The literature supports the view that legal education needs to focus on positive aspects of lawyering to assist law students to develop legal skills, resilience and reflective practice.¹⁵² Such practices enhance the need to be ethical and professional in an environment prone to challenges and negativity. Developing more positive legal skills and appropriate values are endorsed as important for professional practice in the face of an often negative culture. Such skills can be developed in group work in the law classroom. Group work involving discussion and debate has potential for student development.
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¹⁵² James and Field, above n 1, 343, 345-346, 354, 364; Watson and Field, above n 129; Field, Duffy and Huggins, above n 110.
learning and professional skill development in these areas including active learning, autonomy, the opportunity to develop academic and social relationships as well as preparing students for legal practice and employability. Media reports and case law on real professional misconduct cases can provide debate and exploration of value dilemmas for group discussions. Developing reflective skills about popular cultural images of the profession is likely to be beneficial for student reflection about ethical and professional issues. Less traditional pedagogy such as critically reflecting about popular culture can assist with the development of legal skills and knowledge about the rules of practice. The next chapter focuses on these techniques and other suitable pedagogical techniques for enhancing legal education in relation to ethics and professionalism.
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CHAPTER 3: INCORPORATING LEGAL ETHICS AND PROFESSIONALISM INTO THE LEGAL CURRICULUM FROM FOUNDATION YEAR

I INTRODUCTION

This chapter argues for the use of a pervasive model of teaching ethics and professionalism in the legal curriculum. A pervasive model supports the position that the teaching of ethics and professionalism should pervade the entire curriculum, allowing multiple opportunities for student learning. Rhode has recently re-endorsed such a recommendation in relation to teaching ethics in legal education in the United States, indicating that it should no longer be confined to a single subject nor marginalised. The first section of the chapter, at the same time, emphasises the importance of teaching ethics and professionalism from the foundation year of a legal degree. This is the first step in the pervasive approach of teaching. The benefits of early incorporation in the foundation years of a law degree, it is argued, encourage the development of skills needed within a profession, but may also have important implications for educators and faculties in terms of compliance with government standards. This chapter examines approaches and techniques, which are suited to teach law students about ethics and professionalism.

The second section of the chapter, drawing on literature from the United States and Australia, reveals some student-centred, active learning pedagogical tools to support and enhance student learning about ethics and professionalism in a pervasive context. It reveals that the enthusiastic commitment of teaching staff is an essential ingredient to assist student engagement and learning in these areas. Also, using a diversity of pedagogical techniques has significant merit in terms of student engagement and learning. While conceding that teaching legal ethics is pedagogically complex, this section identifies reflective journaling as an important pedagogical method because it can help facilitate critical reflection.
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II METHODS OF INCLUDING ETHICS AND PROFESSIONALISM INTO LAW SCHOOL CURRICULA

There are three main methods of including the teaching of ethics in law schools: the discrete method, the pervasive method and the cross-currucula method. The position taken in this thesis is that the most effective method for incorporation of ethics is pervasively from the foundation years onwards. The discrete method treats ethics as a stand-alone subject, usually in the final year of a law degree. This method has been criticised for its narrow focus on codes of conduct and rule-governing behaviour, thereby failing to foster student understanding of the values of the system. The discrete method can fail to impress on students the importance of ethics in developing frameworks for ethical judgment. Whilst the discrete method does not have to suffer these drawbacks the pervasive method is advantageous because it allows ethical frameworks to be developed over a much longer time frame. In the pervasive method, ethical issues are explored as they arise in both substantive legal knowledge and skills based subjects. This method has been criticised on the basis that it potentially infringes on the teacher’s autonomy and can increase coordination and duplication difficulties within faculties. Legal educators have, however, pointed out the benefits of incorporating ethics at multiple points in the curriculum, including demonstrating how it can enhance student development and the exploration of ethical issues, which lack clear answers. The teaching of ethics and professionalism can begin from the foundation year of law. Scaffolding ethics into the curriculum with more frequent exposure to ethical issues allows ‘richer and wider learning opportunities’. Given ethical issues are common in law increased and differing exposure to such issues, the pervasive method has significant merit. The approach also has merit in relation to teaching professionalism, which is linked with ethics because of the duty to act ethically and honestly both as a law student and as a future legal practitioner.

The dominant approach to the teaching of ethics and professionalism within Australia law schools has not been mapped recently in the literature. Mapping in this context means examining and

11 Ibid.
12 Ibid.
14 Ibid.
15 Ibid.
18 Robertson, above n 16, 110.
documenting how each law school documents how it teaches ethics and professionalism. Legal researchers have previously noted the absence of the pervasive model within Australian law schools despite its significant advantages.  

Although the advantages of pervasive methods are widely recognised by legal educators, the practice across Australia and the United States still seems to be to teach ethics and professionalism as discrete subjects at the end of a degree. A more pervasive approach to teaching ethics and professionalism, however, is becoming more evident. For example, a speech by former High Court Justice Kirby from the late 1990s recognises that some Australian law schools are teaching ethics more pervasively. He argues that ethics should not only be taught as a separate unit at the end of a course but should inform a law school curriculum. This is supported in legal education literature through approaches enabling ethical perspectives to be developed incrementally at the introductory, intermediate and graduate-ready levels. Ethical issues pervade core subjects inclusive of foundation law units. Such issues introduced in the foundation year are a focus of this thesis. Legal skills need to be recognised as a means to empower students and enable them to recognise the ethical obligations attached to these powers. The more engaging the ethics related activities are for the students the more desirable they are for inclusion into subjects.

A Foundation Year Experience: A Place for Developing Understandings of the Roles and Responsibilities of Lawyers, Engagement with Learning, Skill Development and Communities of Practice

The literature reveals differing and contested views on the best time to introduce learning about ethical practice. Some legal academics argue that the appropriate forum for developing an ethical disposition is in clinical legal education, whereas others maintain that it is best placed in undergraduate legal education from the foundation year. The emphasis on ethical practice through law school and in clinical legal education reinforces the importance of ethical values and dilemmas in legal practice.
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The foundation year of legal education, it is argued, is an ideal place for beginning to develop understandings of the realities of legal practice, through examining the roles and responsibilities of lawyers, engagement with the law and communities of practice. This thesis emphasises the need to improve the first year experiences of law students through giving greater attention in legal education to the role of the lawyer. Most foundation year law students’ perceptions of lawyering stem from previous experiences, which are often highly influenced by popular culture. Law school affords future lawyers an opportunity to learn about the expectations of legal practice and to challenge any misconceptions about practice. This position is reflected in James and Field’s first year law student text, which includes commentary about the different roles of lawyers and potential employment opportunities open to those who study law in Australia. They outline the commitment to justice required of the practitioner, ethics, professional ethics, ethical rules and recognise potential conflicts between personal and professional ethics.

Higher education literature suggests that greater attention should be given to first year university students in order to engage and assist them with learning. This is a critical year, particularly in professional courses such as law with a key element being student engagement, which is ‘internationally recognised as a prominent indicator of the first year experience’. A number of legal educators have expressed concern over the need for the first year experience in law school to not only assist with learning for future professional practice but also to be engaging and meaningful. The issue of engagement is so important that it has proven to be the impetus for the development of
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39 Krause et al, above n 38; Field, Duffy and Huggins (2014), above n 33,19.  
40 See, eg, Armstrong and McNamara, above n 38; Kift, above n 38; Baron and Corbin, above n 38; Claire Macken, ‘Student Engagement: The Curricular and Co-Curricula Experience’ in Sally Kift et al (eds), *Excellence and Innovation in Legal Education* (LexisNexis, 2011) 312.
student survey instruments that can be used by staff as benchmarks.\textsuperscript{41} The present University Experience Survey\textsuperscript{42} involves ‘collecting feedback on key facets of the higher education student experience and, in doing so, obtain important data on the levels of engagement and satisfaction of current commencing and later-year undergraduate students’.\textsuperscript{43} This survey, to be updated in 2016, supports further examination of engagement as significant for the first year experience.\textsuperscript{44}

First year legal educators have outlined appropriate active learning activities, including those that facilitate staff and student interactions, offer enriching learning experiences and integrated learning within a supportive learning environment.\textsuperscript{45} These learning activities include role-play exercises, buzz groups involving small interactive discussions, debating and giving oral presentations in the classroom.\textsuperscript{46} Outside the classroom the pedagogical methods can include visits to the court or parliament, interactions with members of the judiciary or politicians and reflective writing or journaling about these experiences.\textsuperscript{47} Such activities have been found to assist with foundation law students’ learning and the practice of key skills, including communication and collaboration skills, thinking skills and self-management skills.\textsuperscript{48} These skills are integral to effective professional practice and involve understandings of ethical behaviour.

This thesis identifies key skills regarding ethics and professionalism that need to be explicitly included in the curriculum. One of the ethical duties of a lawyer is to the client.\textsuperscript{49} Oral communication with clients requires lawyers to actively listen to clients, to be empathetic and to provide clear ethical advice.\textsuperscript{50} Lawyers also owe duties to the court, as officers of the court to act with honesty, integrity and candour, to uphold the law and to be fair and honest with dealing with colleagues.\textsuperscript{51} All communication between lawyers and other individuals needs to be clear and effective.\textsuperscript{52} Thinking skills are vital for both problem solving as a student and for giving advice to clients. Self-management skills are needed in relation to self-reflection about how one identifies as an ethical student and as an

\textsuperscript{44} Department of Education, \textit{Upholding Quality—Quality Indicators for Learning and Teaching} <https://education.gov.au>.
\textsuperscript{45} Macken, above n 40, 324-325; Patricia Easteal, ‘Teaching about the Nexus between Law and Society: From Pedagogy to Andragogy’ (2008) 18 \textit{Legal Education Review} 163.
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\textsuperscript{48} See, eg, Sally Kift, Mark Israel and Rachael Field, ‘Bachelor of Laws Learning and Teaching Academic Standards Statement’ (Australian Learning and Teaching Council, 2010) <http://disciplinestandards.pbworks.com/w/page/52746378/Law>; James and Field, above n 19, Preface xv.
\textsuperscript{49} James and Field, above n 19, 435, 458.
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Ethical lawyer. Practicing such skills in class is a pedagogical method to develop professionalism in students and future lawyers together with reflective journaling. Reflective journaling is a pedagogical approach, which allows students to make critically reflective comments about their own learning and intended future practices.

The literature speaks of the need for the foundation year experience to be engaging. There are two requirements of engagement, according to Biggs and Tang the experience must have some value to the learner and second the learner must expect success when engaging in the task. Engagement is linked with involvement, a sense of belonging and engaging with peers in the learning community. Learning from peers can assist in providing a supportive environment, a sense of belonging and learning connected with students’ wellbeing and success. Social and academic networking can assist with a sense of belonging and learning. Collaborating with professional bodies can also assist with connectedness with the profession. Literature supports the notion that students are engaged by such connections. It also supports the use of guest lecturers from the profession to assist students in making connections between learning and the real world of legal practice. The norms of the profession are arguably best gleaned from the outlook of some of the professionals within it. These professional perspectives, it is said, give students a ‘vision of potential pathways that offer professional meaning and purpose’.

Development of professional identities from the first year of university studies can provide law students with a positive outlook for professional life. Law students are engaged by learning about the roles and responsibilities of their potential future profession. Some first year students enjoy reflecting about lawyers and their roles. Current literature supports the position that it is important to focus on the development of positive professional identities in the first year of university. The development of a positive position encourages students to reflect about what type of lawyer they wish
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to become. Legal educators have an impact on the development of professional identities in law. The literature suggests that it is crucial to equip students with a ‘positive professional identity that affirms the role of lawyers as custodians of the rule of law and promoters of social order and justice’ as well as informing them of the challenges likely to be faced as lawyers.

There is growing evidence that communities of practice can also assist with developing practice-based skills, which includes the ability to reflect, act and behave professionally and ethically. The communities of practice approach rejects the tradition of viewing the teacher as the primary source of learning and instead focuses on learning as socially constructed through active and collaborative group learning. First year students can gain support through social interactions in the law classroom through working actively in groups in class as well as study groups outside the classroom. Such collaborative and shared learning experiences in the first year of law are endorsed by the research of Kift, James and Field.

This thesis argues that knowledge, understanding and commitment to an ethical and professional position take time for law students to develop. Webb argues that students’ ethical perspectives have already been developed prior to attending university and that there is a difference from ‘seeing the right to doing the right’. Alternatively, he argues that foundation years may be too early in a law degree to be exploring these issues. Despite this, a law school curriculum committed to the teaching of ethics is argued to be essential. Every legal educator should have the expertise to include ethical components in subjects that do not focus on professional ethics. An introduction to ethics from the first year of a law degree allows students to challenge their learning and reflect on different perspectives, particularly the development of their values. Table 1 summarises the benefits of including ethics and professionalism from the foundation year for both students and educators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Inclusion of Ethics and Professionalism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Important for Early Pedagogical Intervention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### TABLE 1: Benefits for Students and Educators for including Ethics and Professionalism from Foundation Year in Law

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For the Student</th>
<th>For the Educator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To develop self-awareness of the importance of an ethical perspective from the beginning of a degree. For example, communities of practice both within and outside the classroom assist with such perspectives, and enhance student engagement and well-being.</td>
<td>To highlight to students awareness of the importance of an ethical perspective from the beginning of a degree e.g. the problems of making profit and access to justice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To recognise the multi-dimensional nature of ethics e.g. the importance of the values of ethics.</td>
<td>To teach the multi-dimensional nature of ethics e.g. to assist students to recognise the importance of the values of ethics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To reflect upon one’s individual values, experiences and to continually question and reassess them.</td>
<td>To be aware of where students’ identity, experience, and values are situated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To be engaged by reflecting about ethical issues from an early stage, through an examination of real life experiences and observation in the courtroom.</td>
<td>To begin to teach reflective skills early.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To acknowledge the nexus between undergraduate behaviour e.g. academic dishonesty and possibly exclusion from practice.</td>
<td>To show students where to find the law relating to professional conduct necessary for entry into and continuation of legal practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To assist in the development of a sense of purpose, commitment to justice and consideration of the importance of the role and responsibilities of lawyers in society. Positive identities may assist with student resilience as a future legal practitioner.</td>
<td>To assist law faculties in laying a foundation for a suitable model of incorporating ethics, professionalism and reflection into the curriculum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To help develop students’ contextual awareness and understanding of professional values.</td>
<td>To assist in developing students’ understanding that law can be seen as an instrument of power.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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III EXPANDING TRADITIONAL LEGAL PEDAGOGY: ACCESS TO JUSTICE, PROFESSIONAL SKILLS AND PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY

Focusing on professional behaviour and ethics not only serves to discourage unethical behaviour, but to encourage positive professional behaviour.\(^{98}\) This includes helping members of society to access justice. TLO2 shows the importance of including teaching students about professional responsibility in the ‘promotion of justice and service to the community’.\(^{99}\) The Stuckey Report recommends that law students need to be more focused on how to provide access to justice, particularly to the middle class.\(^{100}\) Rhode likewise raises the problems with inadequate access to justice and service to the community in her 2015 book, The Trouble with Lawyers.\(^{101}\)

The current literature recognises the breadth of the responsibility to teach ethics in order to comply with TLO2.\(^{102}\) The latter also requires a focus on the skills of reflection and judgment relating to the roles and behaviour of lawyers and the practices that good lawyering encompasses.\(^{103}\) This is supported as best practice by the Stuckey Report, which recommends that ‘law schools should help students acquire self-reflection and an understanding of professional skills and professionalism’.\(^{104}\) Robertson makes a compelling argument for multiple and different opportunities for learning about ethics within Australian law schools as the foundation for building a professional identity.\(^{105}\) What is meant in TLO2 by good lawyering, service to justice and the community and duties of ethics is also well-examined and summarised in recent legal education literature by James and Field.\(^{106}\) Their contextualisation of the role of the good lawyer provides an excellent explanation of what a good lawyer does in terms of helping clients, problem solving, negotiation, grappling with duties of justice, the roles of lawyers and duties of lawyers to the court and community.\(^{107}\)

The Priestley Committee envisaged eleven compulsory doctrinal content areas to be covered in law school, known as the ‘Priestley 11’.\(^{108}\) The LACC has suggested that ethics may not be needed within the Priestley 11.\(^{109}\) This suggestion has been met with criticism.\(^{110}\) While it is arguable that the ambit of the TLO2 is wide, this thesis argues that ethics should not be removed from the Priestley
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requirements, and to this end agrees with the following remarks from Galloway: 111 comments about retaining ethics within the Priestley 11 provide support for this position. 112

Principles of ethics are central to all professions … the function of the law system is founded on these principles. Professional responsibility builds on ethics to encompass duties to the court and importantly students find this to be crucial aspect of student engagement.

To omit significantly important areas from undergraduate curricula would signify to students that these essential areas are not significant.

Recommendations from research and policy, over the past three decades, emphasise the importance of legal education as part of the solution towards recognising and improving ethical problems in legal practice. 113 Reformation of law school curricula to focus on ethics and professional responsibility has witnessed recommendation by the judiciary, 114 the profession 115 and government bodies. 116 Consensus on effective reformation strategies, however, appears absent in the literature. Law schools continue to grapple with the most effective ways of changing curricula. 117 The area of ethics and professionalism is diverse in terms of knowledge, skills and values. While legal knowledge can be imparted via traditional law school pedagogy through lectures and tutorials, it is also recognised that innovative pedagogical techniques are well suited for learning and practicing skills and understanding values. 118 Rhode recently argues that little is being done to educate the lecturers about ‘the art of teaching’ 119 and that teaching students about values can be done through experiential learning, interactive activities and engagement with practitioners.

Traditional law school pedagogy, with a concentrated focus on legal knowledge, may accordingly not be the only approach for learning about ethics and professionalism. 120 Student-centred learning

111 Ibid.
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117 Owen and Davis, above n 8.
118 Owen and Davis, above n; Field, Duffy and Huggins (2014), above n 33.
119 Rhode, above n 3, 143.
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provides potential.\textsuperscript{121} A constructivist approach acknowledges the importance of the recognition of the influence of prior learning in order to promote deeper student learning.\textsuperscript{122} Traditional methods of teaching law through lectures and tutorials are no longer deemed sufficient by commentators on their own to educate law students.\textsuperscript{123} Advances in technology, student demand, the necessity to prepare students for flexible career paths, pressures on law student retention rates and developments in legal education require more innovative pedagogies.\textsuperscript{124}

Enhancing law student development of ethics and professionalism is recognised as essential preparation for professional life.\textsuperscript{125} One aspect of professionalism is the development of appropriate professional behaviour, attributes and etiquette.\textsuperscript{126} This approach should begin in the foundation year, with encouraging student recognition of appropriate behaviour, both as students and later as professionals.\textsuperscript{127} Recent research supports the view that students can begin to understand the values of the profession in the foundation year of law.\textsuperscript{128} Identification of appropriate professional behaviour within both the courtroom and the classroom provides an important context for developing a deeper understanding of the area. Students’ critical reflection on these topics in different environments may also enhance a deeper learning about the subject matter.\textsuperscript{129}

**IV EFFECTIVE WAYS TO INCORPORATE ETHICS AND PROFESSIONALISM INTO THE UNDERGRADUATE LAW CURRICULUM**

The following section summarises effective methods of teaching ethics and professionalism in undergraduate law degrees in Australia and the United States.\textsuperscript{130} From 2005, the promotion of teaching ethics from foundation years is supported both in Australia and recognised in the United States.\textsuperscript{131} There are a variety of ways to incorporate specific components of ethics into the legal
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Their Australian report includes assessments tasks for ethics, group work, reflection and role-play. It recommends teaching ethics via lectures, small group work, feedback, written or oral presentations and problem solving. Traditional lectures are still recommended but less traditional pedagogical techniques play a more prominent role. Engaging, authentic settings through both simulations and real world experiences are supported in the literature. Guest lecturers or mentors are seen as valuable for learning. The promotion of class dialogue, the use of popular culture and small group work are highly recommended. Virtual on-line games, reflective exercises, role-play and problem-solving activities are promoted.

From 2010 onwards teaching ethics and professionalism from the foundation year continues to be recommended. Classroom interaction is highly promoted. Popular teaching methods include various types of group work including role-play and simulations. The use of popular culture remains recommended with other techniques including debates, reading cases through an ethical lens, case studies and reflection. Experiences outside the classroom in the courtroom as well as inside the classroom are also more recently endorsed.
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V CONCLUSION

While ethics and professionalism have been incorporated into the undergraduate legal curriculum in a discrete way through traditional pedagogy, this chapter endorses a pervasive approach to teaching ethics from the foundation year of law. The literature supports the view that pedagogical techniques linked with the pervasive approach should become more interactive and multi-faceted. Real life court visits and interactions inside and outside the classroom should also be part of the learning experience. Student engagement with ethics and professionalism can be enhanced through the use of popular culture and role-play. The thesis also supports the use of reflective journals for critical reflection and analysis of legal ethics and professional roles. The literature demonstrates that foundation students are able to use journaling to reflect critically on real court experiences and popular culture. The importance of critical reflection as having potential for teaching and learning for foundation law students is examined in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4: CRITICAL REFLECTION IN LEGAL EDUCATION

I INTRODUCTION

The first section of the chapter defines critical reflection and examines the difference between reflection in everyday life and reflection in academic contexts. Recent multi-disciplinary support for critical reflection is examined and its importance in the legal academic context outlined. The thesis argues that as critical reflection forms part of the TLOs in law it must be included in the legal curriculum. This section examines the nature of critical reflection and its interrelationship with critical thinking within the TLOs. It outlines useful components of Ryan and Ryan’s ‘4R’ model of critical reflection. It also locates the reflective journal as an effective tool, which can be used by foundation students to develop critical reflection skills. This chapter argues for the incorporation of critical reflection into law schools and critically analyses different reflective taxonomies in order to examine which elements of those taxonomies are suitable for foundation year legal education. It also argues that instruction and guidance about critical reflection should be integral to undergraduate law programs.

The second section of the chapter critically examines different views of reflection developed by educational theorists. It examines the applicability of the academic literature for the development of a reflective model in foundation law. The third and final section evaluates key components of existing taxonomies with the aim to develop a reflective taxonomy for foundation law students. Dewey’s work, which focuses on the importance of experiences, observation and self-awareness as part of reflective learning, supports the use of reflective journaling as a pedagogical tool. Reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action is integral to the experiential learning activities of Schon whereas experience and the context in which the experience takes place together with transformation are derived from the work of Hinett and Varnava. Moon supports context as part of critical reflection and maintains that transformation is at the highest level of critical reflection within her five-stage model.
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providing support for the use of transformation as important for critical reflection. Analysis and evaluation as higher levels in Bloom’s taxonomy of higher order thinking are emphasised. The contribution of the work of Hatton and Smith is described in terms of the importance of supporting instruction and guidance for critical reflection together with adding a broader contextual aspect to reflective practice. Their work has the potential to inform pedagogy in ways, which increase the awareness of foundation law students’ knowledge about the differences between forms of reflective writing, descriptive reflection and critical reflection. The complex nature of reflective practice is also evident in the work of the influential work of Boud, Keogh and Walker, which provides for structured reflection. The simplicity of the prompt-based models of reflection, however, is outlined in terms of their application for foundation law students’ learning, through the work of Gibbs, Waye and Faulkner, and Cottrell. These various components of reflection are analysed in this chapter and are incorporated into the findings of the thesis contained in chapter 9.

II DEFINING REFLECTION IN THE ACADEMIC CONTEXT: SUPPORTING REFLECTIVE PRACTICE IN LEGAL EDUCATION

Reflection in an everyday context and critical reflection for academic purposes are different and potentially contradictory. In an everyday context, reflection is associated with being engaged in thought, daydreaming or thinking about an event. In contrast, in the academic context critical reflection is structured, focused and conscious, with the aim to develop a critical understanding. Moon has defined academic reflection as a ‘form of mental processing - a form of thinking - that we use to fulfil a purpose or to achieve some anticipated outcome. It is applied to complicated and unstructured ideas to which there is no obvious solution of constructive use’. Academic support of reflective practice and the influences of various taxonomists are catalogued in Table 1.
TABLE 1: Examples of Endorsement of Reflective Practice in Academia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Influences of Taxonomists</th>
<th>Disciplines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Field, Duffy &amp; Huggins 2014</td>
<td>Includes Ryan &amp; Ryan</td>
<td>Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leering 2014</td>
<td>Includes Schon</td>
<td>Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James &amp; Field 2013</td>
<td>Ryan &amp; Ryan</td>
<td>Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulman &amp; Schutz 2013</td>
<td>Includes Dewey, Schon &amp; Brookfield</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNamara, Cockburn &amp; Campbell 2013</td>
<td>Includes Dewey, Schon &amp; Ryan</td>
<td>Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waye &amp; Faulkner 2011</td>
<td>Gibbs</td>
<td>Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherwood &amp; Horton-Deutch 2012</td>
<td>Includes Dewey &amp; Schon</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liston &amp; Zeichner 2011</td>
<td>Include Dewey &amp; Schon</td>
<td>Teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heath 2011</td>
<td>Includes Brookfield</td>
<td>Law</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A The Advantages of Learning Reflective Skills from the Foundation Years of Law

The TLOs within the Standards Statement for Law are intended to provide minimum standards of performance, achievement or attainment at the bachelor qualification level. Two of the six TLOs for graduates of the Bachelor of Law degrees in Australia relate to reflection. TLO2(b) relates to ‘reflecting upon ethical issues likely to arise in professional contexts’ whereas TLO2(c) relates to ethics and professional responsibility and requires demonstration of ‘an ability to recognize and reflect upon the professional responsibilities of lawyers in promoting justice and in service to the community’. TLO6(b) specifies that
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graduates should not only be able to learn and work independently but also ‘reflect on and assess their own capabilities and performance, and make use of feedback as appropriate to support personal and professional development’.\textsuperscript{49} TLO3, moreover, targets thinking skills, including critical analysis and the development of a critical disposition.\textsuperscript{50} There is nonetheless little consistency in how to implement the TLOs.\textsuperscript{51} Methods to implement reflective practice are varied, particularly in light of the multiple definitions of reflection and the different reflective taxonomies, addressed further in this chapter.\textsuperscript{52}

Teaching, learning and assessment activities are not prescribed within the Standards Statement.\textsuperscript{53} The Good Practices Guide (GPG) provides some examples of the ways in which reflection can be both understood and taught\textsuperscript{54} from the foundation year.\textsuperscript{55} Learning and teaching activities include the use of reflective journals, e-portfolios, blogs, wikis, role-plays and discussion groups.\textsuperscript{56} ‘Although the use of journals and e-portfolios dominate reflective practice approaches in higher education, the use of blogs, wikis, role-plays and discussion groups are growing in popularity’.\textsuperscript{57} Students use reflective journals to reflect on their learning and the law course, analyse court observations and critically appraise guest speakers.\textsuperscript{58} Journals can be hand written or typed and students can reflect through creative writing or drawing. Entries can be continuous and students can reflect on their reflections. If students are assessed on a reflective journal, they can select excerpts, which address the assessment criteria. Guided reflective journaling, it is argued, helps facilitate independent learning through enabling students to make connections between the university classroom and the real world, allowing students to recognise their own strengths and weaknesses whilst critically reflecting on their learning progress.\textsuperscript{59}

\textit{The New Lawyer} is a comprehensive text for first year law students, which offers strategies and exercises for law students in relation to learning and understanding about critical reflection.\textsuperscript{60} It suggests writing reflectively and utilising feedback are effective learning strategies.\textsuperscript{61} In this way it promotes the use of informal student journaling containing personal
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reflections, as well as journaling for developing a critical disposition. Future career reflection is an excellent example of the importance of context given that students can have misconceptions from perspectives drawn from popular culture. Similarly, educators can use the critical reflections of both students and their own reflections to transform and improve legal pedagogy. The research to follow in this thesis, informed by the research of others, explores how critical reflection can be improved with the use of appropriate instruction and guidance for students. It also shows how critical reflection about ethics and professionalism can be achieved through reflective journaling.

B Critical Thinking and Critically Reflective Skills: Ryan and Ryan’s Position

Components of reflective practice include essential critical thinking skills relevant to legal practice, which can be developed from the foundation year. Such critical thinking skills form part of TLO6 and include interpretation, analysis, evaluation, inference, explanation and self-regulation. A number of these critical thinking skills, such as analysis and evaluation, are included in the ‘4R’ model of reflection developed by Ryan and Ryan. The model has proven influential in legal education. The GPG favours this framework consisting of reporting and responding, relating, reasoning and reconstructing to provide structure and guidance about reflection in four stages. The first R in the model relates to reporting and responding. It includes reporting about first year experiences in the form of first person journal accounts. The second R relates to and makes connections with past and new experiences. Self-reflective journaling helps develop a critical disposition, including recording when one has to modify one’s own beliefs and assumptions when confronted with new ideas. This is particularly appropriate to foundation year experiences given that education about lawyers is at an early stage. The third R targets reasoning. It assists with highlighting significant issues arising from the reflection to explain and analyses their importance from different perspectives. Foundation students may need to be taught explicitly how to analyse critically, as they may not already have received instruction on this.
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The fourth R refers to reconstructing. It involves rethinking the ideas and developing a transformed approach about ideas for the future. Such a process involves evaluation. Evaluation is an important component to include in a reflective model for foundation law students as it is highly regarded as an essential academic skill.

### III TAXONOMIES OF REFLECTION: LESSONS FOR LEGAL EDUCATORS FROM REFLECTIVE TAXONOMISTS

Elements of key taxonomies are examined in this thesis to assess their suitability for inclusion within a critically reflective model for legal education. A number of reflective taxonomies have been developed over time and across disciplines, with structural diversity shown in terms of constructions of learning, levels of reflection and orientation. Single and double loop, staged and prompt-based taxonomies are dominant models. Looping and the use of a staged approach refer to reflective processes whereas prompt-based taxonomies refer to a series of prompt-based questions as part of the model. There is no theoretical consensus on the crucial elements of critical reflection.

A single model of reflection does not dominate reflective practice in legal education, although the Ryan and Ryan 4R model is becoming more commonly used in legal education. This suggests that a choice of taxonomy or the type of elements to be included within it depends on the purpose of the reflection. Elements common to reflection include experience, observation, interpretation of or returning to experience, deepening understanding or learning, self-awareness of learning, thinking, acknowledgement of a problem,
questioning, problem solving, knowledge building, improvement of practice, transformation, evaluation, and contextualising experiences from different perspectives.

A Learning from Experience, Observations and Self-Awareness

This section explores how experiences, observation and self-awareness play a role in learning. Experience in or observations of professional practice offer a learning environment where a student can experience and identify critical aspects of the work. These aspects of the work include the use of professional roles, development of professional behaviour, decision-making and the efficiency of the workplace. Dewey defines reflective thought as ‘active, persistent, and careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of knowledge in light of the ground that supports it, and the further conclusions to which it tends’. He emphasises the importance of past experience, actual experience and education. The focus is on the student’s own experiences as central for learning. Here and now experience forms the basis for observations and reflections. Kolb’s work supports this view. Observations and reflections can then be used to develop new applications for action, which can then be used as a guide to create new experiences.

Dewey’s work continues to be highly relevant in university contexts, particularly in relation to self-awareness about ethics and professional perspectives. It supports pedagogical techniques, which involve critical reflection. Recent focus on student-centred learning recognises the importance of promoting a less traditional more innovative, diverse student-centred law school curriculum. This approach, which includes reflective journaling, allows students to write, expressing their own ideas, views and interests. Dewey’s work, together with the more recent work of others, also promotes self-awareness as an important skill component of reflection. It maintains the importance of students being self-aware of their
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ethical and professional perspectives as well as the perspectives of others within the profession so that such development may guide them when faced with ethical issues or problems.

B Experiential Learning: The Advantages of Reflecting About Practical Legal Experiences for Learning about Ethics and Professionalism

This research in this thesis, informed by the research of others, explores how real life experiences are important for student development in an understanding of ethical and professional issues. It explores how these experiences influence students’ engagement with and appreciation of guest lecturers, supportive dialogue and interaction within tutorials, court visits and popular culture. Experiential learning can start in the foundation years. Learning from a variety of formal and informal experiences can be engaging and transformative for students. Law students need to have real experiences of the practice of law in order to learn about it. Examples of such experiences include ‘court visits, advocacy exercises, role-plays, mooting, prison visits, work experiences at legal offices and formal internships’. The experiences provide excellent material for reflection. Once students become more reflective they are:

... more likely to become reflective practitioners who are more able to learn from experience; cope with uncertainty and anxiety; exercise sound judgment; assess their own skills and abilities; develop career goals and plans and implement strategies to achieve those goals; accept critical feedback; and continue to improve skills and aptitudes.

C Reflection-In-Action and Reflection-On-Action: Instruction and Guidance with Professional Skills

The coaching approach towards learning and reflection suggested by Schon reveals the importance of explicit instruction and guidance in education. It relates to practitioners building up a repertoire of experiences from which they can draw upon by using and applying reflection on experience to improve action and professionalism. The Reflective Practitioner develops a model, which includes the phases of reflection-in-action, where

---
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practitioners draw on tacit knowledge to solve immediate problems and reflection-on-action for retrospective thinking about the event. Schon’s typology has been successful in assisting the development of reflection-in-action for students.

The processes of reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action have pedagogical value and could be incorporated into legal curricula. Schon has also been used successfully in the work of Valli to show the effectiveness of Schon’s typology in assessing student reflection. Minott also successfully applied Valli’s work because of its ease of application, its standardisation for assessment and its usefulness as a tool to analyse journals through the process of reflection. Where a course contains practical skills such as participation in oral presentations, moots, debates and group problem solving, reflection-in-action is appropriate. Undergraduate law students who are required to do oral presentations may also develop the ability to reflect-in-action and link theory, practice and feedback as part of their reflective experiences. Further reflection-on-action is suited to drawing on experiences. Reflective journaling is a technique in which reflection-on-action can be used. Incorporating activities, which promote reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action, can be valuable for students to practice reflective skills.

D Contextual and Transformative Learning Cycles for Legal Education

A transformative taxonomy should be considered by legal educators to assist students to develop critical thinking skills. Hinett and Varnava define reflective practice as more than an experienced based approach and is transformative. Learning, they argue, is part of a process, which is individual, contextual, relational and developmental. ‘A work placement is an obvious learning experience upon which the student can reflect’ but there ‘is no right or known experience from which learning can hinge, it is simply that the student is encouraged to think about how and what he or she now understands has changed from what he or she knew before the lecture, discussion, placement, project or visit to the law court’. Such a transformative approach has merit because it shows a pathway of learning, acquiring information, ideas and the transformation of those ideas. This can be done from the
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foundation year provided adequate time is allocated to provide clear and explicit instruction to students about reflection and transformation. The expected form and components of critically reflective writing need to be communicated to law students in order for them to be able to understand and develop critically reflective skills. Capturing observations, experiences and reflecting upon them can be done using a reflective journal.

Moon indicates that critically reflective learning represents the highest level of deep learning, which she calls ‘transformative learning’. She devises five stages of learning. She argues that exposure to higher levels of activity will move students forward until transformative learning is achieved. Moon discusses the overlap between critical thinking and reflection, maintaining at the deep level of both there is a conscious acceptance of multiple perspectives and engagement with prior experience that takes into account the broader context of the issues. She maintains that critical thinking is aimed at reaching a judgment through evaluation of evidence whereas this may not be the case with reflection. Reflection can be more concerned with the exploration of ideas and more involved with self. She also contends that critical reflection involves critical thinking and its forms of action include reflective practice.

Moon identifies persuasive arguments for the use of reflective journaling for the development of critically reflective work, describing learning journals as ‘containers for reflective work’. These may be designed to underpin critical thinking activities and the thinking place for research projects. She maintains that educators should encourage students to engage in thinking. The increasing use of journals leads in this direction, though attention must be paid to the quality and extent of the thinking. If the specific purpose of the activity is lacking, critical thinking will be absent. Hence while reflective journals are tools that can be used for reflective writing, direction on what form the writing should take requires transparency.
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E Bloom’s Taxonomy of Cognitive Thinking: Analysis and Evaluation

A number of researchers categorise Bloom’s model of cognitive thinking as a reflective taxonomy. Bloom’s taxonomy regards analysis as important and evaluation as the highest educational objective. In order to evaluate, an individual needs to reflect on and think about what is important and relevant given the context. Evaluation is an important component to include in a reflective model for foundation law students as it is highly regarded as an essential academic skill. Foundation students need to be taught explicitly how to analyse and evaluate because studies show that some students find both tasks difficult. Limitations of Bloom’s taxonomy include the need to take into account changing social and cultural contexts, including the need for higher education to adapt to cultural differences and be contextually appropriate.

F Operational Aspects of Reflection

Hatton and Smith categorise reflective writing into four operational types. The first type is descriptive writing, descriptive reports of events or literature, which is categorised as non-reflective, descriptive reflection. The second provides reasons based on personal judgment or students’ reading of literature. The third type involves dialogic reflection, in which there is discourse with oneself and the fourth involves critical reflection with the provision of reasons for decisions based on the broader historical, social and/or political contexts. The model of Hatton and Smith can be used in guiding students about differences between descriptive writing and the development of critical thinking. The model also provides support for structured journaling through using reflection-on-action. Additionally, an understanding of the broader historical, social and political contexts as part of critical
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reflection is essential for students, particularly foundation students, to enable them to develop greater understandings of legal systems.

**Flexible and Contextual Taxonomies for Reflection in Legal Education**

Boud, Keogh and Walker define reflection as ‘those intellectual and affective activities in which individuals engage to explore their experiences in order to lead to new understandings and appreciations’.

Focus is on teacher-assisted learning. The reflective activities are in three stages: preparation, engagement and processing. Structured reflection is the key to learning from experience. Experience alone is not sufficient for learning. Boud, Keogh and Walker pose the following questions:

1. What is it that turns experience into learning?
2. What specifically enables learners to gain the maximum benefit from the situations they find themselves in?
3. How can they apply their experience in new contexts?

They support the use of journals for developing reflection. Boud and Walker’s more recent work recognises the uniqueness of the learning event and the context of learning with a focus on the ability of the teacher to construct the appropriate learning environment. According to this view, there is no best time for reflection. Implementation may therefore be challenging and time consuming. Boud and Walker express concern about ‘recipe following.’ They consider this to be a mechanical approach to reflection that ignores learners’ uniqueness, their prior experience, the context in which they are operating and the power dynamics which may intrude. Another concern of Boud and Walker is that reflection can occur without learning. They suggest that failure to design activities without recognising the context is a problem. They argue that reflection needs to be flexibly deployed, that it is highly context specific and that the social and cultural context have a powerful influence on reflection.
Prompt-based taxonomies use questions to elicit answers potentially resulting in transformative views on how to do things differently.\(^\text{165}\) Some models are a combination of prompts and answers based on stages.\(^\text{166}\) For example, Cottrell has devised a core model for critical reflection, which combines stages with question based prompts.\(^\text{167}\) Tables 2 and 3 provide examples of prompt-based and multi-staged models. Examination of the prompt-based models reveals the influences of previously developed models.\(^\text{168}\)

### TABLE 2: Examples of Prompt-Based Models of Reflection from Different Disciplines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic(s)</th>
<th>Format of Prompts</th>
<th>Discipline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Borton 1970\(^a\) | 1. What?  
2. So what?  
3. Now what? | Education |
| Driscoll 1994\(^b\) | 1. What?  
2. So what?  
3. Now what? | Nursing |
| Johns and Freshwater 1998\(^c\) | Empirical, personal, aesthetic, ethical and reflexive | Nursing |
| Rolfe, Freshwater and Jasper 2001\(^d\) | 1. What?  
2. So what?  
3. Now what? | Nursing/Helping Professions |
| Cottrell 2010\(^e\) | 1. Is it worth thinking about?  
2. What happened?  
3. Why?  
4. What can be learnt?  
5. Use it | University Education |

### TABLE 3: Multi-Stage and or Core-Based Models in Different Disciplines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Researcher(s)</th>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>Discipline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Gibbs 1988\(^f\) | Description  
Feelings  
Evaluation  
Analysis  
Conclusion  
Action Plan | Education |
| Scanlan and Cheromas 1997\(^g\) | Awareness  
Critical Analysis  
New Perspective(s) | Nursing Education |
| Cottrell 2010\(^h\) | Evaluate  
Reconstruct  
Analyse  
Distil  
Apply | Teacher Education |

\(^a\) Cottrell, above n 20, 221.  
\(^b\) Ibid.  
\(^c\) Ibid 223.  
\(^d\) See Table 3.  
\(^e\) Borton, above n 90.  
\(^f\) Driscoll, above n 90.  
\(^g\) Johns and Freshwater, above n 90.  
\(^h\) Rolfe, Freshwater and Jasper, above n 90.  
\(^i\) Cottrell, above n 20.  
\(^j\) Gibbs, above n 13.  
\(^l\) Cottrell, above n 20, 223.
A number of other reflective taxonomies have surfaced over the last few decades. Driscoll and Johns have refined and developed their models over time, indicating the likelihood that their own reflections about their work have led to transformation and change. Gibbs’ reflective cycle includes ‘a separate stage on feelings’. This model involves a cycle of a description of what happened, what one was thinking and feeling, evaluating what was good or bad about the experience, analysis of what sense can be made of the situation, culminating with what else could have been done. It concludes with an action plan of what if this situation arose again what would one do. Analysis of the multi-staged models reveals some overarching similarities including the use of evaluation and analysis in reflective models.

Waye and Faulkner adapt Gibbs’ model into a context for law students. Their model is cyclical and prompt-based, although they note that reflection need not follow any particular order. The model incorporates the common elements of experience, feelings, analysis and action planning, together with sharing views with others, critical thinking and contextualising. They argue that sharing views with others within a supportive environment can increase awareness of multiple perspectives and encourage the development of self-awareness.

James and Field suggest that reflective practice can be undertaken following the approach of Ryan and Ryan by reporting and responding, relating and making connections, reasoning and reconstructing. This model exhibits similarities to Waye and Faulkner’s model.

---

178 Ibid.
179 See, eg, Bulman and Schutz, above n 27.
180 Ibid.
181 Ibid 221.
182 Ibid.
183 Ibid.
184 Gibbs, above n 13; Waye and Faulkner, above n 177; Cottrell, above n 20.
185 Kift et al, above n 14, 250, 251, 252.
186 Ibid.
187 Ibid.
188 Ibid 253.
189 James and Field, above n 25, 354.
190 Waye and Faulkner, above n 177.
reporting and responding, experiences are examined through relating ideas and making connections. Analysis is also important. Through reasoning, critical thinking is developed and reconstruction can be part of transformation and action planning. The model of Johns and Freshwater includes a component of personal knowledge, which incorporates knowing how feelings and motivations influence actions.\textsuperscript{191} Importantly, it also recognises the need for inclusion of an ethical component of knowledge and reflection on knowing what is right to do.\textsuperscript{192} By contrast, Driscoll’s model provides three effective prompt-based questions to elicit reflective responses.\textsuperscript{193}

I The Importance of Critical Reflection and Transformation

Biggs and Tang promote reflection as the highest level of deep learning, arguing that deep learning teaching approaches are more beneficial than surface learning approaches, given that they are indicative of good teaching practices.\textsuperscript{194} They argue that ‘expert teachers continually reflect on how they might teach even better’\textsuperscript{195} and emphasise the importance of transformative reflection for transformation with learning.\textsuperscript{196} This process involves both immersions in the academic literature and action research for improvement.\textsuperscript{197} According to Brookfield educators must engage in the critically reflective process through four lenses: autobiographical reflection, students’ eyes,\textsuperscript{198} colleagues’ perceptions or experiences\textsuperscript{199} and reading and understanding bodies of literature on critical reflection.\textsuperscript{200} He recognises ‘students perceptions are especially helpful to us when it comes to surfacing issues of power’\textsuperscript{201} in relation to learning. One way this can be done is through guided learning journals to improve teaching and learning.\textsuperscript{202}

IV CONCLUSION

This chapter argues that despite a lack of academic consensus on the most appropriate reflective taxonomy, critical reflection is an essential skill for university graduates. Both critical reflection and critical thinking skills are interrelated because components of each can be similar.\textsuperscript{203} They are included within three of the six TLOs for the undergraduate law

\textsuperscript{191} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{192} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{193} Rolfe, Freshwater and Jasper also adopted this model in 2001; Chapter 4, Table 2.
\textsuperscript{195} Ibid 26-29.
\textsuperscript{196} Ibid 45.
\textsuperscript{197} Ibid 51.
\textsuperscript{198} Brookfield, above 30, Preface.
\textsuperscript{199} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{200} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{201} Ibid 94.
\textsuperscript{202} Ibid 97.
\textsuperscript{203} See, eg, James and Field, above n 25, 291, 354-358.
The work of Dewey emphasises the importance of the student’s own experiences as essential for reflective learning. Experiential learning is recognised as important to legal education. Schon’s reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action approach assists in developing reflective practitioners. Hinett, Varnara and Moon argue that learning showing a transformation of perspectives is evidence of higher levels of reflection. Similarly, Bloom’s taxonomy includes analysis and evaluation as higher order thinking skills. Hatton and Smith’s model indicates the importance of explicit teaching of types of reflection together with the broader contextualisation of reflections. These aspects are also captured in the work of Boud, Keogh and Walker, whose structured model can be a more flexible one.

The prompt-based and staged models provide guidance and structure towards the development of reflection in the form of questions or stages. The emphasis on analysis, evaluation and transformation as components of reflection are emphasised in the prompt-based model by Waye and Faulkner, Gibbs and Ryan and Ryan. This literature review demonstrates the importance of the development of critical reflection of law students’ ability to critically reflect. It shows that there are numerous ways that components of critical reflection can be taught, which inform the research and the findings of the thesis revealed in Chapter 9. A model of critical reflection for foundation law students to use as a guide to critical reflection has been developed from the research conducted with the reflective journals, informed by the literature in this chapter.

---

204 See Chapter 4 II A.
205 Dewey, above n 5.
206 Schon, above n 7.
207 Hinett and Varnara, above n 8; Moon (2007), above n 9.
208 Bloom, above n 10.
209 Hatton and Smith, above n 1.
210 Boud, Keogh and Walker, above n 112.
211 Waye and Faulkner, above n 177.
212 Gibbs, above n 13.
213 Ryan and Ryan, above n 4.
214 Dewey, above n 5; Schon, above n 7; Hinett and Varnava, above n 8; Moon (2007), above n 9; Biggs and Tang, above n 194, Brookfield, above n 30.
215 Chapter 9, Figure 1.
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CHAPTER 5: ANALYSIS OF REFLECTIVE JOURNALING IN TERTIARY EDUCATION: LESSONS FOR LEGAL EDUCATION

I INTRODUCTION

This thesis argues that students from the foundation law years onwards should be taught ethics and professionalism in a variety of less traditional, innovative ways, which include reflective journaling. Reflective journals have been ‘the most favoured reflective practice tools in universities’.¹ They are often used to help students prepare for career roles and allow students to measure, monitor and challenge their own learning.² This chapter examines the use of reflective journaling in tertiary education and its applicability in legal education. A systematic analysis of the use of reflective journaling studies is undertaken, which outlines the databases used and examines the:

1) Discipline of the studies
2) Country of origin of the studies
3) Longitudinal nature of the studies
4) Scale of the studies
5) Students involved in the studies
6) Research/data collection method(s) of the studies
7) Reflective taxonomies for evaluating the reflective journals in the studies
8) Pedagogical strategies of the studies
9) Frequency of journaling and other pedagogical techniques used in the studies
10) Aims and topics of the studies

This thesis argues that students should be provided with more instruction about reflective journaling, more detailed feedback, practice with critically reflective writing and a supportive, encouraging learning environment.³ The chapter also provides a summary from academic literature of the benefits reflective journaling studies have for enhancing critically reflective practice in legal education.

II MULTI-DISCIPLINARY ANALYSIS OF REFLECTIVE JOURNALING STUDIES

Journaling studies were selected from a variety of academic journal databases across all disciplines. Databases included ProQuest, InformaWorld, Australian and New Zealand Reference Centre, Springer Link, Austlii, Directory of Open Access Journals, Edith Cowan

² Ibid.
University, CINAHL, ERIC, Google and Google Scholar.\(^4\) Searches were completed using the search terms: journals, reflective journals, reflection, journaling and legal education. The journaling studies are analysed using the ten-factor inquiry of analysis noted in the introduction of this Chapter.

A Discipline of the Studies

While research in this chapter derives from different disciplines,\(^5\) journaling research from different disciplines is relevant to Australian legal education especially from those disciplines that combine with law to form combined degrees.\(^6\) As law is a discipline that tends to have a limited doctrinal pedagogical approach,\(^7\) legal academics can derive valuable insights from the experiences of other disciplines where pedagogical approaches are more varied.\(^8\) For example, journaling is more prevalent in disciplines where practicums or field trips are common.\(^9\)

Table 1 reveals that the majority of the relevant studies are from education and nursing. For law students, court experiences are similar to observations, which can be made during practicums in other disciplines. Law students can accordingly use court trips and observations about court as valuable journaling experiences for critical reflection about the roles and etiquette of lawyers, judges and the defendants together with subjects such as access to justice.\(^10\)

---


\(^5\) See, eg, UTAS offers combined law degrees, which includes business, arts and science <www.utas.edu.au/law>.


\(^7\) Table 1 shows different disciplines including education and health sciences where practicums are integral to education.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Studies</th>
<th>Discipline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Accounting, Information Systems/Computing, Maths, Geography, Medicine, Social Work, Engineering, Tourism &amp; Interior Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Occupational Therapy, Physiotherapy and Radiology, Counselling/Therapy, Law &amp; Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Physical Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Education including outdoor education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

27 Dyment and O’Connell, above n 10.
B Country of Origin of the Studies

The majority of studies\(^{28}\) stem from Western countries with common law legal systems and advanced higher education systems.\(^{29}\) These studies share a similar setting to that experienced by university students in Australia, such as those at UTAS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2: Country of Origin of the Studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Studies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumson &amp; Fleet,(^{30}) Hutchison &amp; Cuffe,(^{31}) Baker,(^{32}) Palmer, Holt &amp; Bray,(^{33}) Bisman(^{34}) &amp; Findlay, Dempsey &amp; Whalen Ford(^{35})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyment &amp; O’Connell(^{36})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snadden et al,(^{38}) Beveridge,(^{39}) King,(^{40}) Haigh(^{41}) &amp; Wright(^{41})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katz,(^{42}) Murray,(^{43}) Kennison &amp; Misselwitz,(^{44}) Jensen &amp; Joy,(^{45}) Plack et al,(^{46}) King &amp; LaRocco,(^{47}) Swindell &amp; Watson(^{48}) &amp; Gulwadi(^{49})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loo &amp; Thorpe,(^{50}) Williams et al (^{51}) &amp; Thorpe(^{52})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pavlovich,(^{53}) Sutton, Townend &amp; Wright,(^{54}) Zahra,(^{55}) &amp; Hume(^{56})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lew &amp; Schmidt(^{57})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minott(^{58})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otienoh(^{59})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wong et al(^{60}) &amp; Kember et al(^{61})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{28}\) Table 2.
\(^{29}\) Ibid.
\(^{30}\) Sumson and Fleet, above n 27.
\(^{31}\) Hutchison and Cuffe, above n 23.
\(^{32}\) Baker, above n 27.
\(^{33}\) Palmer, Holt and Bray, above n 18.
\(^{34}\) Bisman, above n 12.
\(^{35}\) Findlay, Dempsey and Whalen Ford, above n 21.
\(^{36}\) Dyment and O’Connell, above n 10.
\(^{37}\) Snadden et al, above n 16.
\(^{38}\) Beveridge, above n 14.
\(^{39}\) King, above n 13.
\(^{40}\) Haigh, above n 15.
\(^{41}\) Wright, above n 22.
\(^{42}\) Katz, above n 23.
\(^{43}\) Murray, above n 25.
\(^{44}\) Kennison and Misselwitz, above n 26.
\(^{45}\) Jensen and Joy, above n 26.
\(^{46}\) Plack et al, above n 25.
\(^{47}\) King and LaRocco, above n 27.
\(^{48}\) Swindell and Watson, above n 17.
\(^{49}\) Gulwadi, above n 20.
\(^{50}\) Loo and Thorpe, above n 24.
\(^{51}\) Williams et al, above n 25.
\(^{52}\) Thorpe, above n 26.
\(^{53}\) Pavlovich, above n 24.
\(^{54}\) Sutton, Townend and Wright, above n 22.
\(^{55}\) Zahra, above n 19.
\(^{56}\) Hume, above n 27.
\(^{57}\) Lew and Schmidt, above n 27.
\(^{58}\) Minott, above n 27.
\(^{59}\) Otienoh, above n 27.
C Longitudinal Nature of the Studies

One fifth of the studies do not specify a time span. Table 3 provides an estimation of the length of the studies. The assumption from reviewing the academic literature is that the studies cover the length of a single course of one semester or a university year. There is only one study where the duration of the study is unknown from the literature review. Table 4 represents the breakdown of studies where the duration of the research can be determined. Approximately one quarter of the studies were three to five years in length, the remainder being for shorter periods. Only one of the studies viewed the shorter duration as a limitation of the research.

**TABLE 3: Estimated Duration of Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Estimated Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kember et al</td>
<td>One Course or Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haigh</td>
<td>One Course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennison &amp; Misselwitz</td>
<td>Not Known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorpe</td>
<td>One Course or Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright</td>
<td>One Course or Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King &amp; LaRocco</td>
<td>Two Courses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pavlovich</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 4: Lengths of Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Longitudinal</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bisman</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyment &amp; O’Connell, Zahra, Hume &amp; Findlay, Dempsey &amp; Whalen Ford</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3-4 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King, Murray &amp; Katz</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1-2 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutton, Townend &amp; Wright, Hutchinson &amp; Cuffe</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plack et al &amp; Snadden et al</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3 Semesters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

60 Wong et al, above n 26. 61 Kember et al, above n 21. 62 Seventeen percent. 63 Seven of the studies. 64 Kennison and Misselwitz, above n 26. 65 King and LaRocco, above n 27. 66 Kember et al, above n 21. 67 Haigh, above n 15. 68 Kennison and Misselwitz, above n 26. 69 Thorpe, above n 26. 70 Wright, above n 22. 71 King and LaRocco, above n 27. 72 Pavlovich, above n 24. 73 Bisman, above n 12. 74 Dyment and O’Connell, above n 10. 75 Beveridge, above n 14. 76 Zahra, above n 19. 77 Hume, above n 27. 78 Findlay, Dempsey and Whalen Ford, above n 21. 79 King, above n 13. 80 Murray, above n 25. 81 Katz, above n 23. 82 Sutton, Townend and Wright, above n 22. 83 Hutchinson and Cuffe, above n 23. 84 Plack et al, above n 25.
Journaling studies are small-scale in terms of participant numbers, with only one study having above 200 participants. The majority of the studies contain participant numbers of less than 100, with only three studies not listing participant numbers. Smaller scale studies are considered more appropriate for qualitative research and so it is not surprising that only three studies recognise smallness of scale as a limitation.

**TABLE 5: Highest Numbers of Participants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lew &amp; Schmidt85</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King86</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker87</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zahra88</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wong et al &amp; Sumsion &amp; Fleet89</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katz90</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyment &amp; O’Connell91</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams et al92</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorpe93</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer, Holt &amp; Bray94 &amp; Loo &amp; Thorpe95</td>
<td>Between 30-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp; Gulwadi96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

85 Snadden et al, above n 16.  
86 Palmer, Holt and Bray, above n 18.  
87 Wong et al, above n 26.  
88 Otieno, above n 27.  
89 Sumsion and Fleet, above n 27.  
90 Swindell and Watson, above n 17.  
91 Jenson and Joy, above n 26.  
92 Minott, above n 27.  
93 Loo and Thorpe, above n 24.  
94 Baker, above n 27.  
95 Gulwadi, above n 20.  
96 Williams et al, above 25.  
97 Table 5.  
98 In Table 5 93% of the studies reveal participant numbers.  
99 Findlay, Dempsey and Whalen Ford, above n 21; Kember et al, above n 21, Beveridge, above n 14.  
100 Dyment and O’Connell, above n 10; Wright, above n 22; King and LaRocca, above n 27.  
101 Lew and Schmidt, above n 27.  
102 King, above n 13.  
103 Baker, above n 27.  
104 Zahra, above n 19.  
105 Wong et al, above n 26; Sumsion and Fleet, above n 27.  
106 Katz, above n 23.  
107 Dyment and O’Connell, above n 10.  
108 Williams at al, above n 25.  
109 Thorpe, above n 26.  
110 Palmer, Holt and Bray, above n 18.  
111 Loo and Thorpe, above n 24.  
112 Pavlovich, above n 24.  
113 Haigh, above n 15.  
114 Bisman, above n 12.  
115 Snadden et al, above n 16.
E Students involved in the Studies

Three-quarters of the studies involve undergraduate students, with the remainder involving postgraduate students.129 The study by King suggests there are no significant differences between postgraduate students and undergraduate students in terms of the quality of journaling.130 One of the two law studies in the studies examined also involves undergraduate students.131

F Research/Data Collection Method(s) of the Studies

Table 6 shows various qualitative research methods have been deployed as the primary approach in the studies. The most common data collection methods include analysis of the reflective text, interviews and observations. The studies show significant support for content analysis, with coding for thematic analysis in common use. Some studies test reflective typologies. Others use thematic coding, interpretative phenomenological analysis and/or a constructivist approach. Whilst coding provides flexibility for analysis of narratives, the findings have a high degree of subjective interpretation, giving rise to a multiplicity of interpretations consistent with the post-structural theoretical position of this thesis. The researcher needs to make his or her theoretical position clear to ensure transparency.132

---

116 Gulwadi, above n 20.
117 Plack et al, above n 25.
118 Swindell and Watson, above n 17.
119 Hutchinson and Cuffe, above n 23.
120 Minott, above n 27.
121 Jensen and Joy, above n 26.
122 Sutton, Townsend and Wright, above n 22.
123 Kennison and Misselwitz, above n 26.
124 Hume, above n 27.
125 King and LaRocco, above n 27.
126 Wright, above n 22.
127 Murray, above n 25.
128 Ottienoh, above n 27.
129 Undergraduate studies include Dyment and O’Connell, above n 10; Bisman, above n 12; Beveridge, above n 14; Haigh, above n 15; Swindell and Watson, above n 17; Palmer, Holt and Bray, above n 18; Zahra, above n 19; Gulwadi, above n 20; Findlay, Dempsey and Whalen Ford, above n 21; Kember, above n 21; Katz, above n 23; Pavlovich, above n 24; Plack et al, above n 25; Loo and Thorpe, above n 24; Murray, above n 25; Williams, above n 25; Kennison and Misselwitz, above n 26; Jensen and Joy, above n 26; Thorpe, above n 26; Wong et al, above n 26; Baker, above n 27; Hume, above n 27; Lew and Schmidt, above n 27; Ottienoh, above n 27; Post Graduate Studies include King, above n 13; Snadden et al, above n 16; Hutchinson and Cuffe, above n 23; Sutton, Townsend and Wright, above n 22; King and LaRocco, above n 27; Wright, above n 22; Minott, above n 27; Sumsion and Fleet, above n 27.
130 King, above n 13.
131 Katz, above n 23.
132 See, eg, Kathy Charmaz, Constructing Grounded Theory (Sage, 2006).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Research/Data Collection Method(s)</th>
<th>Form of Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Snadden et al(^{133})</td>
<td>Action Research, Semi-Structured Interviews, Critical Incident Technique</td>
<td>Content Analysis Coding Inductive Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summion &amp; Fleet(^{134})</td>
<td>Written Responses to Tutorial Tasks, Student/Teacher Evaluation</td>
<td>Content Analysis Coding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beveridge(^{135})</td>
<td>Researcher’s Observations</td>
<td>Content Analysis Thematic Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katz(^{136})</td>
<td>Case Studies</td>
<td>Content Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murray(^{137})</td>
<td>Interviews, Participant Observation</td>
<td>Content Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wong et al(^{138})</td>
<td>Action Research Observations Interviews</td>
<td>Content Analysis Typology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kember et al(^{139})</td>
<td>Analysis of Journal Text Interview</td>
<td>Content Analysis Coding Using Reflective Typology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King(^{140})</td>
<td>Workshops</td>
<td>Content Analysis Reflective Typology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haigh(^{141})</td>
<td>Consultations Student Evaluations Interviews</td>
<td>Content Analysis Common Epithets &amp; Motifs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennison &amp; Misselwitz(^{142})</td>
<td>Reflective Writing Evaluations</td>
<td>Content Analysis Critical Thinking Typology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loo &amp; Thorpe(^{143})</td>
<td>Analysis of Journal Texts</td>
<td>Content Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams et al(^{144})</td>
<td>Analysis of Journal Texts</td>
<td>Content Analysis &amp; Coding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyment and O’Connell(^{145})</td>
<td>Focus Groups Surveys Questionnaires Workshops</td>
<td>Content Analysis Reflective Typology Thematic Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorpe(^{146})</td>
<td>Summative Feedback Reviews</td>
<td>Content Analysis Coding Using Reflective Typology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenson &amp; Joy(^{147})</td>
<td>Analysis of Journal Texts</td>
<td>Content Analysis Typology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plack et al(^{148})</td>
<td>Descriptive Analysis of Journal Texts</td>
<td>Content Analysis Typology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright(^{149})</td>
<td>Semi-Structured Interviews Action Research</td>
<td>Content Analysis Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis Coding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swindell &amp; Watson(^{150})</td>
<td>Feedback Student Evaluations</td>
<td>Thematic Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker(^{151})</td>
<td>Analysis of Journal Texts</td>
<td>Content Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lew &amp; Schmidt(^{152})</td>
<td>Questionnaire &amp; Pilot Model</td>
<td>Content Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutton, Townend &amp; Wright(^{153})</td>
<td>Focus Groups</td>
<td>Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minott(^{154})</td>
<td>Analysis of Journal Texts</td>
<td>Content Analysis Typology &amp; Coding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer, Holt and Bray(^{155})</td>
<td>Case Study</td>
<td>Content Analysis &amp; Themes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{133}\) Snadden et al, above n16.
\(^{134}\) Summion and Fleet, above n 27.
\(^{135}\) Beveridge, above n 14.
\(^{136}\) Katz, above n 23.
\(^{137}\) Murray above n 25.
\(^{138}\) Wong et al, above n 26.
\(^{139}\) Kember et al, above n 21.
\(^{140}\) King, above n 13.
\(^{141}\) Haigh, above n 15.
\(^{142}\) Kennison and Misselwitz, above n 26.
\(^{143}\) Loo and Thorpe, above n 24.
\(^{144}\) Williams et al, above n 25.
\(^{145}\) Dyment and O’Connell, above n 10.
\(^{146}\) Thorpe, above n 26.
\(^{147}\) Jenson and Joy, above n 2.
\(^{148}\) Plack et al, above n 25.
\(^{149}\) Wright, above n 22.
\(^{150}\) Swindell and Watson, above n 17.
\(^{151}\) Baker, above n 27.
\(^{152}\) Lew and Schmidt, above n 27.
\(^{153}\) Sutton, Townend and Wright, above n 22.
\(^{154}\) Minott, above n 27.
Different reflective taxonomies used in the studies show that reflection can be complex and multi-faceted. Researchers have developed reflective taxonomies to measure and test reflective writing. Taxonomies are also used to teach and guide students to reach the highest stages of reflection. Slightly more than one-half of the studies use eleven different taxonomies with varying degrees of suitability. The taxonomies of the studies in Table 7 include Bloom, Moon, Boud, Keogh and Walker, Wong et al, Kember et al, Valli, Mezirow, Hatton and Smith, the Newcastle Reflection Inventory and Schon. Like the Scanlan and Cheromas’ model, which contains three stages, reflection, critical analysis and the development of new perspectives, the models are comprised of stages of reflection. Boud, Keogh and Walker’s model contains three phases of reflection relating to returning to experiences, connecting with feelings and evaluating experiences. Mezirow’s model, which has been changed and adapted over time, has been adopted by Kember et al, who have developed a schema of four categories: non-reflective habitual action, thoughtful action and
introspection, understanding, reflection and critical reflection. Mezirow has also been adapted into the Newcastle Inventory. Moon’s model emphasises transformative learning and critical thinking as representing deeper learning. Scanlan and Chernomas propose a three-stage model of reflection, which includes awareness, critical analysis and learning or development of a new perspective based on the critical analysis. Valli and Schon’s work relate to reflection-in-action where knowledge is drawn upon to immediately solve problems and reflection-on-action for respective reflection after an experience. Hatton and Smith categorise reflective writing into four types: descriptive writing, descriptive reflection, dialogic reflection and critical reflection. Bloom rates evaluation as the highest educational objective with analysis also important. By contrast, Schulman’s seven-stage classification system is orientated towards blocks of knowledge relating to teaching given its focus on knowledge relating education and pedagogy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Taxonomy</th>
<th>Suitability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sumsion &amp; Fleet¹⁸³</td>
<td>Modified Boud, Keogh and Walker</td>
<td>Suitable (High Levels of Reflection reported)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wong et al¹⁸⁶</td>
<td>Mezirow</td>
<td>Suitable (Low Levels of Reflection reported as more common that High Levels of Reflection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kember et al¹⁸⁷</td>
<td>Merizow</td>
<td>Suitable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King¹⁸⁸</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>Suitable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loo &amp; Thorpe¹⁸⁹</td>
<td>Scanlan and Chernomas</td>
<td>Suitable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams et al¹⁹⁰</td>
<td>Modified Boud</td>
<td>Suitable (High Levels of Reflection reported)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyment &amp; O’Connell¹⁹¹</td>
<td>Bloom</td>
<td>Different Taxonomy Recommended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorpe¹⁹²</td>
<td>Modified Wong et al, Kember, Scanlan and Chernomas</td>
<td>Scanlan and Chernomas Recommended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenson &amp; Joy¹⁹³</td>
<td>Mezirow</td>
<td>Suitable (Low Levels of Reflection reported as more common that High Levels of Reflection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plack et al¹⁹⁴</td>
<td>Boud, Mezirow, Schon</td>
<td>Suitable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹⁷⁸ Mezirow et al, above n 171; Kember, above n 21.  
¹⁷⁷ Findlay, Dempsey and Whalen Ford, above n 21.  
¹⁷⁶ Moon, above n 166.  
¹⁷⁵ Scanlon and Chernomas, above n 175.  
¹⁷⁴ Valli in Minott, above n 27; Donald Schon, The Reflective Practitioner (Basic Books, 1983).  
¹⁷³ Hatton and Smith, above n 172.  
¹⁷² Bloom, above n 165.  
¹⁷⁰ Boud, Keogh and Walker, above 167; Mezirow et al, above n 171; Wong, Kember, Scanlan and Chernomas in Thorpe, above n 26; Schulman, above n; Valli in Minott above n 27; Schon in King and LaRocco, above n 27; Hatton and Smith, above n 175; Findlay, Dempsey and Whalen Ford, above n 21.  
¹⁶⁹ Sumsion and Fleet, above n 27.  
¹⁶⁸ Wong et al, above n 26.  
¹⁶⁷ Kember et al, above n 21.  
¹⁶⁶ King, above n 11.  
¹⁶⁵ Loo and Thorpe, above n 24.  
¹⁶⁴ Williams et al, above n 25.  
¹⁶³ Dyment and O’Connell, above n 10.  
¹⁶² Thorpe, above n 26.  
¹⁶¹ Jenson and Joy, above n 26.  
¹⁶⁰ Plack et al, above n 25.
Table 7 shows Mezirow’s taxonomy to be the most commonly used model, applied in approximately one-third of the studies. One of the five studies recommended the model, with two of the five studies reporting low levels of reflection. The remaining ten taxonomies are used in less than one-fifth of the studies. Reported limitations include failing to attain levels of reflection, failure to implement the model correctly, failure to comprehend the model and questioning the contextually inappropriateness of the model. The studies reveal a lack of consensus about the most appropriate reflective taxonomy to test levels of reflective journaling or how to provide students with guidance to help develop their reflective journaling. This lack of consensus suggests the need for a more critical and sustained investigation of critically reflective taxonomies.

**H Pedagogical Strategies of the Studies**

The studies indicate a shift from more traditional academic, teacher-centred pedagogy, which positions the students as passive recipients of the knowledge the teacher imparts, to a more student-centred pedagogy. The latter focuses on what the student does in relation to the intended learning outcomes, which need to be met within a particular course. Table 8 lists some of the studies with less traditional pedagogical strategies. They reveal the importance of pedagogical aims of student-centred learning. Each of the strategies can have varied definitions. In the legal education context, student-centred learning means ‘teaching with student focus, understanding how students learn and teaching in a way that will promote

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Taxonomy</th>
<th>Suitability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>King &amp; LaRocco&lt;sup&gt;195&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Schon</td>
<td>Suitable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minott&lt;sup&gt;196&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Modified Valli</td>
<td>Suitable (Some Levels of Reflection were not reached)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulwadi&lt;sup&gt;197&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Hatton and Smith</td>
<td>Suitable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hume&lt;sup&gt;198&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Schulman</td>
<td>Suitable (Interventionist Strategies needed to improve Reflection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisman&lt;sup&gt;199&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Bloom</td>
<td>Suitable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Findlay, Dempsey &amp; Whalen Ford&lt;sup&gt;200&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Mezirow and the Newcastle Reflection Inventories</td>
<td>Suitable but short form responses only &amp; further testing needed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

195 King and LaRocco, above n 27.  
196 Minott, above n 27.  
197 Gulwadi, above n 20.  
198 Hume, above n 27.  
199 Bisman, above n 12.  
200 Findlay, Dempsey and Whalen Ford, above n 21.  
201 Kember et al, above n 21.  
202 Jenson and Joy, above n 26; Wong et al, above n 26.  
203 Table 7.  
204 Ibid.  
205 Hume, above n 27.  
206 Dyment and O’Connell, above n 10.  
207 Michelle Anstey and Geoff Bull (eds), *The Literacy Labyrinth* (Prentice Hall, 2<sup>nd</sup> ed, 2004); Michelle Anstey and Geoff Bull (eds), *The Literacy Lexicon* (Prentice Hall, 1996).  
209 Ibid 118.
Such an approach has been welcomed in legal education and encourages less traditional assessment tasks. For example, active learning means students 'should participate in their own learning through class projects, presentations, asking questions, discussion and involvement with their law studies outside class.'

Skills-based learning focuses on critical reflection, thinking and active learning. These skills are endorsed in teaching and learning outcomes and embedded nationally with the law standards framework, making them essential within curricula. Legal education is obliged to focus on the TLOs when intended learning outcomes for courses are developed. It includes the acquisition of knowledge, equipping individuals for workplace, in the future learning, collaborative resolution of conflict and education leading to personal development. It embraces learning in an extensive range of settings from formal learning environments, such as the classroom, together with non-formal environments such as work experience or voluntary work and other social contexts. Other pedagogical strategies relate to self-awareness about learning through self-set goals, self-learning, individual learning and most significant learning.

TABLE 8: Table of Pedagogical Strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Pedagogical Strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Katz</td>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Student-Centred Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loo &amp; Thorpe</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Active Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swindell &amp; Watson</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Student-Centred Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hume</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Enhancing Student Critical Thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reflective Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-Assessment of Learning Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorpe</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Active Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyment &amp; O’Connell (2007)</td>
<td>Outdoor Experiential Education</td>
<td>Student-Centred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pavlovich</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Most Significant Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zahra</td>
<td>Tourism</td>
<td>Self-Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisman</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>Individual Learning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

211 Ibid.
213 Johnstone, above n 211.
215 Ibid.
216 Katz, above n 23.
217 Loo and Thorpe, above n 24.
218 Swindell and Watson, above n 17.
219 Hume, above n 27.
220 Thorpe, above n 26.
221 Dyment and O’Connell, above n 10.
222 Pavlovich, above n 24.
223 Zahra, above n 19.
224 Bisman, above n 12.
1 Frequency of Journaling and Other Pedagogical Techniques in the Studies

Most of the studies\(^{225}\) show how much time is recommended for student journaling and the pedagogical techniques successfully used in conjunction with journaling.\(^{226}\)

**TABLE 9: Frequency of Journal Writing and Other Techniques for Reflective Practice**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Studies</th>
<th>Frequency and Method</th>
<th>Other Methods to use with Journaling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swindell &amp; Watson (Social Work (Ethics))(^{227})</td>
<td>Weekly with Class Time allocated for Self-Reflective Journal</td>
<td>Case Vignettes on Ethical Dilemmas, Guest Speakers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hume (Education)(^{226})</td>
<td>Frequency is not specified</td>
<td>Teaching Strategies for Reflective Writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Workshop on Journaling</td>
<td>Post Box Activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scaffolding of Techniques</td>
<td>Group Problem Solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Representations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Writing Papers, Periods for Practicing Reflective Writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Feedback &amp; Feed forward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyment &amp; O’Connell (Outdoor Education)(^{220})</td>
<td>Workshop on Journaling</td>
<td>Instruction, Guidance, Feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King (Information Systems/Computing)(^{230})</td>
<td>Weekly On-Line Journaling</td>
<td>Supervised work Sessions, Evaluation on Reflective Exercises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video Recording of a Reflective Writing Session for guidance OR a One-hour session on Reflective Writing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katz (Law)(^{231})</td>
<td>Entry Frequency is not specified Feedback via Dialogue and Meetings with Instructor</td>
<td>Designed writing assignments linked to the Classroom Journal and an Essay on the same theme OR an Essay as an alternative to the Journal, Faculty Dialogue, Journal Sharing in Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loo &amp; Thorpe (Management)(^{232})</td>
<td>Twice weekly journaling but daily encouraged; Guided journaling</td>
<td>Dialogue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King &amp; LaRocco(^{45}) (Education)</td>
<td>Weekly journaling On-line feedback</td>
<td>Dialogue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beveridge (Mathematics)(^{224})</td>
<td>Weekly for 10 weeks Variation in topic depending on level of student</td>
<td>10 minutes of practiced reflection at the end of each class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haigh (Geography)(^{235})</td>
<td>Frequency not specified</td>
<td>Discussions, Presentations &amp; Essay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pavlovich (Management)(^{236})</td>
<td>Three Reflective Journals</td>
<td>Report addressing Student’s Most Significant Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kember et al (Health Sciences)(^{277})</td>
<td>Several Journal Entries</td>
<td>Reflective Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zahra (Tourism)(^{234})</td>
<td>Weekly Collection Feedback given in some weeks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{225}\) Over 80% of the studies specify times recommended for journaling.

\(^{226}\) Ibid.

\(^{227}\) Swindell and Watson, above n 17.

\(^{228}\) Hume, above n 27.

\(^{229}\) Dyment and O’Connell (2003), above n 10.

\(^{230}\) King, above n 13.

\(^{231}\) Katz, above n 23.

\(^{232}\) Loo and Thorpe, above n 24.

\(^{233}\) King and LaRocco, above n 27.

\(^{234}\) Beveridge, above n 14.

\(^{235}\) Haigh, above n 15.

\(^{236}\) Pavlovich, above n 24.

\(^{237}\) Kember et al, above n 21.

\(^{238}\) Zahra, above n 19.
The frequency of journaling varies between daily, weekly or a few times over the course of a semester. Most researchers encourage students to journal frequently to practice the skills required for critically reflective writing. Lack of time for journaling is a common concern noted. Only one study found that journaling skills did not improve over time. A plausible explanation for this relates to critically reflective skills, which are taught at the beginning of the course but are not necessarily reinforced throughout.

The encouragement of reflective practice is important because many students may not have had exposure to the technique of journaling. Practice of journaling is arguably part of a skills-based pedagogy given that reflective writing includes the ability to critically reflect.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Studies</th>
<th>Frequency and Method</th>
<th>Other Methods to use with Journaling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Snadden et al (Medicine)</td>
<td>Frequency is not set Action Research</td>
<td>Interviews used as a teaching tool for guidance and clarification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murray (Physical Therapy)</td>
<td>Daily entries Formatted Journal given to patients</td>
<td>Art expressing themes Literature giving first person accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorpe (Nursing)</td>
<td>Frequency is not clear</td>
<td>Group dialogue Mini case studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright (Nursing)</td>
<td>Frequency is not clear Peer Dialogue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer (Engineering)</td>
<td>Weekly journal entries Sharing of journal entries on-line</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otienoh (Teaching)</td>
<td>Daily reflection encouraged</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisman (Accounting)</td>
<td>Frequent reflection Structured and directed journal tasks Activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minott (Education)</td>
<td>Five entries over a semester submitted Recommended instruction needed on critical reflection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plack et al (Physical Therapy)</td>
<td>Recommended reinforcement Repetition of the reflective framework</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenson &amp; Joy (Nursing)</td>
<td>Three journals completed at the beginning, middle and end of the course, Learning activities on reflections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams (Physical Therapy)</td>
<td>Weekly reflections Guided journaling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulwadi (Interior Design)</td>
<td>Class discussions Weekly entries plus three writing exercises</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker (Education)</td>
<td>Re-reading of previous entries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

239 Snadden et al, above n 16.
240 Murray, above n 25.
241 Thorpe, above n 26.
242 Wright, above n 22.
243 Palmer, Holt and Bray, above n 18.
244 Otienoh, above n 27.
245 Bisman, above n 12.
246 Minott, above n 27.
247 Plack et al, above n 25.
248 Jenson and Joy, above n 26.
249 Williams, above n 25.
250 Gulwadi, above n 20.
251 Baker, above n 27.
252 See, eg, Lew and Smidt, above n 27; Jenson and Joy above n 26; Minott, above n 27; Williams, above n 25; Otienoh, above n 27; Palmer, Holt and Bray, above n 18; Murray, above n 25; Zahra n 19; King, above n 13; Swindell and Watson, above n 17.
253 Dyment and O’Connell (2003), above n 10; Dyment and O’Connell (2006), above n 10; King, above n 11; Hutchinson and Cuffe, above n 23; Zahra, above n 19; Hume, above n 27; Snadden et al, above n 16; Wright, above n 22; Swindell and Watson, above n 17; Otienoh, above n 27.
254 Jenson and Joy, above n 26.
255 Ibid.
Critical reflection is a skill important to professional development. Varied techniques can also be used to assist with critically reflective journaling, including workshops providing instruction and guidance, formative and summative feedback, sharing journal entries, class discussion, seminars, meetings with instructors, dialogue and using the action research interviews as a tool for learning.

Techniques used to supplement journaling include specific instruction on critical reflection, and group and peer dialogue. The most common combination, in the selected studies, is journaling in conjunction with dialogue with both lecturers and peers. Class discussions, sharing ideas and group work, which involve dialogue are also prevalent. This supports the recommendation for group or peer dialogue as a means of offering students different learning experiences and exposure to new perspectives. It seems that different forms of activities in addition to journaling are an appropriate way to enhance student learning.

Other techniques identified in the studies include the use of case studies, vignettes, guest speakers, problem solving, essays, discussions, class reflection time, reflective papers/exercises, sharing of exemplars and supervised work sessions. This range of techniques offers additional benefits to be used with journaling as part of a repertoire of teaching tools for building into the legal curriculum. Some of the studies recommend the use of art, digital photography, poems or creative writing, computers, on-line dialogue and video as innovative pedagogical techniques. The diversity of pedagogical techniques encouraged in higher educational literature has seen endorsement more recently vis-à-vis legal education.

1 Aims and Topics of the Studies

While the journaling studies exhibit some overarching similarities, they also reveal a variety of topics and aims, as illustrated in Table 10. In particular, the core similarities target the examination of the benefits and limitations of journaling and student perceptions of journaling. The views of students are just one perspective to take into consideration. Educators’ perceptions of journaling are informative about the value of reflective journaling.

---

258 Ibid.
259 Ibid.
261 Swindell and Watson, above n 17; Hume, above n 27; Katz, above n 23; Haigh, above n 15; Beveridge, above n 14; Thorpe, above n 26; Wright, above n 22; Haigh, above n; 15; Gulwadi, above n 20; Lew and Schmidt, above n 27.
262 Murray, above n 25.
263 Ibid.
264 Ibid.
265 King, above n 13.
266 King and LaRocco, above n 27; Lew and Schmidt, above n 27; Palmer, Holt and Bray, above n 18.
267 Jenson and Joy, above n 26.
268 See, eg, Owen and Davis, above n 261.
from a teaching perspective. Other common aims of the studies relate to reaching the levels of reflection in reflective taxonomies and meeting educational objectives. More diverse aims relate to understanding the role of reflection and examining the journal and its promotion, in terms of learning benefits.

Table 10: Aims and Topics of the Journaling Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Studies</th>
<th>Aims</th>
<th>Topic(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dyment and O’Connell (2003)</td>
<td>To examine student perceptions of journaling in experiential-based field courses</td>
<td>Student perceptions of journaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King (2002)</td>
<td>To analyse the role of reflection has in the learning process and its link to deeper learning</td>
<td>Reflection, Student Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hutchinson &amp; Cuffe (2004)</td>
<td>To extend research capacities of students by the use of a reflective journal</td>
<td>Journal writing to meet educational objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutton et al (2007)</td>
<td>To explore the value and utility of journals</td>
<td>The benefits and limitations of journaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King &amp; LaRocco (2006)</td>
<td>To examine e-journaling as a means for promoting student and instructor reflectivity</td>
<td>Reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beveridge (1997)</td>
<td>To encourage students to think more deeply &amp; listen more effectively by using reflective journals</td>
<td>Deep learning &amp; listening, Student perceptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haigh (2001)</td>
<td>To examine how students view journal writing, How journals inform instructors in relation to learning and other components of the course and key problems with journaling</td>
<td>Student perceptions of journaling, Student learning, Limitations of journaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pavlovich (2007)</td>
<td>To review reflection in terms of development of students’ self-awareness and inner leadership To meet educational objectives</td>
<td>Reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kember (1999)</td>
<td>To devise a method for assessing reflective thinking by examining reflective journals</td>
<td>Reflection, Models for assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorpe (2004)</td>
<td>To promote professional practice that is reflective rather than routine To meet educational objectives</td>
<td>Reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katz (1997)</td>
<td>To examine the effectiveness and educative value of the journal assignment &amp; to meet educational objectives</td>
<td>Benefits and limitations of journaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zahra (2008)</td>
<td>To assess the suitability of learning journals as a form of assessment in the context of tourism and hospitality management To meet educational objectives</td>
<td>Benefits and limitations of journaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hume (2009)</td>
<td>To trace the development of student journal in promoting enhanced learning of how to teach science</td>
<td>To meet educational objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snadden et al (1996)</td>
<td>To examine to what extent learning logs are suitable to GP registrars and trainers To meet educational objectives</td>
<td>Student perceptions of journaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennison &amp; Misselwitz (2002)</td>
<td>To demonstrate critical thinking in reflective writing To assess whether reflective writing offers a valid method of fostering and evaluation critical thinking and to examine consistency in the evaluation of critical thinking in nursing</td>
<td>Critical thinking and reflection or assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murray (1997)</td>
<td>To explore the benefits and limitations of journaling for physical therapy patients</td>
<td>Benefits and limitations of journaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright (2005)</td>
<td>To show the perceptions of students in psychotherapy of journaling and its utility for reflection</td>
<td>Student perceptions and the utility for reflection for learning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

269 Table 10.
270 Ibid.
271 Both Dyment and O’Connell studies in 2003, above n 10.
272 King, above n 13.
273 Hutchinson and Cuffe, above n 23.
274 Sutton, Townend and Wright, above n 22.
275 King and LaRocco, above n 27.
276 Beveridge, above n 14.
277 Haigh, above n 15.
278 Pavlovich, above n 24.
279 Kember, above n 21.
280 Thorpe, above n 26.
281 Katz, above n 23.
282 Zahra, above n 19.
283 Hume, above n 27.
284 Snadden et al, above n 16.
285 Kennison and Misselwitz, above n 26.
286 Murray, above n 25.
287 Wright, above 22.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Studies</th>
<th>Aims</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swindell &amp; Watson (1996)</td>
<td>To examine whether the benefits of the journal in relation to solving ethical problems</td>
<td>Student perceptions To meet educational objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer, Holt and Bray (2008)</td>
<td>To analyse the use of student journals to investigate contribution towards learning objectives</td>
<td>Student perceptions of journaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wong et al (1997)</td>
<td>To prepare nurses to be reflective practitioners and to explore teaching and learning strategies</td>
<td>Appropriateness of teaching and learning strategies in relation to reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lew &amp; Schmidt (2007)</td>
<td>To assess the extent to which students believed that journal writing contributed to their learning</td>
<td>Student perceptions of journaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otieno (2009)</td>
<td>To explore the challenges with sustaining the practice of reflecting through journal writing.</td>
<td>Teacher perceptions of journaling and the limitations of journaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Findlay, Dempsey and Ford (2010)</td>
<td>To develop a tool to assess freeform writing for evidence of reflection</td>
<td>Assessing reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisman (2010)</td>
<td>To introduce the journal to address concerns relating to poor uptake of teaching and learning innovations in accounting &amp; to meet educational objectives</td>
<td>Benefits and limitations of journaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loo &amp; Thorpe (2001)</td>
<td>To assess the utility of the journal as a method of improving performance in management</td>
<td>Use for professional/educational objectives and perceptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minott (2008)</td>
<td>To determine types of reflection engaged in To evaluate Valli’s typology.</td>
<td>Assessing Reflection Typology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plack et al (2005)</td>
<td>To develop and test a method for assessing elements of reflection in journals &amp; to examine whether reflection occurs in journal writing</td>
<td>Assessing reflection and to met professional objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenson &amp; Joy (2005)</td>
<td>To what extent and at what level is reflection on action identified in journals of nursing students.</td>
<td>Assessing reflection using a typology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumsion &amp; Fleet (1996)</td>
<td>To investigate the extent to which students demonstrated a reflective approach to professional development, the effectiveness of an instrument for identifying reflection and to explore the potential relationship between academic grades, reflection and learning</td>
<td>Assessing reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams (2002)</td>
<td>To meet professional development and educational objectives Students perceptions of learning &amp; reflective thinking</td>
<td>Students perceptions of learning &amp; reflective thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulwadi (2009)</td>
<td>To introduce a pedagogical method to encourage reflection on aspects of design</td>
<td>Assessing reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker (2009)</td>
<td>To examine whether journaling can be used to address the lack of confidence with engagement worth the teaching of music &amp; to reveal the perceptions of students regarding the benefits of journaling</td>
<td>The benefits and limitations of journaling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When researchers use the same models of reflection, the results can differ in relation to levels of reflection achieved\(^{303}\) and a lack of consensus on appropriate reflective models to use.\(^{304}\) A number of the studies show a positive connection between using a qualitative methodological analysis of journal texts and successful implementation of a reflective taxonomy.\(^{305}\)
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\(^{295}\) Loo and Thorpe, above n 24.
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\(^{300}\) Williams, above n 25.

\(^{301}\) Gulwadi, above n 20.

\(^{302}\) Baker, above n 27.

\(^{303}\) Table 7.

\(^{304}\) Ibid.
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III ANALYSIS OF JOURNALING STUDIES: APPLICATION FOR REFLECTIVE JOURNALING FOR FOUNDATION LAW STUDENTS

Table 11 reveals the findings of the inquiry from the quantitative factors measured, including the country of origin of the studies, the disciplines the studies came from and the level of students in the studies. In relation to each factor examined, findings support using reflective journaling for undergraduate foundation law students in Australia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors examined</th>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Relevance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Origin of the Study</strong></td>
<td>Majority of studies come from common law countries</td>
<td>Australia is a common law country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discipline of the Study and Applicability of Journaling to the Discipline</strong></td>
<td>Multiple Professional Disciplines; Many studies come from Education and Nursing; Involve Practicums and Real Life Learning Experiences; Journaling is effective for Reflecting on Real Life Experiences</td>
<td>Law is a profession; Legal Education can involve Real Court Experiences, particularly in Foundation Year; Journaling about Real Life Legal Experiences is likely to be effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level of Students</strong></td>
<td>Three quarters of the Studies involve Undergraduate Students and one quarter of Studies involve Post Graduate students</td>
<td>The Research is relevant for Undergraduate Foundation Law Students</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As noted earlier, the majority of studies stem from common law countries, including Australia, from multiple professions, including law. With one exception, the studies note the pedagogical potential of journaling to a wide range of disciplines, including law. Real experiences, such as court observations, provide highly appropriate material for journaling. James and Field also recommend that students use journaling to improve their critical thinking skills, particularly in developing a critical disposition towards, independent thinking. Most of the studies involve undergraduate students making the findings relevant for undergraduate law students.

---

306 See studies in Table 2.
307 See studies in Table 1.
308 Ibid.
309 Ibid.
310 Undergraduate studies include Dyment and O’Connell (2003), above n 10; Bisman, above n 12; Beveridge, above n 14; Haigh, above n 15; Swindell and Watson, above n 17; Palmer, Holt and Bray, above n 18; Zahra, above n 19; Gulwadi, above n 20; Findlay, Dempsey and Whalen Ford, above n 21; Kember, above n 21; Katz, above n 23; Pavlovich, above n 24; Plack et al, above n 25; Loo and Thorpe, above n 24; Murray, above 25; Williams, above n 22; Kemmison and Misselwitz, above n 26; Jensen and Joy, above n 26; Thorpe, above n 26; Wong et al, above n 26; Baker, above n 27; Hume, above n 27; Lew and Schmidt, above n 27; Otienoch, above n 27; Post Graduate Studies include King, above n 11; Snadden et al, above n 16; Hutchinson and Cuffe, above n 23; Sutton, Townend and Wright, above 22; King and LaRocco, above n 27; Wright, above n 22; Minott, above n 27; Sumsion and Fleet, above n 27.
311 Bisman, above n 12.
313 James and Field, above n 8, 297.
IV TECHNIQUES TO ASSIST WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF REFLECTIVE WRITING

While journaling offers a more liberating alternative to traditional pedagogy as a means of providing variety, studies speak of the need for educators to be committed to journaling prior to introducing it into the curriculum. A journaling task can be time-consuming, labour intensive and challenging. While some students are engaged by journaling, educators need to be aware other students hold negative and neutral perspectives so that there may be some opposition to this form of assessment. Once commitment to teaching journaling is established, the common findings relating to these studies show that various techniques may assist with journaling and transform negative perceptions of journaling to more positive perceptions.

An important technique is to provide ample and clear instructions on how to journal. Some students’ negative perceptions relate to uncertainty over aspects of journaling, including its purpose, evaluation criteria and structure. Feedback in relation to writing is crucial for enhanced learning. More than one-half of the studies recommend some type of instruction or intervention and list strategies to improve the quality of journaling. Whilst a number maintain that these strategies have proven effective, others suggest that the strategies require adjustment.

Several studies show that journaling improves with experience. Practising this form of writing regularly has been recommended, especially with the provision of a supportive environment. Guidance with journal writing is also a positive way to assist students with writing. Many of the studies show that some students struggle with the expected

---

314 Baker, above n 27; Loo and Thorpe, above n 24; Otienoh, above n 27; Lew and Schmidt, above n 27; Bisman, above n 12; Palmer, Holt and Bray, above n 18; Swindell and Watson, above n 17; Haigh, above n 15; Beveridge, above n 14; Wright, above n 22; Snadden et al, above n 16; Dyment and O’Connell (2003), above n 10.
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320 See, eg, Sutton, Townsend, Wright, above n 22; King and La Rocco, above n 27; Beveridge, above n 14; Haigh, above n 15; Zahra, above n 19; Swindell and Watson, above n 17.
321 James and Field, above n 8, 359, 362.
322 Table 9.
323 Ibid.
324 Hume, above n 27; Wright, above n 22; Wong et al, above n 26; Bisman, above n 12; Thorpe, above n 26; King and LaRocco, above n 27; James and Field, above n 8, 353-358; Penelope Watson and Rachel Field, ‘Promoting Student Well-being and Resilience at Law School’ in Sally Kift et al (eds), Excellence and Innovation in Legal Education (LexisNexis, 2011) 390, 411, 419.
325 Table 9.
style of writing required for journaling. This could be attributable to lack of experience and instruction with this type of writing. Other studies find students’ writing overly descriptive, and failing to make the connections between theory and practice needed for critical analysis. Introduction to models of critical reflection and their composition can assist students with reflective skills. Students can be guided in different ways including through written material, lectures, seminars or tutorials. Guidance by use of exemplars, handouts and formative feedback assist students with journaling.

A supportive environment with a level of trust between instructor and student, particularly in relation to confidentiality, has been endorsed. Such an environment is also seen as important for group work. Sometimes expressing feelings can result in a range of different experiences ranging from disturbing to therapeutic. Exposure of private thoughts and feelings may also make a student feel vulnerable. Enthusiasm of the instructors is important for engagement. Students need to be encouraged to be open minded and willing in order to be engaged.

V CURRENT LITERATURE ON REFLECTIVE JOURNALING

Table 12 outlines some major findings of more recent studies of reflective journaling, constructed from a Summons library search.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Finding(s) in relation to Reflective Journaling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dyment &amp; O’Connell</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Student views on journaling are mixed&lt;br&gt;There are benefits and challenges of journaling for students and teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slotnick &amp; Janesick</td>
<td>Educational Policy</td>
<td>Reflective journaling is shown as a critical interpretive tool for educational policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent &amp; Lovelace</td>
<td>Business</td>
<td>In-class dialogue and reflective journaling offer rich learning experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wimmer</td>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>Journaling helps with analysis of leadership in popular culture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wright, above n 22; Pavlovich, above n 24; Zahra, above n 20.

Wright and O’Connell, above n 10; Swindell and Watson, above n 17.

Dyment and O’Connell, above n.

Dyment and O’Connell, above n; Haigh, above n 15; Hume, above n 27; Wong et al, above n 26.

Dyment and O’Connell, above n; Murray, above n 25.


Sutton, Townsend and Wright, above n 22; King, above n 24; Dyment and O’Connell (2003), above 10; Hutchinson and Cuffe, above n 23; King and LaRocco, above n 27; Pavlovich, above n 24; Snadden et al, above n 16; Wright, above n 22; Minott, above n 27.

James and Field, above n 8, 334, 354; Macken, above n 336, 323, 324 [12.18]-[12.20].

Wright, above n 22.

Beveridge, above n 14; Wright, above n.


Ibid.


Like earlier studies, current literature suggests that journaling can start in the foundation years and can successfully be used for reflection on transition periods. Findings also confirm support of journaling with instruction, feedback and guidance. Mentoring, for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Finding(s) in relation to Reflective Journaling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anderson</td>
<td>Geography</td>
<td>Journal writing facilitates deep learning, empowerment in relation to the nexus between theory and practicing sustainability and the critical analysis of broader processes through a mutually supportive and respectful learning environment Journaling needs to be taught though engaging lecturing and supportive discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooman &amp; Darwent</td>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Journaling can be positive for first year university students The use of journaling early in semester, instruction, and recognition that it does not suit all students are recommendations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen-Sayag &amp; Fiscel</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
<td>Field experiences assists with thinking about and reflecting about special education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furtado &amp; Anderson</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Journaling is improved with guidance, peer dialogue and mentoring Journaling can assist with growth of knowledge, empowerment, confidence and enhanced professional leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giguere</td>
<td>Dance Education</td>
<td>Guided repeated regular interaction is recommended the learning and teaching of reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hendrix et al</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Students like limited time to journal, confidentiality, one-time feedback, a semi-structured format and behaviour recognition Students with more experience like the free-form structure of journaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hussainy et al</td>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>Journaling is a technique which helps students develop communication skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanda</td>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>Journaling helps with teacher’s feedback about how medical students learn to care for aging populations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>University Language Program</td>
<td>Shows mixed views on journaling Recommendations include instruction on reflection, giving feedback and using both scaffolding and flexible frameworks for assessment of reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shek &amp; Woo</td>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>Reflective journals show significant benefits for learning Students like the course, have favourable perceptions of the instructors, perceive that the course was able to promote their holistic development and suggest course refinement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheridan &amp; Dunne</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
<td>Journal writing is a useful and innovative tool to examine transitions from school to higher education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsang</td>
<td>Oral Health</td>
<td>Levels of student reflection improve not only with practice and time but at times consistent with exposure to clinical and professional experiences and with access to feedback and guidance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

354 Broo & Darwell, above n 344; Sheridan and Dunne, above n 353.
355 See, eg, Parent and Lovelace, above n 341.
356 Tsang, above n 354.
357 Ibid.
example, is seen as positive for journaling. Recent studies also endorse students’ use of professional or clinical experiences for journaling.

The pedagogical practice of journaling is also indicated to have improved with time, with access to instruction and guidance coupled with exposure to real life experiences. More time engaging in journaling is likely to improve its quality by enhancing students’ levels of critical reflection. Mixed perceptions of journaling are evident in recent literature, supporting findings in earlier studies. This means if perceptions are negative, more engaging pedagogical techniques might be needed. Popular culture, for instance, is a subject for journaling, which many students find engaging.

Dialogue, interaction and a supportive learning environment are also confirmed as ways to offer rich learning experiences.

Reflective journaling in legal education has received growing support. An Australian research study on reflective journaling found nearly all law students had a positive view about journaling as beneficial for their own progress, development, self-awareness or organisational skills. In the United States, a link has been developed between law journaling as a means to improve emotional intelligence, to enhance student understanding of material and the ability to think like a lawyer. Emotional intelligence is not specifically examined in the thesis. Reflective journaling as a means to develop transformative reflective practice has also recently seen endorsement in clinical legal education in Europe.

VI CONCLUSION

Early studies discussed in this chapter show that journaling is relatively popular in Western common law countries in a variety of disciplines, particularly those with practicums, such as nursing and education. Court observation can be likened to practicums and therefore are appropriate experiences for undergraduate law students’ reflections. While these studies are

358 Furtado and Anderson, above n 346.
359 See, eg, Table 1; Cohen-Sayag and Fischl, above n 345; Charlotte Ross et al, ‘Evaluation of Nursing Students’ Work Experience through the use of reflective journals’ (2014) 17 Mental Health Practice 21.
360 Tsang, above n 354.
361 Ibid.
362 Power, above n 351; Dyment and O’Connell (2003), above n 10.
363 Wimmer et al, above n 342.
364 Parent and Lovelace, above n 345.
366 Spencer, above n 366.
367 Martin, above n 366.
368 Gold, above n 366.
369 Table 1.
relatively small-scale, much can be learned from them in terms of findings because of their largely qualitative nature. Journaling is found to be suitable for both undergraduate students and postgraduate students.\(^{370}\) Common research methods relate to coding and content analysis. Clarity of theoretical positioning also shows transparency. While such studies show that Mezirow’s taxonomy of reflection is more commonly used than other taxonomies, more recent literature particularly in legal education does not use this taxonomy.\(^{371}\) These earlier studies also show a focus on skills-based, active learning and student-centred learning.\(^{372}\) Common topics of such journaling studies relate to perceptions of journaling and meeting of educational objectives.\(^{373}\)

Recent studies reveal that journaling is becoming a pedagogical tool in a variety of higher education disciplines around the world and is expanding into more disciplines.\(^{374}\) These confirm that journaling can have benefits from the first year of university as a forum to allow student reflections about transition periods.\(^{375}\) While this thesis argues that journaling is an effective pedagogical tool, there is some evidence in the journaling literature there are some disadvantages.\(^{376}\) When journals are formally assessed some students are influenced by this and feel that they do not have the freedom to write, as they would like to.\(^{377}\) With intervention, students’ perceptions of journaling can improve. Such intervention includes guidance, feedback, instruction and practice with reflection and reflective journaling are important to effective journaling.\(^{378}\) This thesis argues that an engaging learning environment surrounding journaling is necessary to enhance its appeal. The use of positive dialogue and interaction between educators and students together with a supportive environment can work in conjunction with journaling to provide rich learning experiences.\(^{379}\) Real experiences and the use of popular culture provide suitably engaging journaling topics, with a positive link between field/clinical experiences and timely effective journaling about those experiences are supported in recent literature.\(^{380}\)
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CHAPTER 6: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

I INTRODUCTION

This chapter outlines the research design, combining several research methods, which capture the iterative nature of the research.¹ It addresses both the theory behind the methodological choices made for the research and how the methods of analysis, including the collection of the data, were implemented. The objective is to analyse two cohorts of foundation law students’ reflective journal texts at UTAS in order to examine legal pedagogy, the attitudes of the students towards ethics and professionalism and the development of critical reflection.

The first section of the chapter presents the methodology, describing the detailed qualitative framework using constructivist grounded theory² and discourse analysis.³ Such methods allow for a deep analysis of the student reflective journal texts. The advantage of the theoretical positioning of such a qualitative framework is examined. The characteristics, benefits and applicability of qualitative research methods to the research in this thesis are analysed.

The second section provides a detailed analysis of the empirical process using constructivist grounded theory⁴ to show the appropriateness of the site selection, the participants and data selection. This process describes interpreting, coding, categorising and the identification of the themes, constructed from codes and categories. The manner in which the qualitative research is conducted includes detailed and transparent descriptions of the process. Triangulation is used and ethical clearance acknowledged.

The third section of the chapter examines the influences and rationale behind the use of the constructivist grounded theoretical approach of Charmaz, including its staged processes and its application to this research.⁵ Coding, category development, memo writing and the construction of the dominant themes form part of the process. The limitations of the approach are outlined and the preference for the approach in conjunction with discourse analysis is also

¹ Kate Williams et al, Completing Your PhD (Palgrave Macmillan, 2011) 9.
⁴ Charmaz (2006), above n 2.
⁵ Ibid.
explained. The fourth section critically evaluates discourse analysis\(^6\) and justifies its application for the analysis of terms of the students’ journal texts.

II RESEARCH: THEORETICAL LOCATION, ADVANTAGES AND APPLICATION

The research involves a detailed analysis and interrogation of foundation law students’ reflective journal texts. A social constructivist, poststructural theoretical position informs the research, allowing for multiple perspectives to be taken into account. Poststructural theory closely relates to postmodernism.\(^7\) The approach has been recognised by members of the legal academy, including in Australia and the United States of America.\(^8\) A postmodern position is ‘that knowledge and understanding of the world are built up by students through their individual experiences of the world and interpretations of their experiences’.\(^9\) This theoretical position emphasises the importance of learning through real life experiences such as observing legal practice in court, examining the language of law, discourses and legal culture.\(^10\) This position recognises the necessity for active participation in learning, reflection, collaborative teamwork and active participation in the support of the students.\(^11\)

This framework acknowledges how discourses and social practices construct both a representation of experience and a positioning of individuals.\(^12\) Discourses have material effects,\(^13\) which are produced as a result of this positioning.\(^14\) These material effects have the potential to be socially empowering or disempowering.\(^15\) The pedagogical discourses referred to in this research are about teaching in a university context, specifically that of a law school. While notions of the practice of teaching, instruction and training within formal settings such as schools and universities are foremost, pedagogy is also considered in terms of the ways in which individuals learn and are taught to position themselves within the world of legal education.

---

\(^6\) Charmaz (2006), above n 3.
\(^7\) Elizabeth Adams St Pierre, ‘Post Qualitative Research’ in Normann Denzin and Yvonna Lincoln (eds), Handbook of Qualitative Research (Sage, 4th edition, 2011) 615.
\(^9\) Johnstone, above n.
\(^12\) Denzin and Lincoln, above n 2, 6, 14.
\(^13\) Ibid 8.
\(^14\) Clifford Christians, ‘Ethics and Politics in Qualitative Research’ in Norman Denzin and Yvonna Lincoln (eds), Handbook of Qualitative Research (Sage, 4th edition, 2011) 74; Charmaz in Denzin and Lincoln, above n 2, 362.
\(^15\) Denzin and Lincoln, above n 2, 12.
This framework also recognises that students can move from an understanding that legal knowledge is simply imparted to them, to ways that recognise that their experiences, ideas and developing knowledge are part of a constructed, student-centred perspective. Such a perspective is now an integral part of higher education, which allows one to use what is already known to construct new knowledge. This encourages reflection and critical thinking rather than a passive acceptance of knowledge. The theoretical positioning of the journaling research is informed by a poststructural position, which endorses a postpositivist position. This positioning allows for discovery in the way in which the data is explored, analysed, refined, interpreted and described. A postpositivist perspective draws on ‘phenomenology, which is the belief that our worlds are independent, messy and unique’ therefore the researcher attempts to understand this rather than to uncover a ‘knowable truth’.

A Qualitative Research: Characteristics, Benefits and Application to Legal Education Research

Identification of the multi-faceted nature of qualitative research allows insight into its benefits. Table 1 depicts the way a number of researchers use qualitative research. Qualitative methods have been recommended as highly suitable for legal researchers in law schools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1: Key Categories and Characteristics of Qualitative Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

26 Biggs and Tang, above n, 8, 9, 22, 326.
27 Paul Ramsden, Learning to Teach in Higher Education (Routledge, 2nd ed, 2003); Johnstone, above n 8, 4; Biggs and Tang, above n 15.
28 Biggs and Tang, above n.
30 Denzin and Lincoln, above n 2, 25,12.
31 Kervin et al, Research for Educators (Thomson, 2006) 35.
32 Ibid.
38 Denzin and Lincoln, above n 2, 13.
39 Michele Knobel and Colin Lankshear, Ways of Knowing-Researching Literacy (Primary English Teaching Association, 1999).
40 Norman Denzin and Yvonna Lincoln (eds), Handbook of Qualitative Research (Sage, 2nd ed, 2000).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Researcher(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>To understand social phenomena</td>
<td>Freebody (2003)\textsuperscript{32} Kervin et al (2006)\textsuperscript{33}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>To understand meanings and subtleties of meaning</td>
<td>Wainwright (1997)\textsuperscript{34} Mertens (1996)\textsuperscript{35} Babbie (2005)\textsuperscript{36}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Evolves</td>
<td>Kervin et al (2006)\textsuperscript{37} Descombe (2007)\textsuperscript{38}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collection</td>
<td>Ethnography; Participant Observation; Action &amp; Applied Research; Grounded Theory; Case Studies; Surveys; phenomenological; Ethno-methodological; Life History; Historical Method; Clinical Research Design</td>
<td>Knobel and Lankshear (1999)\textsuperscript{39} Denzin and Lincoln (2000)\textsuperscript{40} Denzin and Lincoln (2011)\textsuperscript{41}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Techniques</td>
<td>Observations; Think Aloud; Interviews; Questionnaires; journalistic; projective; artefacts-documents; records; data management methods; computer assisted analysis; textual analysis; visual methods; auto and applied ethnography</td>
<td>Knobel and Lankshear (1999)\textsuperscript{42} Denzin and Lincoln (2000)\textsuperscript{43}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach</td>
<td>Inductive; Generates theory; Generative</td>
<td>Freebody (2003)\textsuperscript{44} Kervin et al (2006)\textsuperscript{45}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools</td>
<td>Interactive</td>
<td>Kervin et al (2006)\textsuperscript{46}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Size</td>
<td>Small Scale</td>
<td>Kervin et al (2006)\textsuperscript{47} Descombe (2007)\textsuperscript{48}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Types</td>
<td>Richness; Complex; Intricacy of Phenomena</td>
<td>Strauss and Corbin (1990)\textsuperscript{49} Richards (2005)\textsuperscript{50} Babbie (2005)\textsuperscript{51}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>Narrative Description; Descriptive Thick Descriptions; Interpretive; Recognises Contradictions and Inconsistencies</td>
<td>Geertz (1973)\textsuperscript{52} Guba and Lincoln (1981)\textsuperscript{53} Freebody (2003)\textsuperscript{54} Kervin et al (2006)\textsuperscript{55} Descombe (2007)\textsuperscript{56} Denzin and Lincoln (2011)\textsuperscript{57}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit of Analysis</td>
<td>Words; Direct Quotations; Visual Images</td>
<td>Descombe (2007)\textsuperscript{58}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical Position</td>
<td>Constructivist; Anti Positivist; Postpositivist; Recognition of Multiple Realities; No set orientation</td>
<td>Lather (1992)\textsuperscript{59} Denzin and Lincoln (2000)\textsuperscript{60} Freebody (2003)\textsuperscript{61} Denzin and Lincoln (2011)\textsuperscript{62}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{32} Peter Freebody, *Qualitative Research in Education- Interaction and Practice* (Sage, 2003).
\textsuperscript{33} Descombe, above n 3, 249; Winckle, above n 26.
\textsuperscript{34} Freebody, above n 32.
\textsuperscript{35} Kervin et al, above n 21, 26.
\textsuperscript{39} Kervin et al, above n 21.
\textsuperscript{40} Descombe, above n 3,250.
\textsuperscript{41} Knobel and Lankshear, above n 29.
\textsuperscript{42} Denzin and Lincoln, above n 30.
\textsuperscript{43} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{44} Knobel and Lankshear, above n 29.
\textsuperscript{45} Denzin and Lincoln, above n 30.
\textsuperscript{46} Freebody, above n 32.
\textsuperscript{47} Kervin et al, above n 21.
\textsuperscript{48} Kervin et al, above n 21; Hiller, above n 25.
\textsuperscript{49} Kervin et al, above n 21.
\textsuperscript{50} Descombe, above n 3, 289.
\textsuperscript{51} Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin, *Basics of Qualitative research: Techniques and Procedures for Developing Grounded Theory* (Sage, 1989).
\textsuperscript{52} Lyn Richards, *Handling Qualitative Data: A Practical Guide* (Sage, 2005).
\textsuperscript{53} Babbie, above n 38.
\textsuperscript{56} Freebody, above n 32.
\textsuperscript{57} Kervin et al, above n 21.
\textsuperscript{58} Descombe, above n 3; Hiller, above n 25; Winckle, above n 26.
\textsuperscript{59} Denzin and Lincoln, above n 2, 5, 8.
\textsuperscript{60} Descombe, above n 3, 286, 287; Hiller, above n 25; Winckle, above n 26.
\textsuperscript{62} Denzin and Lincoln, above n 30.
\textsuperscript{63} Freebody, above n 32.
Table 1 supports the application of a qualitative methodological framework for legal education research. The context is an exploration of the first year law students’ social, cultural and political worlds as well their attitudes and values towards ethics, professionalism and critical reflection. The setting involves both inside and outside the legal classroom. Students are required to describe, reflect and analyse their understandings of the legal world, court observations and learning about law both in the classroom and through other experiences. By examining the written text, as a unit of analysis, purpose and meaning is discoverable and helps the researcher understand legal education through students’ perspectives. Using the written text of the journals also allows for interpretive analysis of the words and phrases, through coding and categorisation. Detailed analysis is achieved through examination of the rich descriptions contained in the journals. Further constructivist grounded theory allows for theory to be generated rather than tested. This means the initial research questions were used to inform the research rather than specifically answered as a result of the research.

The benefits of qualitative research are outlined in Table 2. A flexible framework for this legal education research includes allowing for choice of theoretical positioning, multiple perspectives to be taken into consideration within legal educational practice and consideration of data and analysis that is grounded in real life educational experiences. The type of small-scale textual data is also suited to recognising pedagogical themes and discourses.

---

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Researcher(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>Organic; Flexible; Allows for Self Corrective Techniques; Multi-method</td>
<td>Howe (1988)(^{65}) Lather (1992)(^{66}) Flick (1998)(^{67}) Denzin and Lincoln (2000)(^{68}) Freebody (2003)(^{69}) Richards (2005)(^{70})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

64 Ibid 12.
66 Lather, above n 61.
67 Uwe Flick, *An Introduction to Qualitative Research* (Sage, 4\(^{th}\) ed, 2007).
68 Denzin and Lincoln, above n 30.
69 Freebody, above n 32.
70 Richards, above n 52.
71 Howe, above n 65; Lather, above n 61; Flick, above n 67; Denzin and Lincoln, above n 30; Freebody, above n 32, Richards, above n 52; Liz Sutton, Michael Townend and Jeannie Wright, ‘The Experiences of Reflective Learning Journals by Cognitive Behavioural Psychotherapy Student’ (2007) 8 Reflective Practice 387; Ranjit Kumar, *Research Methodology- A Step by Step Guide for Beginners* (Sage, 2011).
73 Hiller, above n 25; Knobel and Lankshear, above n 29; Denzin and Lincoln, above n 30; Freebody, above n 32.
74 Kervin et al, above n 21; Descombe, above n 3.
75 Strauss and Corbin, above n 51; Babbie, above n 38; Richards, above n 52; Descombe, above n 3; Anne Hume, ‘Promoting Higher Levels of Reflective Writing in Student Journals’ (2009) 28 Higher Education & Research Development 247.
**TABLE 2: Benefits of Qualitative Research**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit(s)</th>
<th>Researcher(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Provides a flexible and adaptable research framework</td>
<td>Howe (1988)(^{76}) Lather (1992)(^{79}) Flick (1998)(^{80})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denzin and Lincoln (2000)(^{81}) Freebody (2003)(^{82})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Richards (2005)(^{83})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sutton, Townend and Wright (2007)(^{84})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kumar (2011)(^{85})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Allows for choice with theoretical positioning</td>
<td>Denzin and Lincoln (2000)(^{86}) Haigh (2001)(^{87})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>King and LaRocco (2006)(^{88})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Suits a variety, selection and or combination of research techniques</td>
<td>Knobel and Lankshear (1999)(^{89}) Denzin and Lincoln (2000)(^{90})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and data collection methods</td>
<td>Dyment and O’Connell (2003)(^{91})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kumar (2011)(^{92})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Recognises multiple perspectives (including pedagogical perspectives)</td>
<td>Hiller (1998)(^{93})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hume (2009)(^{94})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knobel and Lankshear (1999)(^{95})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denzin and Lincoln (2000)(^{96})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Considers the context, language, cultural features; Data and Analysis</td>
<td>Kervin et al (2006)(^{97})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>are grounded in real life lived experiences</td>
<td>Wright (2005)(^{98})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Descombe (2007)(^{99})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Enables analysis and interpretations through narrative descriptions</td>
<td>Denzin and Lincoln (2000)(^{100})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O’Leary (2010)(^{101})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kumar (2011)(^{102})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Suitable for rich, complex, detailed and/or intricate data</td>
<td>Strauss and Corbin (1990)(^{103})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Babbie (2005)(^{104})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Richards (2005)(^{105})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Descombe (2007)(^{106})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


78 Howes, above n 65.

79 Lather, above n 61.

80 Flick, above n 67.

81 Denzin and Lincoln, above n 30.

82 Freebody, above n 32.

83 Richards, above n 52.

84 Sutton, Townend and Wright, above n 71.

85 Kumar, above n 71.

86 Denzin and Lincoln, above n 30.

87 Haigh, above n 72.

88 King and LaRocco, above 72.

89 Knobel and Lankshear, above n 29.

90 Denzin and Lincoln, above n 30.

91 Janet Dyment and Timothy O’Connell ‘“Journal Writing is Something We have to Learn on Our Own”’-The Results of a Focus Group Discussion with Recreation Students’ (2003) 18 *Scholé: A Journal of Leisure Studies and Recreational Education* 23.

92 Kumar, above n 71.

93 Hiller, above n 25.

94 Hume, above n 75.

95 Knobel and Lankshear, above n 29.

96 Denzin and Lincoln, above n 30.

97 Kervin et al, above n 21.

98 Wright, above n 76.

99 Descombe, above n 3.

100 Denzin and Lincoln, above n 30.

101 O’Leary, above n 76.

102 Kumar, above 71.

103 Strauss and Corbin, above n 51.

104 Babbie, above n 38.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Researcher(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8. Allows for meaning to be derived from interaction</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dyment and O’Connell (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kumar (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Descombe (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Descombe (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Freebody (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Can be used in conjunction with quantitative methodologies (confirming</td>
<td>findings of other approaches, a starting point for other approaches and to</td>
<td>Kervin et al (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hammersley (1996)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III CONSTRUCTIVIST GROUNDED THEORY: APPLICATION TO RESEARCH IN LEGAL EDUCATION

Constructivist grounded theory provides a flexible process that allows for revision and reframing, particularly in light of emerging unpredictable, new themes, patterns and developing themes. A social constructivist position in this study is taken, allowing for and encouraging a more student-centred orientation in legal education. The scope for using a variety of different research techniques and data collection methods strengthens credibility. This research uses the collection of data in the form of students’ journals and is informed by research publications. The use of pre-existing documents allows the researcher to access easily the material. Once the data collection is completed, the processes of analysis, refining and writing take place. This type of study has not been undertaken within the context of Australian legal education before.

Constructivist grounded theory is a rigorous process, which allows for meanings to be generated through thick, rich descriptions evident in the law journal texts. This enables interpretation and analysis that may not be possible with other forms of research. The journal

---

105 Richards, above n 52.
106 Descombe, above n 3, 313.
107 Dyment and O’Connell, above n 91.
109 Kumar, above n 71.
110 Descombe, above n 3.
111 Taylor and Bogden, above n 77.
112 Descombe, above n 3.
113 Freebody, above n 32.
114 Kervin et al, above n 21.
115 Ibid.
117 Freebody, above n 32.
118 Above n 2; Chapter 7 1-VI.
120 Above n 2; Chapter 7 1-VI.
121 Above n 120.
122 Charmaz (2006), above n 2.
texts can be complex and rich containing multiple themes, perspectives, opinions, judgments and feelings. Development of ethics, professionalism and critical reflection are central to the research topic. They involve behaviours and values, which are inherently complex with multiple meanings. Using constructivist grounded theory requires the researcher to undertake a repeated process of reading, re-reading and thinking carefully about the data. The intense process of coding requires the journals to be thoroughly scrutinised for meaning.

In this research constructivist grounded theory has been used in the interrogation of students’ reflective journals from two cohorts. The research is informed by the findings of a literature review on critical reflection and a multidisciplinary study of journaling. The findings emerge from use of the quantitative technique of coding and a variety of different qualitative techniques, memo writing, categorising and development of the dominant themes, informed by the researcher/educator’s experience.

Qualitative methodologies are also methodologically sound for small-scale studies. Researchers are able to analyse small group dynamics holistically, in a social and cultural context from the inside, which is less likely to be achieved in larger scale studies. In this study participants are foundation law students, namely 32 LAW121 law students from 2009 and 77 LAW121 law students from 2011. The study is accordingly small-scale but by no means insignificant. The students are from a number of regions around Tasmania, including Hobart, Launceston and the Cradle Coast campuses. This also makes the research more representative than student data from one campus.

The research provides for transformation of educational practices within law schools at universities. As reflective journaling is not traditionally part of legal pedagogy, examination of the benefits of journaling allows for diversification in the legal pedagogy. The research records some of the life experiences of groups of foundation law students in LAW 121 at the UTAS in 2009 and 2011. The research gives insights about how the student cohorts
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126 Ibid.  
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129 Mason, above n 128.  
130 Platt, above n 128.  
131 Gomez and Kuronen, above n 128.  
132 Ibid.  
133 Table 1.  
134 Ibid.  
135 Charmaz (2006), above n 2, 21.
make sense of the legal world, the course and their own learning. It observes and describes how they discuss, identify, evaluate, analyse and on reflect aspects of legal practice, the course and their own learning.

The research interrogates the writing of the 2009 and 2011 cohorts. The data selected is the journal text, which allows the researcher to read and discover more about the students’ world from the students’ first person perspective. Constructivist grounded theory is used to make meaning and derive hypotheses from those meanings. The approach has been adopted in this context as the researcher takes the view that it is the best way to begin ‘to understand some of the beliefs and motivations’\(^{136}\) of the students. Students’ examine grapple with the values, ethics and behaviour required in the legal profession.\(^{137}\)

A goal of the research is to make sense of the insider’s analysis of these law students’ perspectives, through the researcher’s interpretation and description of the data. The method involves reading and re-reading the data, interpreting and re-interpreting the data and describing the data in terms of common patterns. The authenticity of the research is demonstrated through the dual role of the researcher as both observer and an object of inquiry, as a legal educator of the student participants.\(^{138}\) Constructivist grounded theory acknowledges the ‘researcher as having a direct effect on the research design, the findings and the interpretation of a study’.\(^{139}\) Researchers can be regarded as part of the research as the data collection includes instruments valued by the researcher, which include the values, assumptions, beliefs and knowledge, which inform the data collection and reporting.\(^{140}\) The researcher here has significant connections with the group such that the interpretations of the legal world should not be as seen in stark contrast to that of the student. The researcher formed part of a similar student cohort, was taught by the same LAW121 educator at the same University and has been the teacher of the LAW121 subject for 13 years.

External reliability is defined as ‘the extent to which independent researchers working in the same or similar context would obtain similar results’.\(^{141}\) In this case the research is preliminary in being the first of its kind in this area. Further research is necessary to enhance external reliability. Internal reliability is maintained with matching themes and patterns, comparing and contrasting aspects of the journal texts from 2009 and 2011. Further, the goal of constructivist grounded theory relies on the research constructing multiple contrasting and

\(^{136}\) Denzin and Lincoln, above n 2, 456.
\(^{137}\) O’Leary, above n 76, 116.
\(^{138}\) Freebody, above n 32, 76.
\(^{139}\) Knobel and Lankshear, above n 29, 88 compare this approach to other approaches, which insist on research objectivity so that studies can be replicated and are reliable.
\(^{140}\) Ibid.
\(^{141}\) Ibid.
contradictory meanings, generated by research data.\textsuperscript{142} Considerations of validity and reliability can be excluded in favour of more general verifications such as whether or not the study is credible and transparent.\textsuperscript{143} Further, constructivist grounded theory recognises that the analysis is influenced by preconceived notions of the researcher.\textsuperscript{144} This research examines the way law students tell the story of their own learning and understandings of aspects of legal education through their journaling. The credibility and transparency of the research is developed through the detailed explanations of the methodology.\textsuperscript{145}

IV PARTICIPANTS, SITE SELECTION, DATA, ETHICAL CLEARANCE AND DATA COLLECTION

Foundation university law students at UTAS were the target of this research and were selected in view of the relevance of the subject area and researcher’s teaching connection with the students. Two cohorts of student participants were chosen from 2009 and 2011 in LAW 121. The primary data for the research was selected from the first person reflective journal texts of those law students. These journaling texts represented ten percent of the weighting of the assessment for the course and were submitted at the end of semester. The students were required to submit a journal of at least seven pages containing reflections about their own learning, engagement and courtroom experiences.

Students were contacted by email and, in line with research ethics requirements, needed to opt into the research. Thirty-two 2009 foundation year law students from the Law Faculty campus in Hobart participated in the research. Seventy-seven 2011 student participants came from one of three campuses either located at Hobart,\textsuperscript{146} Launceston\textsuperscript{147} or the Cradle Course Campus.\textsuperscript{148} The 2009 and 2011 cohorts were chosen because the level of guidance from educators increased in 2011. Positive adjustments were made to the teaching of the reflective journaling in 2011 as a result of the initial research undertaken in this thesis.

A Ethical Clearance for the Research\textsuperscript{149}

Ethics clearance for the research on the journals was secured early in the research process.\textsuperscript{150} In the application for ethical clearance the researcher sought passive consent from the

\textsuperscript{142} Knobel and Lankshear, above n 29, 89.
\textsuperscript{143} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{144} O’Leary, above n 76, 270-271.
\textsuperscript{145} Chapter 6 I-IX; Chapter 7 I-VI; Chapter 8 I-XI.
\textsuperscript{146} N=67.
\textsuperscript{147} N=3.
\textsuperscript{148} N=7.
\textsuperscript{149} University of Tasmania, Integrity and Ethics (2013) <http://www.utas.edu.au/research/graduate-research/current/graduate-survival-kit>.
\textsuperscript{150} Final ethics approval for the PhD research was granted from the UTAS Human Research Ethics Committee (Tasmania) Network on the 30th May 2011 (Reference H0011641).
University Ethics Committee. The ethics application proposed that students be contacted by email, explaining the nature of the research, how their journals would be used without identifying their names and that passive consent would be assumed if they did not respond. Passive consent was sought to enhance participation levels. Ethics approval, but only for active consent via return email, was granted on the 30th May 2011.

B Data Collection: Journal Texts and the Differences between Course Delivery for 2009 and 2011 Cohorts

Once ethics clearance and student consent were obtained, the primary data was collected in the form of student reflective journal texts from both cohorts of students. Each student completed one journal. For the 2009 cohort, the journals were de-identified, photocopied in full and given numbers from Journal 1 to Journal 32 respectively. The data was stored safely and retrieved when the researcher undertook the analysis. In the second half of 2011, the journals were likewise de-identified, photocopied and allocated numbers (here from Journal 1 to Journal 77 respectively). These journals were similarly safely stored and used during the interpretation and analysis phases of the research.

The role of the researcher formed part of the data collection process in the reading, interpreting, analysis and reporting of the data. In this case the connection between the Cradle Coast campus students and the researcher was that of lecturer and students. Hobart and Launceston students were not taught by the researcher but by other legal educators taking the same course. Memo writing was also part of the data and thus the data collection process. The participant researchers’ memo writing was used to supplement the primary data, with significant experiences of the researcher becoming part of the data collection process.

There were some differences between the foundation law course delivery in 2009 and 2011 but both cohorts completed journals as part of the overall assessment for the course. In 2009, LAW121 in Hobart was delivered by face-to-face lecturing, aided by PowerPoint lecture slides and tutorials by law lecturers and tutors. Students were also linked to the on-line site My Learning Online (MyLo), a learning management system, which provides the course outline, visual and audio transcripts of lecture notes, tutorial problems, newsletters, announcements, links to law news and samples of past students’ work. In Hobart, the course coordinator delivered most of the lectures, with the remaining lectures taken by guest lecturers and a lecturer who delivered alternate dispute resolution classes. Three different law tutors conducted tutorials in small groups each week.

In Launceston the same lecturer and tutor taught the Launceston LAW121 students, with
some guest lecturing. At the Cradle Coast campus, the researcher delivered most of the lectures, with some guest lecturers and took all tutorials. Students were required to visit Tasmanian Courts and asked to write a journal about their court experiences. The 2009 cohort were given minimal instruction about how to write the journal. They were given written guidelines in the course outline, an article suggesting journal topics and access to sample journals from previous years. These students were not given a written guide to journaling. The 2011 students were given significantly more instruction and guidance, as a result of the literature reviews and preliminary analysis of the 2009 data. The particulars of the written guide students were given are listed in Table 3 and a copy of the guide is attached in an Appendix.151

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provision of a guide to journaling containing the following information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The difference between private journaling and journaling for academic purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The purpose of journaling for the course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Helping yourself learn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Trying a different style of writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Developing reflective skills needed for personal and professional development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Pedagogy recommended by the Council of Australian Law Deans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Tips for journaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Finding the time to journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. What material to include</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Reflecting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Links between theory and practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Putting in effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Finding examples of other work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Learning and experiential learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Common questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Be aware of traps or problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Guide for court attendance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Questions to help with journaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Criteria sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Examples of reflective writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Selected reference list</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 2009 students were given feedback, via a guide, which detailed the various standards of reflection152 including reflection-in-action, reflection-on-action, reflection-on-reflection, demonstration of progressive learning through critical reflection, reflection on the course and on court visits. By contrast, 2011 students were given a detailed criteria rubric, which assessed not merely reflection but also how the students evaluated ethics, professionalism and their own learning.153 Students were supplied the rubric prior to the assessment, with assessors providing feedback after the assessment. They were also afforded opportunities to practice reflection and reflective writing throughout the course in tutorials. An early assessed
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court reflective exercise was issued to assist with practising reflective writing. Feedback was given on this exercise and to assist with completing the final reflective journal.154

V TRIANGULATION: TRANSPARENCY WITH PROCESS

Qualitative research has limitations relating to reliability, generalisability and validity.155 Reliability relates to consistency156 whereas generalisability relates to the ability to transfer the findings of particular research to other contexts,157 including replication of the method. Validity is defined as requiring ‘large-scale research’158 and ‘statistical measures of reliability’.159 One solution to enhance the validity of small-scale qualitative research is triangulation, the practice of reviewing phenomena from more than one perspective.160 Triangulation permits other methods to be used for authenticity, including other studies and literature reviews. Literature reviews in the areas of ethics, professionalism, journaling, critical reflection and legal pedagogy are included in this research. The initial literature reviews were conducted prior to the qualitative research and then updated after the discourse analysis was completed. The researcher was the only coder of the data in this research, thereby making it reliable in terms of consistency of coding. Generalisability of the research is arguable in that similar groups of foundation law students are part of the research and the same researcher is involved in the interpretation of the data. The detailed analytic methods of constructivist grounded theory, overt explanation and triangulation enhance the study by providing a number of clear and transparent methods of analysis.

VI CONSTRUCTIVIST GROUNDED THEORY: DEVELOPMENT AND USE

Grounded theory is derived from the work of sociologists Glaser and Strauss.161 Two main divergent views emerge from their work on the direction of grounded theory’s methodological framework.162 Glaser’s view has been interpreted as the researcher independent from the research, with meanings evolving inductively. Strauss and Corbin, and later Charmaz, have given researchers more integrative roles as interpreters.163 Charmaz takes a broad view that researchers can use the strategies of constructivist grounded theory flexibly.164 In this research the researcher has deliberately used the flexibility of Charmaz’s
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162 Descombe, above n 3, 102.
163 Ibid.
164 Charmaz (2006), above n 2.
constructivist grounded theoretical position. Different meanings can be generated for a more complex analysis but the theory usually involves the components described in Table 4. The advantages of this type of analysis are further outlined in Table 5.

### TABLE 4: Components of a Constructivist Grounded Theoretical Approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Common Components of Constructivist Grounded Theory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Emphasising the importance of field work, real settings and/or aspects of social life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Choice from diverse data collection materials including interviews, transcripts of meetings, court proceedings, diaries, letters, questionnaires, census answers and memo-writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Seeking to discover and analyse patterns, common categories and themes from the data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Use of coding, categorising and themes with or without discourses analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Linking explanations very closely to the real world with emphasis on ‘what is’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Refining interpretations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Comparing and contrasting variables from the collected data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Leaving literature reviews to a later stage in the process given that theories are not yet developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Rejects objectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Locates the researcher’s generalisations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Considers both the researchers and participants’ standpoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Emphasises reflexivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Adopts sensitised concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Remains alert to variation and differences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 5: Advantages of Constructivist Grounded Theory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Advantages of Constructivist Grounded Theory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Small scale studies with low budgets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Areas where human action is emphasized e.g. Business, health, education (including higher education)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Interpreting data that is rich, complex and possibly ambiguous with meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Various forms of careful scrutiny of the data including computer software analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Consideration of both researchers’ and participants’ generalisations and standpoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Flexible according to the researchers needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Rigorous via the set processes of coding, categories and themes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Charmaz, who has been described as ‘one of the leaders in the field of grounded theory’,\(^{190}\) argues that this approach has potential in relation issues of social justice.\(^ {191}\) It has been used to examine social justice issues of ‘inequalities and equality, barriers and access, poverty and privilege, individual rights and the collective good and their implications for suffering’.\(^ {192}\) Her view supports the application of constructivist grounded theory to the development of the dominant themes, which emerged from the reflective journals of the law students. Prosecutors have also used the approach in the legal context in court and treatment of victims,\(^ {193}\) included in Table 6.

### TABLE 6: Constructivist Grounded Theory in Multi-Disciplinary Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Researcher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Classroom (Primary School &amp; High School) Classroom (High School)</td>
<td>Hiller (1998)(^ {194}), Winckle (2008)(^ {195})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Farmers</td>
<td>Fleming (2010)(^ {196})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Sciences &amp; Nursing</td>
<td>Medical patients (including those with HIV or cancer); Children with disabilities; Victims of bullying; Homeless people; Immigrants; Women; Ethnic minorities</td>
<td>Charmaz (2011)(^ {197})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Sciences/Arts/</td>
<td>Sexual Assault Victims</td>
<td>McPhail and Di Nitto (2005)(^ {198}), Frohmann (1998)(^ {199})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Insanity; Substance Use Dealt with in Court</td>
<td>Thom at al (2012)(^ {200})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Charmaz presents a detailed, comprehensive and transparent methodology for constructivist grounded theory.\(^ {201}\) Her methodology provides clear explanations for interpretation of data. It includes scrupulous data collection, refined coding processes and categorisation together with comparative analysis of findings of the research. The effectiveness of the method for this research is detailed in each section below.

\(^{190}\) Flick, above n 67, 316.
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A Data Collection: The Reflective Journal Text

The research process begins with gathering rich, thick, minute, detailed and descriptive data. The students’ journals provide an elicited text of rich data to be coded using a constructivist grounded theory approach. While common qualitative data is interview or survey data, the journal can be a substitute for interview data. The method of writing allows students to spend much more time considering carefully how they construct their world, with the time consuming nature of the task well documented in the research. Charmaz maintains for the data to work best, the participants need to have a stake in the addressed topics and view the questions as significant. In this research, that fact that the journal texts have been assessed gives the participants a stake in the addressed topics and renders the questions significant.

B Coding Processes

Coding is the process of defining what the data is about using the research questions to interrogate the data. After reading the text, interrogating the data and thinking about the data the researcher may develop new perspectives. Coding a text or lived experience thematically by interpreting its meaning is a process of constructing meaning. Coding has analytic power in that can lead to innovative analysis ‘can raise questions of power and connection with larger social units’. Naming each line of the written data, which is called line-by-line coding, is the first step in coding. This method facilitates the discovery of ideas and the potential development of ‘vivid meanings’.

Researchers are enabled to make detailed observations of actions and nuances of the written texts. Flexible strategies and helpful questions are used to guide the researcher with
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Coding.\textsuperscript{219} Action codes are developed to compare people, events and incidents.\textsuperscript{220} Once line-by-line coding takes place, the data can then be formed into initial codes. This process allows for the researcher to document some of the main ideas coming from the data. The initial codes derived from the data are then listed as numbers to be tabled, refined and further examined. A careful analysis then takes place for evidence of the initial codes within the text of each journal. The numbers of initial codes in the data are collected and refined further. Each time the data is re-read it allows the opportunity to reflect on whether the initial codes are representative of the data. If they are not representative of the data, the names of the codes are altered. Once the codes are developed and the frequency of the initial codes completed, this process has reached saturation and is ready for categorisation.

\textit{C Categorisation}

Upon the initial codes being identified, they are applied to the data, counted and from this process the categories are developed.\textsuperscript{221} The categories reveal the patterns, which are constructed from the initial coding process.\textsuperscript{222} The codes are examined for similarities and differences.\textsuperscript{223} Where there are similarities, the codes are subsumed into the same category. Where there are distinct differences, the codes are subsumed into different categories. The process of highlighting similarities and differences promotes more refined categories.\textsuperscript{224} A very low frequency of initial codes makes it important to re-examine the data carefully. It may indicate the phenomena is less important to the research, or it may still be worthy of significant consideration if it relevant to the research. The relevance can be gleaned from the interpretation of the researcher as well as the nature and topic of the research.

\textit{D Memo Writing}

Memo writing assists with the process of developing codes. Memo writing also assists with the iterative process.\textsuperscript{225} The process of keeping recordings of findings contemporaneously with the coding process adds to the veracity of the processes. Memo writing is used to explore different ways of ideas for developing the categories. In this research memos were written about the data. Memo writing was undertaken in a number of stages by the researcher. The researcher first reflected about the reasons for the research, which was followed by an examination of the structure of the course.
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E Development of Themes

The final stage of constructivist grounded theory involves comparing the analysis within the first four stages of the process. From the categories the dominant themes are developed. These themes are reconstructed into the dominant discourses, which emerged from the primary data.

VIII DISCOURSE ANALYSIS: DEVELOPING BROADER CONTEXTUAL MEANINGS

Discourse analysis can have significant differences in terms of dimensions, including epistemological, theoretical, contextual positioning, data typology and claims. This thesis takes a social constructivist epistemological orientation where discourse analysis is focal, given the central role language has in the social world. According to Burr, social constructivists can have familiar traits including:

1) Historical and cultural specificity. Categories and concepts are historically and culturally specific and therefore may change overtime.

2) Knowledge is sustained by social process, and common ways to understand the world include looking at the daily interactions between people in social life.

3) Language a central role in understandings and a form social interaction.

4) Interaction as a focus of inquiry.

Constructivist grounded theory has the tendency to divorce the explanation from the broader context. In this research this limitation was avoided by expanding the analysis into a broader discourse analysis. A discourse can be defined as ‘a set of meanings, metaphors, representations, images, stories, statements and so on that in some way piece together a particular version of events’. Discourse analysis can ‘mean a variety of things’, including the way in which texts, talk and practice constitute the social world.
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focuses on the implicit meaning of the text or image rather than the explicit content. Developed by postmodern/poststructuralist theory, it involves deconstruction of the data in order to examine how the texts work, to create or sustain particular aspects of social life.

A discourse analysis aims to unpack the text or image in order to reveal what people are seeking to do through the talk, text or image and what background assumptions are needed in order for this to be achieved. The data in this research is analysed to reveal how it creates meaning, contains hidden messages, reflects, generates and reinforces cultural messages. It intimately involves the reader as an active participant in interpreting the data.

Discourse is central to Foucault’s writing, in areas that have a specialised knowledge or specialised vocabulary. This thesis takes the position that both law and legal education are areas of specialist knowledge. It suggests that power and knowledge are intimately connected. This theoretical framework is highly appropriate given that the importance of a more focused approach in legal education on specialist skills and legal knowledge is now recognised. This thesis takes the position that texts and interpretation of the texts form part of the social world. The contextual positioning acknowledges the background of the student participants as foundation law students with limited legal backgrounds and legal knowledge.

**A Discourse Analysis: Advantages and Limitations**

Discourse analysis allows for interpreting how power and ideology operate through language in social settings. Such an analysis of the language of texts also enables ‘nuanced insights relating to the production and consumption of texts.’ In this research, understandings of the power of legal educators, students and the legal profession are examined, explained and explored. Such an analysis is produced through the subjective interpretation of the researcher. It could be argued this method of analysis is open to the potential for allegation of bias, reductionism with too much of a focus on language, privileging agency and validity.
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issues. The texts are not viewed in isolation, given that the researcher interprets them and compares and contrasts them with other cross-disciplinary studies to enhance research merit and validity. It is also acknowledged that a close and detailed interpretation and scrutiny through a discourse analysis of relatively small samples of texts has advantages over a large-scale quantitative study.

IX CONCLUSION

This chapter explains and justifies the research methodology used in this research. It explains the processes used to analyse the data and to reveal the findings. The qualitative, flexible methodological framework is suited to this type of small-scale research. It also allowed triangulation of varied research techniques, including the ability to utilise the findings of the literature reviews, catalogued in Chapters 2 through 5, with the qualitative research techniques of grounded constructive theory and discourse analysis. Constructivist grounded theory is highly relevant for use in legal education settings focusing on social justice issues, as it allows for interpretation and careful scrutiny of rich and complex journal text data, considering both researcher and participants’ perspectives. Discourse analysis adds a further broader dimension to understandings in inquiries of this type offering a detailed analysis of the language produced in the social world in terms of power and influence.
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CHAPTER 7: USING METHODS OF CONSTRUCTIVIST GROUNDED THEORY FOR ANALYSIS OF FOUNDATION LAW STUDENTS’ REFLECTIVE JOURNALS

I INTRODUCTION

This chapter outlines constructivist grounded theory, the method of analysis used to examine foundation law students’ reflective journal texts. The analysis follows the constructivist grounded theoretical approach of Charmaz using coding processes, development of categories from coding, memo writing to the development of dominant themes. The theory provides valuable analytic tools for discovering meaning in the texts. As Charmaz argues, learning ‘how participants define their situation, attempting to grasp what they assume, and understanding the problems that confront them’ become major sources of researcher’s discoveries, with categories enabling researchers to ‘conceptualise these discoveries’.

The first section of the chapter explains and examines the coding process used to analyse the student data in the form of reflective journals from 2009 and 2011. The second section shows the process of constructing categories from the 2009 data, through recognising power, purpose and patterns and developing the dominant themes. This sequencing of coding provides dependable steps for research transparency and credibility. The third section reveals the same sequencing of coding and categories for the 2011 data. Memo writing is used to show how the researcher reflects on improving pedagogy. Variations from the 2009 data are also analysed within this section. The fourth section constructs dominant, sometimes overlapping themes from the categories. The concluding section discusses the success of the method in preparation for the discourse analysis. This section includes the interventionist strategies in 2011 to improve legal pedagogy.

II CODE DEVELOPMENT FROM THE 2009 AND 2011 DATA

One-fifth of the 2009 students’ journals were read line-by-line with action codes given to each of the lines. Thirty-eight codes were produced, after a number revisions were made to the number of codes. The thirty-two journals were carefully read, re-read and coded using the
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thirty-eight codes. The 2009 codes and the number of responses for each of the codes within all journals are shown in Table 1.

### TABLE 1: The 2009 Codes and the Number of Responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Number of Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Likes subject or concept</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Likes lectures</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Likes teaching styles</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Struggles with teaching styles or concept</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Appreciates easily understandable lectures</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Comments on assessment</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Describes course</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Appreciates clear criteria for assessment tasks</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Struggles with assessment</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Appreciates feedback</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Links feedback with learning</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Gives opinions</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Makes judgments</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Reflective about course and/or learning</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Questions</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Describes court</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Identifies court room roles</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Values court experience</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Comments on the legal profession</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Evaluates the legal profession</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Evaluates legal systems/court</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>Uses critical thinking</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>Makes links with popular culture</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Realizes transformative possibilities</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>Changes opinions/positions</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>Values legal guidance/support</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>Acknowledges development in learning</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>Acknowledges ethical issues in law</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>Assesses entering the legal profession</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>Expresses emotion</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>Manages emotion</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>Evaluates ethical problems</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>Reveals names of defendants</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>Uses unprofessional language</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>Likes to journal</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>Questions journaling</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>Struggles with journaling</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.</td>
<td>Forms innovative journaling techniques</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same coding process was used for the 2011 cohort. Initial codes were developed from line-by-line coding of one-fifth of those journals. During the process there was readjustment of some of the initial codes due to an overlap. Table 2 shows the 2011 codes and the number of responses.
**TABLE 2: The 2011 Codes and the Number of Responses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Number of responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Expresses emotion about university environment</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Likes the course delivery</td>
<td>568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Appreciates group learning</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Like to interact/participate</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Self aware of learning techniques</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Self critical about own learning</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Like a civil learning environment</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Likes support with learning</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Links civility court with professional behaviour</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Links increased study time with successful study</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Comments on court experiences</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Acknowledges self development</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Comments on gender differences</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Evaluates entering the legal profession</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Reflective</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Makes judgment</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Gives opinions</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Questions</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Likes critical thinking</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Evaluates the legal system</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Evaluates legal professionalism</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>Expresses gratitude for course delivery</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>Expresses passion for the law</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Disillusioned by law</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>Acknowledges cultural heritage and legal impacts</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>Asserts confidence with legal knowledge</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>Likes practising legal skills</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>Stimulated by oral presentations</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>Commented on lack of knowledge acquisition</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>Dislikes the court experience</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>Acknowledges/ understands ethical issues</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>Concerns about lack of professionalism in court</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>Makes links with popular culture</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>Makes inappropriate comments</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>Explicitly influenced by journaling guidance</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>Values journaling</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>Dislikes challenges of the course</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.</td>
<td>Transforms views</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**III DEVELOPING CATEGORIES FROM THE 2009 DATA**

Fifteen categories were developed from the 2009 codes. The process of reading and re-reading the codes was repeated to develop the most appropriate categories and to make sure the codes were best represented in the categories. Table 3 shows the categories and codes within each category.
### TABLE 3: 2009 Categories and Codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Engagement with the law unit</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Enjoys teaching techniques</td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Challenged by the assessment</td>
<td>6, 8, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Perceptions of journaling</td>
<td>35, 36, 37, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Appreciates feedback for learning</td>
<td>10, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Appreciates a supportive environment</td>
<td>10, 11, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Values court experience for learning</td>
<td>16, 17, 18, 21, 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Critiques the legal profession</td>
<td>16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 23, 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Enjoys critical thinking</td>
<td>15, 22, 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Likes making judgments</td>
<td>12, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Appreciates the opportunity to reflect</td>
<td>14, 24, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Expresses emotion</td>
<td>30, 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Shows ethical/professional perspectives</td>
<td>33, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Reflects on ethical professionalism</td>
<td>28, 29, 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Evaluates learning opportunities</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Categories are described and analysed for ‘power, purpose and pattern’. Student comments illustrate focal points of analysis, with those categories failing to serve a purpose for the analysis collapsed into other appropriate categories. Final categories are revealed in the following sections of the chapter. There is overlap between some of the categories so that the analysis within the sub-sections of the chapter may appear repetitious because of the overlapping nature of the categories. Some examples of de-identified numbered journals and/or numbered codes provide evidence to support the arguments made within the following sub-sections of the chapter. Direct quotes from de-identified numbered journals also provide evidence to support the position taken. Where numbers are provided from the data in the Tables they are referred to as N within the footnotes with the number of responses following the N.

**A Category 1: Engagement with the Law Unit**

Students’ engagement with the law unit derives from concepts taught within it, teaching styles and unit delivery. The pattern emerging from this category is that students’ reflections about the course are described more positively than negatively. Experiences about the course concepts and unit are described as interesting, enjoyable, enriching, engaging and vital to complete. Interactive classes are valued by students for a number of reasons including clarification of thoughts, doubts and learning from class discussions and debates. The power of the legal educators impact on learning is evident with texts revealing admiration and gratitude for motivated and passionate teaching teams. A variety of different types of lectures,
including less traditional methods of course delivery, such as video-technology also show stimulation with learning.13

B Category 2: Enjoys the Teaching Techniques

Patterns of student engagement are revealed in both relation to the teaching style of the legal educator and the learning environment. Students frequently enjoy legal educators’ humour, passion, animation and honesty.14 These educators are described most favourably particularly where the style is compatible with the student’s learning style.15 Another form of engagement is the educator who facilitates a supportive learning environment through actively listening, advising and encouraging class interaction through debate and discussion.16 There are less frequent patterns of disengagement with teaching techniques, although disengagement is evident in comments relating to educators presenting too much information, disruptions to formal lectures, revision of pre-existing knowledge and negativity about the profession.17

C Category 3: Challenges the Assessment

Forms of university assessment have a powerful effect on students.18 The key patterns relating to the challenges of assessment are uncertainty about the expectations of university assessment tasks such as selecting an essay topic, compliance with stylistic requirements including referencing and word limits.19 Students are concerned when assessment tasks are difficult as this can be a barrier to learning and achievement so appreciation is shown for guidance on criteria for assessment.20 Techniques to clarify assessment expectations are therefore appreciated, including class discussions for answering or understanding tutorial problems.21 Where students are able to reflect on improving their own performance and take responsibility for their own learning, they are empowered and express confidence.22

D Category 4: Perceptions of Journal Writing

Journaling is a means to reflective practice about learning.23 Patterns in the data show most students enjoy journal writing24 even if they find it challenging25 or do not recognise its
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13 Journal 4; Journal 9; Journal 17; Journal 20; Journal 27; Journal 32.
14 Journal 7; Journal 9; Journal 20; Journal 32.
15 Journal 4.
17 Journal 4; Journal 5.
18 Code 6; Code 8; Code 9.
20 Code 8; Journal 2; Journal 10; Journal 14.
22 Journal 4; Journal 31.
25 Journal 9; Journal 12.
value. Only a few students find the lack of a suggested structure challenging, do not take such writing as seriously as other forms of academic assessment or simply dislike journal writing. While small numbers of students within the cohort are uncomfortable about journal writing or dislike it, a greater number of students value the way journaling helps them to transform their perspectives about learning more positively. Students also show that journal writing can allow opportunities to develop their own learning. Some students find difficulty in deciding the appropriate material to include within their work. Other students do not understand what is expected of them and write a descriptive chronological account of the semester rather than a reflective journal. Many students are empowered by the freedom to express themselves without the shackles of formal writing.

E Category 5: Appreciates Feedback for Learning

The main pattern that emerges from this category is that students recognise the value and appreciate oral and written feedback for developing their learning. Oral feedback encourages discussion and debate, supports the analysis of subject matter covered in lectures and enables discoveries about learning law ‘from the very first tutorial’. Links are also made between positive feedback and a supportive learning environment. Written feedback is mostly described as very helpful to students in relation to improving their next assignment. A small number of students criticise unclear written or untimely feedback. Not receiving timely feedback is described as ‘disappointing as I would much prefer to see how I went before making my decision’ on ‘which section to do in the exam’.

F Category 6: Appreciates a Supportive Learning Environment

This category incorporates codes associated with appreciation of feedback, support and guidance. Many students do not directly discuss legal guidance and support but those who

26 Journal 20.
27 Journal 1; Journal 6.
28 Journal 36; Journal 37.
29 Above n 28.
32 Journal 9; Journal 30.
33 Journal 1; Journal 6.
34 Code 10; Code 11.
38 Journal 25.
40 Journal 6.
41 Ibid.
42 Code 10.
43 Code 11; Code 26.
44 Code 11.
45 18 out of 30.
do appreciate their value. Students are impressed by a professional, caring environment, which facilitates positive interactions between the educators and the students. Discussions supporting deeper learning are also valued. The following remark provides evidence of this position, ‘I particularly found the discussions in the tutorials worthwhile, as they gave a sounding board for different arguments and offered counter arguments I had not heard of.’ Some students like the support provided by the honest comments made by lecturers about the future direction and challenges of the legal profession. By comparison, others reveal their appreciation of the support and guidance from the tools and resources provided for them on MyLO, particularly where they missed lectures.

G Category 7: Values the Court Experience for Learning about the Law

Three patterns emerge relating to the value of court. Firstly, students value the opportunity to observe the court experience and to compare what they see in real life with their perceptions derived from popular culture, highlighting what they value from real life experiences. Not every student enjoys the experience, with a number of students describing the atmosphere as intimidating, voyeuristic and sometimes boring. Many students intimately link the value of the court environment with engagement, learning and illuminating, like a ‘big light bulb moment’. Secondly, court experiences allow students to reflect about the formality, organisation and roles of the legal profession and the defendants’ behaviour providing an excellent platform for contrasting and comparing real life with fiction. The students who make these comparisons make particularly good connections between real court experiences and images portrayed in popular cultural texts, film and television shows. Many students value experience in court to make honest and open judgments about ethical and professional behaviour in action. Student remarks are both critical and praising. Some students discuss the transgression of the judiciary or legal practitioners who go beyond acceptable behavioural boundaries. Others students praise and admire the lawyer or judge where confidence, skill,
respect and empathy are displayed. Thirdly, the court experience is valued for allowing the students to assess their position about entering the profession. The environment seems to be a powerful experience in influencing students’ perspectives in relation to whether or not they will continue studying law or follow a career path in law.

H Category 8: Critiques the Legal Profession

The courtroom, lectures, readings and popular culture provide material and experiences for critical reflection. Student descriptions of the legal profession from courtroom observations provide the basis for critical analysis about the profession in court. Comments are broad ranging, from comments about the legal professionals’ appearance, demeanour and etiquette to those about legal skills and defendants’ access to justice. Students recognise the central power of the judge and magistrate in the courtroom. One student writes, ‘[t]he Magistrate had a crucial role, leading proceedings as well as making her judgment’. Some students are critical of the factors in sentencing Magistrates have or have not taken in account in their view, whereas others criticise what they perceive to be a lack of preparation or organisation relating to the lawyer’s performance. By contrast, the students also show empathy with the judges who reprimand lawyers for varying breaches of ethical codes of conduct. The importance of the profession in terms of efficiency and teamwork in the court and facilitating justice reveals another emerging pattern in the texts. Examples include students’ impressions of how quickly a Magistrate dealt with shorter court matters and how the judge and lawyers appear to work as a team in certain circumstances regarding sentencing.

Entry into the legal profession falls within this category. A pattern that emerges is the direct influence that law school can have with engaging students with a pathway to a legal career. Positive comments about law school are made. For example, the ‘law school made such a positive impression on me’ and the influence of the law school experience in changing career paths from a ‘marine biologist’ to a law related career was a result of one experience. Some students show an interest in entry into the profession at the beginning of their journals and maintain this interest, whereas a small number remain uninterested in practice but still interested in law. Students grapple with ethical dilemmas faced by legal practitioners.
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what point do you compromise legal principal (sic)?  

‘Will I be strong enough to be an ethical lawyer?’  

Other students are more confident that they will be professional practitioners, working in a just and equitable manner for clients rather than focusing on profit.

I Category 9: Enjoys Critical Thinking

Questioning is part of critical thinking and is used to explore numerous aspects of the course. Critical thinking is prevalent in the data indicating the importance and enjoyment students gain from critically thinking and evaluating. Students like to give opinions, weigh up perspectives, evaluate, analyse and draw conclusions. Students question their own abilities to succeed. Critical thinking is applied to multiple topics, providing a complex pattern of themes. Many of the student journals provide evidence of critical thinking to review and explore the legal system, the ambiits of ethical behaviour and values, student learning, the course, popular culture, essay topics and assessing entering the profession. A common theme relates to questioning ethical issues. The following paragraph of text provides supporting evidence in relation to this type of critical thinking and questioning:

Reality is open to interpretation and this is what lawyers do - interpret events in ways which are advantageous to their argument … it is not the side that is “right” that wins, rather the side which uses the information … in the most convincing way. Is this the way the law works also? Is this not how life itself operates? By differing and varied interpretations of the same event. … Thank goodness I am doing a Bachelor of Questioning and Reasoning.

J Category 10: Likes making Judgements

Interrogation of journal texts indicates that students like giving opinions and making judgements on a plethora of topics. While these include abstract law course concepts, teaching and learning, educators, sentencing, case law, court decisions, more commonly students review court systems, legal etiquette, attire and performance within the court environment. Comments about legal professionals in court range from praise about performance to criticism about lack of organisation, inadequate preparation and poor communication skills. Students point out effective performance of legal roles. One student maintains, ‘the judge was experienced and very composed. She proved there are great women
judges’. 87 Another journal entry implies that it is surprising that women perform as effectively as their male counterparts. He describes a woman lawyer as ‘unbelievably fierce and surprising in her demeanour, quick, tough and to the point’. 88

Students often comment on or make assumptions about the defendant’s attire, attitude and socio-economic class. 89 For example, the defendant’s attitude about being sentenced in the following way, is described as having ‘all the seriousness to it as being chastised for leaving the toilet seat up’. 90 Some comments are unprofessional from the perspective of how a law student views and labels a defendant: ‘A “bogan in a flanny”’. 91 This student even more strongly declares, ‘99% of the time, your client would be some bogan scum who should be shot in the back of the head to prevent procreation’. 92 Although there are only a relatively small number of unprofessional responses made in the cohort, these are important to note so that the educators can guide the students in a more professional direction concerning their language use and their future duties to clients. 93 By contrast, other students express empathy about the defendants, based on circumstances and not what they look like. 94 This shows that foundation students can begin to understand the importance of ethical duties to clients and develop understandings about acting in the best interests of clients.

K Category 11: Appreciates the Opportunity to Reflect

Reflective excerpts 95 are expressed in the journals most commonly using different first person writing styles. 96 Students appreciate the opportunity to reflect about the course, 97 law at university or having a legal career. 98 Reflections on learning, grades, assessment, court environment, the legal profession, popular culture, legal skills and lawyers’ personalities 99 also permeate the texts. Students analyse court visits and the behaviour, skills and personalities of lawyers and judges, 100 which is often compared with popular culture. 101
After undertaking the course, students seem to realise and appreciate the scope a law degree has for them. The students evaluate their own learning, discuss their grades, the assessment and the course. Students discuss transformations about their learning out of tutorial discussions using information from application of background knowledge and lectures. Excitement about future learning is depicted in the following entry, ‘as I arrived in the tutorial I realised that this was where we were going to learn. This is where I could discuss and debate our ideas, and really learn about law’.104

Many students reflect about careers as lawyers and about whether they would be suited to a profession of anticipated stress and pressures. Students explain this in different ways. One remarks that ‘[s]tress and depression fell into a large category where he (the guest lecturer) demonstrated a large drop out rate in the legal profession … I had never thought about these factors before’105 while another student concludes that ‘[i]t made me question whether I really wanted to be a part of it’.106

L. Category 12: Expresses Emotion

Students tend to express emotion about law school and the legal profession and how to manage it.107 Concern is linked with introductory lectures, writing legal essays and journals, entry to the profession, inequity within the legal environment108 and the ability to cope as a legal practitioner.109 Entry into the profession is questioned:

… these lectures have really made me consider the associations I have made with the profession. Why am I considering the profession when I view it so cynically? Already I am experiencing conflict, before I am even close to becoming a professional.110

Inequity within the legal environment is also captured emotively in students’ poems.111 Students appreciate the steps taken to manage anxieties with law school, such as obtaining feedback and being part of a supportive environment. Some entries reveal a much more confident attitude at the end of the semester.112 Accordingly concluding remarks include ‘with a basic understanding of the legal system, I can now begin to figure out what direction I want to travel in’ together with ‘the course has been a positive but challenge (sic) experience. The

102 Ibid.
103 Ibid. Journal 1; Journal 13; Journal 17; Code 24; Code 25; Code 29.
104 Above n 103.
105 Above n 103.
106 Journal 32.
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110 Journal 15.
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112 Journal 3; Journal 6.
The road ahead will be a long one but I am more than ready to face it with heads up and with an optimistic attitude! \textsuperscript{113}

**M Category 13: Shows Ethical/Professions Perspectives**

Evaluation of ethical problems\textsuperscript{114} and codes relating to professionalism\textsuperscript{115} are captured within this category. The challenges of ethical positioning are recognised.\textsuperscript{116} Whilst many students recognise key elements of professionalism, a significant number of students use inappropriate language, commonly directed at either defendants or legal professionals. One example is the use of the term ‘bogan’\textsuperscript{117} for defendants. A small number of students either make unprofessional remarks about defendants\textsuperscript{118} or identified names of defendants. Whilst students do not owe a duty of confidentiality to defendants, it is preferable that students do not identify defendants to in order to foster the importance of preserving confidentiality for future professional practice.

**N Category 14: Reflects on Ethical Professionalism**

Students reflect on ethical professionalism particularly when assessing entering the legal profession.\textsuperscript{119} Ethical perspectives in the journals commonly relate to the conduct of lawyers and judges.\textsuperscript{120} Courtroom experience allows students to examine how legal practitioners act and reflect on how they might act in similar circumstances. A number of students note the difficulties and struggle with resolving ethical dilemmas while others more confidently evaluate these issues.\textsuperscript{121} Entry into the profession\textsuperscript{122} fits within this category because students discuss the ethical dilemmas potentially faced after admission to legal practice. Approximately one-third of the students did not comment on entry into the profession and another third suggested that they were not yet in a position to make a decision given that they were only in the early stages of study. The remaining third show overwhelmingly positive interest towards entry into the profession, however, one international student decided not to become a lawyer given her belief that her ‘accent would play against’\textsuperscript{123} her and it would work against her ‘all the time’.\textsuperscript{124}

\textsuperscript{113} Journal 6.
\textsuperscript{114} Code 32.
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\textsuperscript{122} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{123} Journal 26.
\textsuperscript{124} Ibid.
Those who wish to become lawyers note the potential challenges and ethical dilemmas they may face on entry to the profession and a willingness to embrace those challenges. Some students reveal an understanding that they may face ethical dilemmas as a future legal practitioner and question whether they will be able to deal with such situations. They therefore question entry into the profession. Others critically evaluate the ethical behaviour of lawyers in popular culture, usually film or television programs. For foundation students in an undergraduate law degree, these are insightful comments because they show realistic diverse perspective given their level of legal education.

**O Category 15: Evaluate Learning Opportunities**

Students acknowledge developments in their own learning, with some recognising the importance of their individual learning experiences. Students rarely comment on not learning from the course, one student describing the course as ‘the most interesting and productive of my education’. Aspiring to high grades even in a foundation year is evident and correspondingly students comment on the importance and value of both oral and written feedback. The importance of feedback relates to the wide range of issues contained in the other categories. Oral feedback in the tutorial setting facilitates discussion and analysis of subject matter covered in lectures. This student’s words capture this opportunity: ‘I discovered from the very first tutorial that this is where I was going to learn about the law through discussion and debate with other students with feedback coming not only from teachers but other students’.

Students discuss valuing feedback for learning, clarifying expectations and improving their work. One student comments that direct feedback from the legal educator assists with understanding content and what to expect and to question. Written remarks and comments are described as very helpful in improving future assignments. Another student, however, is critical of written feedback for not being sufficiently specific or timely. Students evaluate learning opportunities indicating self-awareness about their own learning. The impact of educators appears from a significant number of students expressing high levels of gratitude to
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the teaching team or lecturer.\textsuperscript{135} Examples include awarding the course a distinction,\textsuperscript{136} thanking the educators of the semester\textsuperscript{137} and concluding journals with positive responses to the unit.\textsuperscript{138}

IV DEVELOPING CATEGORIES FROM THE 2011 DATA: MEMO WRITING AND THE PROCESS OF CATEGORISATION

A memo writing process by the researcher serves to give credibility to the research.\textsuperscript{139} It focuses on the effect of the implementation of interventionist pedagogical strategies in order to improve student journaling. Memo writing about the journals and the literature helped the researcher implement strategies to enhance guidance, direction, instruction and feedback. The same process of categorisation of the 2011 codes is used. Like the 2009 texts, these 2011 texts are interrogated for power, purpose and pattern.\textsuperscript{140} There is also overlap between the codes used and the development of the categories.

Categories were tentatively developed and revised once coding had taken place. Where possible, categories of the same type of those of 2009 were used to facilitate comparison. Each category for 2011 is explained in terms of codes and the number of responses recorded to give an overall pattern in relation to the common themes. The categories, codes and responses are catalogued in Table 4. The categories for 2011 are strikingly similar to those for 2009, with common issues relating to student engagement, what students value within the teaching and learning environment and students’ perspectives of the legal profession, ethics and professionalism. Subtle differences emerge between categories in relation to assessment, reflection, student awareness and responsibility for learning.

| TABLE 4: 2011 Categories and Codes |
|-----------------|------------------|-----------------|
| Categories       | Codes            | Number of Responses |
| Engages with law school learning environment | 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 22, 26, 27, 33, 37, 38 | 1552 |
| Values the court environment for learning about the law | 9, 11, 30, 32 | 448 |
| Likes exercising legal skills | 27, 28, 29 | 198 |
| Shows self awareness and responsibility for learning | 2, 5, 6, 10, 12 | 1022 |
| Provides ethical professional perspectives | 9, 13, 14, 21, 31, 32, 33, 34 | 737 |
| Enjoys critical thinking, making judgments and transforms views | 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 38 | 1774 |
| Appreciates reflection | 15, 18, 25 | 710 |
| Discusses the value of journaling | 35, 36 | 26 |

\textsuperscript{135} Journal 2; Journal 4; Journal 5; Journal 10; Journal 13; Journal 15; Journal 24; Journal 26; Journal 27; Journal 31; Journal 32.
\textsuperscript{136} Journal 2.
\textsuperscript{137} Journal 4; Journal 17; Journal 32.
\textsuperscript{138} 21 of the 32 journals.
\textsuperscript{139} Charmaz (2006), above n 1.
\textsuperscript{140} Ibid.
A Category 1: Engages with Law School Learning Environment

This category reveals students’ perspectives about university, the value of supportive and civil learning environments, course delivery, legal skills, popular culture and group learning. Students frequently describe excitement, nervousness, apprehension and anxiety about university.\textsuperscript{141} They can also be concerned about the negative impact emotions may have on academic performance\textsuperscript{142} and undertaking a legal career.\textsuperscript{143} Initial nervousness about the first year experience is usually transformed to greater confidence.\textsuperscript{144}

Support from the teaching staff is crucial to learning in the legal curriculum and assists with it motivation and engagement.\textsuperscript{145} The civility of the learning environment can be relevant to student engagement and support, with a number of students commenting on their appreciation of a civil learning environment.\textsuperscript{146} For example, ‘everyone was laughing and smiling before the presentations trying to encourage those who appeared nerve wracked’.\textsuperscript{147} Many students also comment on their appreciation of the support of the tutorial groups, expressing appreciation of the tutor and acknowledging the benefits of group work for learning.\textsuperscript{148} Interaction and participation are key components of group learning.\textsuperscript{149} A number of students also comment on liking interaction and participation.\textsuperscript{150} Other students express gratitude,\textsuperscript{151} with some specifically commenting on the value of journaling itself.\textsuperscript{152} Gratitude is much more prevalent in data than an unwillingness to embrace the challenges of the course.\textsuperscript{153} Such gratitude is intimately linked with appreciation and engagement.\textsuperscript{154}

Liking course delivery is the most frequently discussed,\textsuperscript{155} showing how much the students like (or dislike) the course for sometimes similar and sometimes different reasons. For one student legal research was more of a hobby than a task.\textsuperscript{156} Like the 2009 cohort, the 2011 cohort value a variety of lecturers, liking some teaching styles and disliking others. Some students appreciate the honesty and express gratitude towards lecturers who are negative about the challenges of practice and the link between practice, stress and depression, whereas
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others do not like this approach. Some students particularly enjoy the practical aspects of legal problems solving and/or legal skills. The 2011 students prefer the legal problem solving lectures more than the 2009 students. This could be because the focus of the 2011 course became more about thinking like a lawyer than was the case for the 2009 cohort of students. A number of journal entries also depict confidence with legal knowledge. This is likely to be linked with engagement with the material presented in the course. Other students enjoy stimulating lectures that can be linked with popular culture, with many students discussing popular culture with enthusiasm. Not surprisingly, they reveal a dislike for boring activities and prefer entertainment.

B Category 2: Values the Court Experience for Learning about the Law

Students enjoy commenting on court experiences and do so frequently. Students like the opportunity to learn about the delivery of legal concepts and knowledge through visiting the courtroom. Court experiences therefore are included within this category. The following reflection shows an awareness of the value of the court experience: ‘An aspect became clear to me in the first moments of the case I was witnessing, was the role of the judge to ensure correct legal proceeding in the case’. Whilst most students’ writing shows stimulation by courtroom visits, a number of students comment on boredom with it, thus providing contrasting views within this category. Concern about lack of civility and professionalism from the court experiences is captured in some of the comments of the students. A number of students also discuss the links between civility in court and positive professional behaviour.

C Category 3: Likes Exercising Legal Skills

This category shows students like to act in lawyer’s roles and appreciate exercising skills that enable them to think and be more like lawyers. The category subsumes codes that incorporate an appreciation of exercising, practicing or learning legal skills. Legal skills are discussed frequently. A significant number of students are stimulated by oral presentations but not without acknowledging the challenges associated with them. Some discuss anxiety in
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relation to the oral presentations. A number of students do, however, transform anxiety to a sense of achievement having undertaken the presentation. The experience of completing the presentation is similarly described as an amazing sense of achievement, calmness once it was over, gaining connections with law, and acquiring a most valuable skill.

D Category 4: Shows Self-Awareness and Responsibility for Learning

This category reflects on the multiple positions students take in respect of their own learning. Self-awareness of students’ own learning techniques is of key relevance in this category, as many students enjoy discussing this. In so doing, they also critically evaluate course delivery, making their liking of the course delivery relevant to this category. Self-awareness frequently correlates with self-criticism. A relatively high number of students indicate high levels of self-doubt and self-criticism in their journaling. A significant number of students acknowledge and comment on self-development, whereas fewer reveal a connection between increased study time and successful learning. The students also express some concerns about having the mental strength and resilience to practice law, which is clearly linked with self-awareness about their own anticipated personal attributes.

E Category 5: Provides Ethical/Professional Perspectives

This category is important because 2011 students were directed to take ethical and professional perspectives into account for the assessment of their journals. The power of the courtroom experience to students is evident. Patterns in this category show that students are able to acknowledge and understand ethical issues and use popular culture as a way of exploring professional positions. Some students are empowered by distancing themselves from the defendants they observe in court whereas others realise the importance of not judging the defendants by their socio-economic status, their dress, their accents or the suburbs in which they live.
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A number of students discuss a connection between civility in court and professionalism. Insightful students also comment on and discuss subtle gender differences within an ethical/professional framework and compare and contrast differences in professional behaviours. While evaluating entry into the profession, students frequently discuss the ethical or professional dilemmas that may arise. In particular, they comment on concerns relating to how they may or may not be able to act, and how issues of profit over ethics may be of concern. For example, one student recognises that being exposed to these issues has helped in her ‘understanding of the insights into the legal profession and made her ‘interest in the law stronger in relation to social justice issues’.

Significant numbers of students acknowledge and understand ethical issues. A few students write with concern over the lack of civility and professionalism within court. Some students are able to effectively compare and contrast popular culture with real court experiences to show ethical/professional perspectives. A number of students make inappropriate and unprofessional comments about court proceedings, particularly about defendants’ behaviour. It is relevant to this category because it shows that ethical and professional perspectives in students need development.

**F Category 6: Enjoys Critical Thinking, Making Judgments and Transformation**

This category relates to critical thinking, making judgments and transformation. The 2011 course structure emphasises the importance of such skills. Codes relating to making judgments, giving opinions, questioning, critical thinking, evaluation of members of the profession and transforming views are appropriately included within this category. It is the largest category for the 2011 students, showing that students like to develop such skills and value them as important attributes.

This category contains a number of different elements related to critical thinking. Like the 2009 cohort, critical thinking is applied to multiple topics, including the legal system, values
and ethical/non-ethical behaviour, aspects of personal learning, the course, assessment processes, popular culture and assessing entering the profession. The 2011 cohort tend to provide more detailed explanations and evaluations of the topics. The 2011 journals tend to be longer, more explicit and focus on important elements of the course. They are more evaluative than the glossy diarized description found in some of the 2009 journals. 2011 journals provide evidence to support their positions and arguments, which is likely to be because of the added guidance and instruction given to this cohort.

Like the 2009 cohort, the 2011 cohort frequently make judgments about an array of topics. Students review court systems, popular culture etiquette, attire and performance within the court environment. They like making judgments about the judges, lawyers and defendants. Common comments in relation to defendants relate to their attire, attitude, demeanour and socio-economic class. Despite guidance to the contrary directing students to be professional with their comments, some comments are unprofessional and can be viewed as derogatory. It could be that students have not read the journal guide, or that they have not linked their comments with an unprofessional attitude. They might well consider such comments to be socially acceptable and part of everyday colloquial language. However, while the journal writing allows students to write more informally, this does not mean that they should write in an unprofessional way.

Transformative views are more evident in the 2011 cohort than in the 2009 cohort. A number of students transform their views on continuing studying law at university, entry into the profession and the willingness to transform their views from negative to positive in relation to journal writing. These students acknowledge that journal writing assists them in transforming their views about the processes of legal education. This reflects the position that the more students critically reflect on the issues of their legal education, the more they may appreciate the possible benefits of journal writing.

G Category 7: Appreciates the Opportunity to Reflect

This category concerns the importance of reflection about the legal course and legal issues. Reflection and questioning are included within this category. More formal reflective writing in the 2011 cohort is revealed because of the prescriptive criteria rubric. Students are instructed to reflect on ethical professionalism in greater detail than the 2009 cohort about the
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operations of the courtroom and the manner in which lawyers conduct themselves. They are invited to project about what kind of practitioners they wish to be and whether they are able to handle the stress and pressure of the work in the future. This category also encompasses the nuances of cultural differences and the impact reflections on culture have on students. These students discuss and reflect upon their cultural heritage and the legal system from their culture in ways that are most persuasive.

H Category 8: Discusses the Value of Journaling

This category clearly indicates how the 2011 cohort of students value reflective journaling as an important aspect of their personal and professional development. The students value journaling and journaling guidance. Their responses are directly relevant to inclusion within the category. This category consists of varied appreciation of the value of journaling. Some students appreciate journaling, some do not and some change their views. The format of the journaling of this cohort of students tends to be more formal than the 2009 cohort given that they are guided by a criteria rubric. They do not draw upon poetry or artwork despite the criteria provided in the journaling guide allowing them to so.


Table 6 and Table 7 outline the dominant themes, which emerge from the patterns of the categories of both 2009 and 2011.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 5: Themes Constructed from Categories: 2009 data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2009 Themes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student engagement with the teaching and learning environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What students value in terms of the learning environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student perspectives of the legal profession, ethics and professionalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student perspectives of assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student reflection (including own learning)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 6: Themes Constructed from Categories: 2011 data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2011 Themes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student engagement with the teaching and learning environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What students value in terms of the learning environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student perspectives of the legal profession, ethics and professionalism (including reflection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students awareness and responsibility for learning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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VI CONCLUSION

The use of constructivist grounded theory approach outlines the method of interpretation and provides a transparent view of the analytic processes used to examine the data. Such a technique provides methodological credibility. Outlining the steps taken to convert numerous multiple variables to more informative categories also reveals dependability.

The fifteen categories of the 2009 cohort of students are significant because they reveal the multiple themes students reflect upon, particularly when they are given only limited guidance and instruction on what they are to write about. The eight categories of 2011 show that the students are likely to be more specific with their writing, writing about topics on the assessment criteria rubric guidelines.\(^{208}\) This is important because it shows the potential that assessment guidelines have in directing students in relation to their writing. It provides a technique for educators to consider if they want to direct students to specific topics of reflection. The 2011 students directed to write about ethics and professionalism, wrote about these topics in more detailed ways than the 2009 cohort. The reason why they were directed to do so was because the analysis of the 2009 categories allowed the researcher to distil and refine the learning approaches in ways that lead to a richer, reflective and deeper engagement with ethics. The main reason for the differences between the 2009 cohort and the 2011 cohort stemmed from the interventionist strategies used by the researcher in the teaching the 2011 cohort.

This research has demonstrated that greater instruction, more guidance with journaling and additional activities associated with reflection result in improved critical reflection, at least with the majority of the student cohort.\(^{209}\) However, it needs to be noted that this improvement is not the case for all students. Whilst it was assumed that the 2011 students engage with the instructions in the printed material, it appears that in some cases, students did not follow the instructions given in the lectures or read or follow the material provided in the guide.\(^{210}\)

The 2011 criteria rubric directed students to critically reflect on ethics, professionalism and their own learning.\(^{211}\) The levels of critical reflection expected are more explicit in terms of the assessment grade. Generally the journals from the 2011 cohort show a wider perspective and understanding of the course than the 2009 cohort.\(^{212}\) Some 2011 students are able to

\(^{208}\) See Appendix 1; Appendix 2.
\(^{209}\) See, eg, Chapter 8 II D; Chapter 8 III.
\(^{210}\) See Appendix 1. The journaling guide instructed the students not to denigrate the defendants yet a number of journals showed unprofessional language.
\(^{211}\) Appendix 2.
\(^{212}\) Chapter 8 II C; Chapter 8 II D; Chapter 8 III-V.
examine ethics at multiple levels including individual, institutional, cultural and societal levels in ways not undertaken by the 2009 students. This exhibits a wider, deeper contextual understanding of the concepts often recognised as an indicator of higher levels of critical reflection. The impact of the criteria rubric, informed by the literature, indicated that criteria rubrics assist students with both the form of the journal and its assessment. When legal researchers use journaling linked with an interventionist approach, their research provides law educators with valuable pedagogical techniques. In the case of this thesis, these techniques include increasing the utilisation of guest lecturers, providing guidance and instruction for critical reflection and the creation of a supportive learning environment to encourage engagement.
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CHAPTER 8: LEGAL PEDAGOGICAL DISCOURSES CONSTRUCTED FROM REFLECTIVE JOURNAL TEXTS OF FOUNDATION LAW STUDENTS

I INTRODUCTION

The chapter begins with a brief overview of the academic literature on engagement with first year legal education, which informs the discourse analysis. It compares and contrasts discourses constructed from foundation law students’ reflective journals\(^1\) in LAW121 at UTAS in 2011 and 2009. The discourses reveal what forms of legal pedagogy engage and influence the foundation students within the 2009 and 2011 cohorts. Using constructivist grounded theory, discourses are constructed from the dominant themes.\(^2\) Four themes\(^3\) inform the construction of the 2011 discourses. Five discourses for the 2011 cohort include student engagement, court experience, thinking like a lawyer, ethics and judgement. Six discourses are constructed from the five themes of the 2009 cohort. These discourses are similar to the 2011 discourses and include engagement, court experience, popular culture, improvement, analysis and judgement.

II OVERVIEW OF THE ACADEMIC LITERATURE: ENGAGEMENT WITH FIRST YEAR LEGAL EDUCATION

Legal academics argue that engagement generates high quality learning in first year law students and facilitates student transition to university, success, satisfaction and persistence.\(^4\) Engagement is linked with learning and students’ motivation to learn,\(^5\) with legal education literature noting the positive effect that meaningful staff, student and group interactions can have on student learning.\(^6\) Legal education literature acknowledges that first year law students
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\(^1\) 2011 journals come from Hobart, Launceston and Cradle Coast campuses. 2009 journals come from the Hobart campus.

\(^2\) Kathy Charmaz, Constructing Grounded Theory (Sage, 2006);

\(^3\) Chapter 7, Table 6.

\(^4\) Sally Kift et al (eds), Excellent and Innovation in Legal Education (Lexis Nexis, 2011); Paula Baron and Lillian Corbin, ‘Thinking Like a Lawyer/Acting like a Professional: Communities of Practice as a Means of Challenging Orthodox Legal Education’ (2012) 46 The Law Teacher 100.


can be anxious about law school, showing this can be ameliorated through a supportive teaching and learning environment and reflective practice. Social connectivity as a foundation for student engagement and learning is recognised in the legal education literature. Academic literature further argues that positive attitudes from educators are engaging and that students tend to be happier when there is interaction between teacher and students, which involves enthusiastic support from educators.

The academic literature supports the proposition that a variety of pedagogical techniques, including the use of guest lecturers, enhance student reflection and learning. Real life experiences including court experiences tend to be most engaging, high impact activities to promote student connections with future careers. They afford students the opportunity to compare real life with popular cultural portrayals of the legal profession. Popular culture can


James and Field, above n 7, 353-358; Penelope Watson and Rachael Field, ‘Promoting Student Well-Being and Resilience at Law School’ in Sally Kift et al (eds), Excellence and Innovation in Legal Education (Lexis Nexis, 2011) 390, 411, 419.


Macken, above n 5, 328.
create expectations about what it is like to be a lawyer. Many students’ initial views of what it is to be a lawyer are constructed through the influential lens of popular culture. Popular cultural narratives have the potential to encourage students to be self-reflective about their ethical identity. Reflection in journals creates portraits of ethical professionalism from popular culture allows the opportunity for students’ views to be constructed and refined. Literature on reflective journaling also shows the benefits of a student-centred learning environment, with a number of interdisciplinary studies taking that focus. It also shows that engagement with and potentially improving reflective journaling can occur with practice over time, which is supported in the previously examined multi-disciplinary studies.

III DISCOURSE OF STUDENT ENGAGEMENT: 2011 AND 2009

A Coping with First Year Transitions: Making Positive Social Connections

Both 2011 and 2009 cohorts acknowledge that coping with the first year transition to law school subjects can be improved with the assistance of a supportive environment created through bonding between peers and educators within tutorial groups. 2009 students of different ages report the transition to university as challenging, recognising that different levels of learning are necessary for university study. Anxiety about the anticipated university experience, evident within both cohorts at the beginning of semester, are frequently transformed over time to feelings of engagement, through positive interactions with a variety of educators and students.

In the 2011 cohort the language of the students recognises social interaction and the corresponding benefits of its relationship with engagement and learning. Social connections develop from working with others. "Tutorials were the highlight of my week … coming from interstate to a new city with no friends whatsoever, law tutorials were particularly helpful in making the transition a little less awkward'. The ‘comfortable ambiance’ of the

14 James and Field, above n 7; Sally Kane, 5 Myths Regarding the Practice of Law (2012) <http://legalcareers.about.com>.
15 Robertson et al, above n 5, 22.
16 Chapter 5 reveals nine reflective journaling studies endorsing a student-centred approach in seven disciplines of social work, law, education, nursing, accounting, management and tourism.
18 Journal 4; Journal 7; Journal 61.
20 Journal 5.
21 Journal 74.
tutorial group was ‘like visiting a friend and a discussion over a cup of tea and a biscuit’.24

Similarly, in 2009 the language shows excitement about positive interaction with tutorial peers: for instance, ‘tutorials are really fun! I really enjoy waking up and making my way to UTAS because I know it is like a catch up with some of my friends and good to talk about our legal issues’.25

The 2011 students, like their 2009 counterparts, are inspired by the experience,26 passion,27 friendliness28 and energy29 of educators.30 Some students’ language reveals gratitude:31 ‘I am so thankful to my tutor … it was so great to have someone hands on, who facilitated our learning and made us want to be there’.32 The 2011 students show greater indebtedness for course delivery than the 2009 students given that they are directed to identify techniques that assist with their learning. The 2009 cohort seem to focus more on admiration of the skill of the presenter.33 Gratitude is more evident in the 2011 cohort than the 2009 cohort.34 This may be explained in part by the fact that the 2011 students were provided with a criteria rubric in encouraged them to demonstrate gratitude to the markers of the work. This position has been recognised in the literature on reflective journaling where some studies have found that students write for the assessor.35

B Variety with Course Delivery: Guest Lecturers and Lecture Topics

Both the 2011 and the 2009 cohorts enjoy a variety of methods of course delivery, including guest lecturers discussing real legal practice experiences.36 The 2011 students tend to provide greater analysis about reasons for engagement whereas the 2009 students instead tend to comment on what they like. Favourite 2009 lecture topics include lectures about ‘specific individuals’,37 ‘those about the legal profession’38 and ‘dispute resolution’.39 The 2011 comments are more reflective: for instance, ‘The guest lecturers were a treat’,40 ‘The diverse
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approach of the staff … encourages you to be passionate about learning’, 41 ‘I particularly enjoyed having many different speakers, with their own specialties and approaches to learning’, 42 ‘I like some lecturing styles … when lecturers speak about their own experiences and stories’. 43 They value honesty about the professional practice of law from ‘real world’ guest lecturers, 45 with real stories from legal practice. 46

I believe the lectures on the lawyers, the legal profession and legal education are an important aspect of a first year’s course. It is essential that early on in a student’s career that they understand what the profession is really like … straight shooting about what it was really like to be a lawyer. 47

The academic literature also supports the use of guest lecturers from the profession assisting students to make connections between their learning and the real world of legal practice, for engagement and preparation for future careers. 48

The 2011 student comments reveal lectures topics they most enjoy, 49 find engaging, 50 interesting 51 and entertaining. 52 Such topics are rarely disliked unless they misalign with students’ preferred way of learning, 53 such as ‘learning best by reading’. 54 A number of students within the 2011 cohort like interactive lectures, problem solving or thinking like a lawyer. 55 This may either reflect the desire to connect with the legal profession or engagement with interacting in class for the purposes of effective learning. 56 By contrast the 2009 cohort indicate differences. They are particularly engaged by techniques to improve their grades through feedback: ‘I had improved since my first one!!! … I was really happy with the feedback … I may do this section in the exam … so long as I can critically and analytically give reasons for my decision’. 57
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Legal education literature recognises that legal pedagogy needs to be diverse in terms of delivery of different types of lectures and pedagogical techniques in order to cater for more diverse student groups in terms of backgrounds, needs and experiences as they progress through law schools.  

IV DISCOURSE OF COURT EXPERIENCE: 2011 AND 2009

The discourse of court experience shows that the students are significantly influenced and engaged by the real life court experiences. The 2011 students’ comments show the judiciary and the court as powerful forces in the students’ learning environment. Like the 2009 students, 2011 students desire their court experience to be entertaining and engaging. The 2011 students frequently use the court experience to examine whether there is access to social justice. Students recognise that defendants struggle to access justice without legal representation. The lower court is questioned as a ‘conveyor belt for churning out purported justice’. Students also critically evaluate and judge the roles of the professionals or institutions (such as juries) in court. Some students are critical of underprepared, disorganised professionals or those who make procedural mistakes. Others criticise individuals perceived as disinterested, angry or rude. By contrast, a significant number of students praise legal advocates who show respect, courtesy, efficiency, versatility, organisational skills and knowledge of the law. Some of these students evaluate court experiences by examining the value of respect. They are sometimes shocked or disappointed with any individual, whose behaviour lacks respect, particularly in the Magistrates’ Court.

The 2011 foundation law students are engaged and value these court experiences describing them in a variety of ways including fascinating, very entertaining, inspiring and depressing. They reflect on ethical issues, such as representing those who are guilty and social justice
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issues, such as the ‘inequalities of the legal system when people lack representation’. Many of the 2011 students transform their perspectives upon reflection. Similarly, 2009 students are transformed by the real life observations and experiences in court. ‘Initially I was sceptical as to the value of court visits, but they offered a very real insight into the functioning of the legal profession, and were a valuable way to understand the theory we had been learning’.

Comparisons between the lower and higher courts are as frequent in the 2011 data as in the 2009 data. Similarly, within the 2011 data comparisons are made in relation to the formality of the Supreme Court compared with the informality of the Magistrates’ Court. Within both cohorts, there tends to be greater engagement with the formality of the Supreme Court over the informality of the Magistrates’ Court. This is interesting in that both cohorts make comparisons between the two courts without any direction from their legal coursework to do so. It may be that the two courts are so different and that the experience of the courts allows the students to reflect critically on the difference between them, or that they may simply like to discuss these differences as part of evaluating the legal system.

The 2011 students’ language describes the court experience as a ‘rich’ and ‘most worthwhile’ learning experience. Their comments include, ‘after my first court experience I became more comfortable with the law course and began to thoroughly enjoy it … it almost instantly became my favourite course’. Phrases describing court such as ‘the most exciting element of the course’, ‘life-changing’, or ‘one of the most liberating and valuable experiences’ are found within the comments. For many students in the 2011 cohort it was a highlight of the semester, stimulating one student to do whatever he ‘must do in order to get on the path to becoming a lawyer’. The 2011 students use more positive language about court experiences than the 2009 cohort. One reason for this eagerness to attend court might be
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explained by the fact the 2011 criteria rubric focuses on the court system. The 2011 students also provide more evidence to support their opinions and judgments about engagement than the 2009 cohort. They evaluate the reasons for preferring one court to another court, such as that the slower pace of the Supreme Court gives more time to absorb and understand the legal language. Students also relate to Supreme Court judges and juries and explain that this encourages them to relate theory with practice, an advantage, which is well recognised in academic literature. Nevertheless, the 2009 students also value the court experience as demonstrated in the following excerpt:

The law is like Lewis Carroll’s Wonderland, nothing is, as it seems. We can be fed information at University in regards to the legal profession but nothing is going to equip us for the real legal world. The best we can do is make … court visits, to see how the things we learn in the lecture theatre are applied in real life.

A small number of 2011 students do not like some court experiences because of either the lack of respect shown by court participants, feelings of awkwardness, depressing issues, and ‘long, tiresome,’ ‘slow and tedious’ proceedings. When students do not understand court proceedings many are disappointed. Some of the language is revealing, one student remarking that ‘[i]t was the most boring hour of my life. I could not understand what anyone was saying’. The lack of a variety of court experiences could be explained by the fact that students attend court in their own time, which may have been limited. Alternatively, a foundation year student may not understand legal jargon in court, reinforcing the need for guidance and instruction, from educators, as is recognised in the literature.

This discourse also reveals that the 2009 students do not always comment in the most ethical manner about defendants in court, with some making inappropriate comments. This may be because the students link professionalism with formality, with many defendants not dressing to the formal standards the students impose upon them. Students are impressed with formality as indicative of professionalism. Formal dress is connected with respect and preferred to
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casual attire. Students’ written analysis about this area is evident. ‘Wigs and gowns show traditionalism, seriousness and strictness’. Many students prefer the formality of the Supreme Court to the Magistrates’ Court. Similarly, a 2011 student notes her disappointment at the ‘profound lack of formality’ and her surprise at the informality of the defendant’s casual dress. Further, some 2011 students consider the slow pace of the court as contributing towards a more professional yet sometimes ‘boring and dull environment’.

Legal education literature also supports that view that court observations are excellent reflective and stimulating experiences or activities for students. Courtroom experiences allow reflection on and engagement with legal issues including ethical and social justice issues. Such ‘high impact’ educational activities can prepare law students for their future careers.

V DISCOURSE OF POPULAR CULTURE

There is no discrete discourse of popular culture in the 2011 cohort, however, this issue is addressed in their comments on their court experiences. The 2011 cohort do not direct attention to popular culture in their language as frequently as the 2009 cohort. This is likely to be because the 2011 students are not directed to address popular cultural issues in the criteria rubric for their journal assessment. The 2011 students take a more strategic approach to evaluation and analysis than the 2009 students because they are directed to do so. When the court experiences of the 2011 students are compared to those of the 2009 students, it is evident that the concerns of the 2011 students are primarily confined to the topics of their assessment criteria rubric. Nevertheless the 2011 students are still heavily influenced by popular culture, including television programs, books and films.

Some 2011 students are interested in the same types of popular culture as the 2009 students. *Law and Order*, *Boston Legal* and *Judge Judy* or movies like *Legally Blonde* are
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examples of influential television series for both the 2009 and 2011 students. Like the 2009 students, many 2011 students notice the contrast between popular culture and real life, as observed in the courtroom, for instance noting that real life characters may not be as flamboyant as those on television or that the court is set up differently with different procedures.113 A few students note similarities between the traits of lawyers on television and real life court observations.114 Others evaluate the unethical, overly glamourised or unrealistic portrayals of lawyers in popular culture with court observations.115 In the academic literature negative perceptions of lawyers in popular culture have also been recognised.116

The 2011 students compare and contrast their ethical perspectives of the participants in court with their own perceptions of legal identities, which are frequently influenced by popular culture.117 A 2011 student shows that ‘judge emanated respect and referee like qualities over the matters presented’118 unlike what he had learned from popular culture. Another student expresses surprise through the use of the phrase ‘so softly spoken’119 nature of the defence lawyer as compared with the nature of the characters in television shows such as Judge Judy.120 By contrast, another student in this cohort is very impressed by the professionalism of the lawyers in court, using language, which describes the lack of emotion, calmness, organisation and structured approach in the courtroom and comparing it to the ‘hot-shot’121 approach of American television legal programmes.

The 2009 students also discuss the court environment and legal professionalism. Some in this cohort simply describe what they find professional and what they do not. Generally they do not give detailed reasons for this. ‘I thought it was strange that an officer of the court brought a young girl into court and sat her down before everyone left. I did not think that this was very professional at all’.122 Another student did not believe it was professional for a court officer to scratch at her skin with a bored expression on her face.123 One 2009 student uses strong language to express dislike of popular cultural television shows and describes them as ‘patently ludicrous’124 and ‘unrealistic’.125 She adds that the real life court environment was
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intimidating and ‘certainly nothing like Boston Legal’. She writes ‘I felt so uncomfortable that I didn’t stay for long’. She does not explain why this was so. Students also like to critically analyse law firms and the profession. The following student’s comment refers to popular culture in an analysis of the ethical professionalism of modern legal practice:

Contemporary law firms tend to adopt a rigid and out dated hierarchy, which allows the senior practitioners to bully and exploit junior practitioners. The traditional relationship of master and disciple (i.e. Denny Crane and Alan Shore) is long gone. Today’s disillusioned junior lawyers often suffer from excessive workload, low salary and lack of recognition.

These first year students discuss ethical issues. Two examples of this follow, ‘Last night I hired and watched ‘Serving Sarah’ … The lawyer stereotype is fulfilled as the lawyer acts extremely unethically to make money off his client’. Further, in the BBC production of Bleak House another student strongly comments on the lawyers’ treatment of a court case as ‘bleeding it dry, prolonging it and soaking up all the funds for themselves’.

VI DISCOURSE OF THINKING LIKE A LAWYER: 2011

The discourse of thinking like a lawyer involves problem solving. For the 2011 cohort problem-solving instruction is described as a ‘unique lecturing approach’, which allows students to ‘take an active role in thinking like a lawyer’. In the discourse of thinking like a lawyer, many of the 2011 students understand and are captivated by the importance of thinking and acting in a professionally appropriate way. It allows focus on ethics and professionalism. Only a few students discuss problems with the idea of thinking like a lawyer. It is ‘arrogant to consider that you think in a different way just because you are studying law’. While thinking like a lawyer has been criticised for its narrow focus, the approach allows students to develop oral and written problem solving skills for the legal profession, endorsed in the literature. The 2011 cohort undertook oral presentations
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requiring them to think spontaneously as lawyers. The language reveals enjoyment of debate, interaction and participation in the classroom in preparation for oral presentation tasks. By contrast, some students use language, which reveal anxiety about oral presentations. Presentation can be like a rite of passage to ‘think in a way … never done before … I behaved, acted and thought I was a lawyer’. Some students acknowledge that problem solving assists them to develop relevant professional skills. There is also satisfaction shown in the comment, ‘getting down to the problem solving and research, I found myself fascinated and comfortable. Upon reflection … I was definitely in my element’.

VII DISCOURSE OF IMPROVEMENT: 2009

The discourse of improvement shows the language that students use to demonstrate their desire to improve on skills for learning and future practice. This discourse is linked to the use of reflective journaling to improve learning. While this discourse emerges most strongly from the 2009 cohort, it is also evident in the comments of the 2011 cohort. It demonstrates that students place importance on feedback for learning, self-development and improving grades. Legal education literature confirms feedback is considered to be ‘one of the most powerful influences on student learning and achievement’. It has also been linked with positive student self-management skills. The 2009 students value feedback from educators in different ways. ‘Armed with two returned papers with comprehensive feedback from the tutor I felt I was now well aware of the standard of expectations’ and ‘I found the remarks and comments very helpful for my next assignment’.

Some students realise that the more effort and time they devote to the task, the greater are the benefits in terms of their learning. One student writes ‘I was rewarded with the extra effort I put into planning and construction of the second essay which showed in the results when I got the assignment back’. She uses language to praise the lecturer who ‘instilled in us that whilst a law degree would involve a lot of hard work, discipline and sacrifice, he was at all
times encouraging growth and learning’.\textsuperscript{152} The benefits of spending time on task is also recommended in first year legal education literature for law students.\textsuperscript{153}

A number of undergraduate university students have mixed perceptions of reflective journaling; some students like it, other students remaining neutral, some students dislike the activity and some find it challenging.\textsuperscript{154} The challenges of reflective journaling are perceived as integral to improving learning and reflection.\textsuperscript{155} Reflective practice and journaling has been recommended in law schools as successful pedagogical techniques.\textsuperscript{156} A number of the studies show that student' ideas about journaling change with experience of the journaling itself.\textsuperscript{157} Many of the negative perceptions relate to uncertainty over aspects of journaling including instruction on purpose, evaluation criteria, and structure.\textsuperscript{158} Students tend to value learning with more explicit instructions, guidance and formative feedback about journaling and favour the techniques that support it.\textsuperscript{159}
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Some 2011 students, like 2009 students, write positively about reflective journaling. A small number dislike the challenge of the process, particularly when they have not used this form of writing before. A number of students transform their views about reflection and journaling from negative to more positive ones. The 2011 cohort tend to do this more than the 2009 cohort. This could be explained by fact the 2011 cohort are given more instruction about journaling than the 2009 cohort. The more frequently they write reflectively, the more they are engaged by it and find it beneficial to their learning. Transformation frequently occurs at the end of semester when the reflective journal is due and the course is nearing completion. The following extract of text shows evidence of a transformed perspective:

How can they assess something as personal as a journal? After reading limited literature and research, I understand the phenomenon that is reflective writing and do not disagree with what it aims to achieve … to limit one’s descriptions, question underlying beliefs … critically reflect on reflect one’s own thoughts. It is challenging!

These findings are also supported in the literature of reflective journaling, which shows that perceptions of journaling tend to improve over time and with practice. The 2009 cohort journals support the view in the literature that reactions to journaling are varied and can change with more experience of journaling. This is evident with the transformative view a number of students make in their comments on journaling below. The more competently a student undertakes a task, the greater the likelihood of connection and engagement with the subject matter.

There is the contentious issue of the writer writing for the assessor, if the task is to be taken seriously by students. Students have different levels of engagement with reflective journal writing, which may be associated with assessment. In this research some students like journal writing whereas other students do not. Contrasting views are apparent in the two
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student responses, ‘I have enjoyed writing it’\textsuperscript{172} and ‘It is not like writing an essay that [is] off putting’.\textsuperscript{173} Despite the different perceptions of the form of assessment, the benefits of reflective practice improving over time are confirmed and endorsed in the academic literature review on journaling.\textsuperscript{174} In this research some students transform their views. An example of this view follows, ‘At first I was quite doubtful with the aim of a reflective journal … only some time later I realised this reflective journal helps me shape an abstract structure of the things I have learned and want to know more about’.\textsuperscript{175} The benefits of reflective practice are recognised in recent legal education literature\textsuperscript{176} and are recognised in the research:

I found the process of writing a reflective journal, challenging but also good … I recognised the importance of journal writing - while it is important to know where you are and where you are going it is just as important to realise how you got there.\textsuperscript{177}

A variety of real world experiences including the guest lecturers, court experiences, classroom theory, popular culture are arguably suitable for foundation students to use for reflective journaling either separately or in combination, as demonstrated in Figure 1.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Figure1.png}
\caption{Effective Experiences for Reflective Journaling for Foundation Law Students}
\end{figure}

Students in the two cohorts have mixed perceptions of journaling, which can be transformed with some students using more positive language about journaling over time.\textsuperscript{178} If this
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research is compared with other studies outlined in Chapter 5, the results are similar.\textsuperscript{179} Students also show a transformative view in relation to journaling with a number realising the potential for journaling to assist with learning.\textsuperscript{180} This is particularly evident with the 2011 cohort.\textsuperscript{181} Reasons for this transformation are likely to be associated with the interventionist strategies, derived from the academic literature. This is demonstrated diagrammatically, in Figure 2, which shows three progressive steps that may enhance student engagement with reflective journaling, namely time in class for reflection, guidance, instruction and discussions on reflection.

\textbf{Figure 2: Perceptions of Reflective Journaling with Practice and Intervention}

\textbf{VIII DISCOURSE OF ETHICS: 2011}

The discourse of ethics emerges strongly from the journaling texts of the students. The 2011 cohort examine ethics with more diverse and multiple perspectives than the 2009 students, who do not show as much evidence of ethical understandings. Ethics in the course are described as a ‘good insight’,\textsuperscript{182} ‘very interesting’\textsuperscript{183} and ‘really captivating’.\textsuperscript{184} The 2011 data provides a deeper level of analysis of ethics at multiple levels than the 2009 data. Students reflect about ethics from cultural, institutional, societal and individual levels.\textsuperscript{185} They
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comment on the ethical roles of practitioners in court, with more detailed explanation and less surface description than the 2009 cohort.

Both the 2009 and 2011 cohorts make a link between ethical professionalism towards the client and the pressure to make money. A number of students value the honesty shown by the lecturers in relation to this topic.\textsuperscript{186} For example a student writes, ‘The lectures did not sugar coat the profession, and I am grateful for that’,\textsuperscript{187} but ‘there are lawyers and jurists out there who do what they do for ethically sound reasons’.\textsuperscript{188} The 2011 students also link access to justice with affordable representation. ‘Ridiculously excessive’\textsuperscript{189} fees limit access to legal services and justice.\textsuperscript{190} A win at all cost mentality has also been identified amongst lawyers, as impacting negatively on ethics and good values.\textsuperscript{191} Similarly, a concern for upholding social justice is revealed in the written language of the data.\textsuperscript{192} One student notes the ‘importance of fairness and equity, allowing everyone equal access to justice’\textsuperscript{193} and identifies her goal to ‘uphold these values in the future as a lawyer’.\textsuperscript{194} Values such as equality and justice need to be preserved for the legal profession to maintain integrity and the respect.\textsuperscript{195} Other students predict they will act ethically or at least hope to act in faultless ethical ways; ‘Professional ethics, to me, includes honesty, efficiency, fairness, justice, social responsibility and a moral conscience. This is the legal identity I want to create’.\textsuperscript{196}

It is important that students reflect on ethics and professionalism in order to explore and understand that these issues are integral to legal practice.\textsuperscript{197} Such a position is supported in the legal ethics literature as part of a pervasive approach to ethics.\textsuperscript{198} Legal ethics is seen not only important at an individual level but more for the legal profession and society as a whole.\textsuperscript{199} In this research a 2011 student persuasively argues that ethics should take a leading role in legal education from an early stage.\textsuperscript{200}
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Legal education is the best platform to inculcate and foster ethical obligations and legal professionalism. … Ethics should be taught at the beginning of the students’ law degree till their practical legal training …the sooner ethics are instilled in budding practitioners, the sooner they will be more mindful that professional obligations are more critical than any business imperative.201

A 2011 student recognises enhanced learning about professionalism and dislikes negativity about the ‘money-hungry profession’202 as tantamount to ‘becoming part of the dark side.’203 Another 2011 student acknowledges potential dilemmas between ‘the ideal of professionalism or the client who needs legal help and the lawyer who wants his pay cheque’.204 Similarly, after undertaking the course a 2009 student notes that her knowledge of the meaning of professionalism is enhanced.205 Another student in this cohort questions the proposition that you cannot be an ethical businessperson where your focus is profit, suggesting that you can be ‘both a businessperson and still have good ethics’.206 Students’ perspectives will vary depending on the meaning they attribute to the words ethics and professionalism

Some students in both cohorts grapple with whether they will be able to resolve ethical dilemmas as future legal practitioners, whereas other students are more confident in their potential abilities.207 They understand the correct theoretical position but that achievement of such a position may be difficult.208 Excellent examples in the 2011 cohort include representing someone who is guilty and how it is essential that lawyers have this responsibility.209 The 2011 cohort demonstrates that the students use more confident language about entry into and survival in legal practice than the 2009 cohort.210 Some of the 2009 cohort reveal evidence about not coping or surviving legal practice.211 A student from the 2011 cohort, for example, argues he has ‘a driving passion to work in international law for the United Nations’.212

The quality of evaluation of ethical perspectives in the 2011 journals is higher than in the 2009 journals. For example, one 2011 student discusses a path of transparent self-evaluation, noting a transformation in her views, recognising that profit over professionalism is a
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perspective she no longer wants to hold. She emphasises that it is more important for her to ‘help those who cannot afford to help themselves’, valuing the importance of acting in the best interests of the client. She strongly argues that access to justice can be influenced by the way in which she chooses to practice law. Her comments reveal previously held prejudicial view of defendants as ‘bogans that breed’. A 2009 journal describes a lecture on ethical professionalism as informative, transforming naivety about the profession:

I felt that before this lecture I was naïve as to the challenges in the legal profession. I often forget that honesty, integrity and trust are not qualities evident in all people. The profession is competitive, strenuous, time consuming and marriage destroying. Not everyone survives.

Some students from the 2011 cohort show evidence of an attitude consistent with representing the best interests of a client, through empathy and positioning themselves with an ethics of care mentality. Such students acknowledge ‘helping people in their darkest hour’, thus linking professionalism with compassion and warming to the idea of entering the profession by promotion of social justice. Such depth of ethical analysis is not as apparent in the 2009 journals. For example, one 2009 journal outlines the importance of the lawyer’s duties to the court but does not elaborate on this and another comment describes how a lawyer’s personal life interrelates with his professional life but fails to explain the reasons. Similarly, academic literature recognises that the duty of care to clients and ethics of care approach should be outlined to students in their foundation years.

**IX DISCOURSES OF JUDGEMENT AND ANALYSIS: 2011 AND 2009**

Judgement is seen as both a key skill for legal practice in advocacy and a TLO in relation to ethics and professional responsibility for law graduates. Law students need to develop judgement about ‘claims, argument, rules, doctrines and decisions’ and their own ‘actions’, including their oral and written communications. Critical analysis is also viewed
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as key legal thinking skill.\footnote{Ibid 291-292.} In legal education TLOs include the thinking skills of critical analysis.\footnote{Kift, Israel and Field, above n 226, TLO3.} Questioning also forms part of many prompt-based taxonomies of critical reflection, indicating its importance for learning.\footnote{See, eg, Anne Brockbank and Ian McGill, Facilitating Reflective Learning Through Mentoring & Coaching (Kogan Page, 2006) 34.} Questioning is moreover an integral part of problem solving, both as a student and as a lawyer, particularly when interviewing clients.\footnote{Wolski, above n 225, 172; See also James and Field, above n 7, 295 on critical disposition.}

The discourse of judgement is evident in the language used by both the 2009 and 2011 cohorts. The discourse of analysis is most evident in comments of the 2009 cohort. Like the 2009 students, most 2011 students revel in making judgements about the judiciary, sentencing practices, legal educators, peers, defendants, legal practitioners, their legal education and the legal profession.\footnote{See, eg, Journal 1; Journal 21; Journal 51; Journal 61; Journal 60; Journal 64; Journal 71.} Judgments made over sentencing can be critical of the judicial decision maker and the first person text allows the students to write in a judgmental voice. ‘The truth is that the reason given for the lesser sentence was the Magistrate did not want him to lose his job. I keep thinking that he may have needed this loss of employment in order for the lesson to be learned. He could have killed someone, period’.\footnote{Journal 73.}

The 2011 cohort received instruction to avoid labelling defendants too harshly, without adequate reasons. Some students are empathetic about defendants while others students are not.\footnote{Journal 29; Journal 33.} ‘When a student is sitting in a court room, witnessing accounts of a heinous crime they should not pity the accused because this shows the criminal that as long as people pity them because of their bad upbringing they can re-offend and manipulate the law’.\footnote{Journal 29.} Reasons for the judgments are sometimes omitted from the student comments, in turn showing the need for increased guidance with legal writing.

Some students label defendants as ‘bogans’\footnote{Journal 1.} or from ‘low socio-economic backgrounds by the way they speak and dress’.\footnote{Journal 57.} Defendants’ appearances are judged,\footnote{See, eg, Journal 1; Journal 21; Journal 51; Journal 61; Journal 60; Journal 64; Journal 71.} including comments such as ‘generally dirty’\footnote{Journal 71.} and ‘not showered in days’.\footnote{Ibid.} ‘A large portion of those attending court were not dressed up in a manner that I would have thought appropriate prior to visiting
the court’. Other students and myself were dressed much more appropriately and we were there only to take notes!’

The language of some 2011 students also shows that they do not wish to be associated with defendants or mistaken for defendants. Comments indicative of this disassociation include derogatory judgments on the attire and demeanour of defendant:

Needless to say I hated him, if previously I had any idea what a criminal looked like it was him- battle scars all over him face like he had been in a thousand fights, missing a tooth, wearing a t-shirt and track pants, and to be completely politically incorrect, the scariest type of bogan.

Students indicate some disrespect for defendants: ‘It disappointed me to think that I may be spending six years of my life getting a degree only to end up working somewhere that people don’t really care about, or I may be representing someone who really couldn’t care less’. ‘Not only did the defendants have a disregard for the law by showing no respect for the judge but they did nothing to help themselves, they dressed poorly and spoke to the judge in an informal manner’. All of these people were obviously from a low socio-economic background by the way they talked and dressed’. Some students are ‘particularly appalled by the unprofessional language used by some of the defendants and label them as ‘hostile and dislikeable’. Similarly, the 2009 cohort judge the defendants’ behaviours and demeanours. Assumptions are made about social class based on dress and language of the defendant. Examples include depiction of a defendant as ‘a bogan in a flanny’ and naming a defendant as ‘a rough bikie type’ based on his appearance. Students’ language can reveal a concern about being viewed as a defendant. ‘The security was quite intimidating and I forgot about being a Uni student and felt as though I was about to appear in court for committing a crime’. Language of other students shows fear of ‘being treated like a criminal by security’ or wishing for a sign ‘saying university student’ for fear of being
mistaken as a defendant. By contrast a 2011 student comments, ‘I was exploiting these people’s misfortune, and witnessing something that was private and shameful’. 257

The discourse of analysis includes evaluation and questioning by the students. 258 Some of the 2011 student analysis is more detailed than the 2009 cohort, with fuller and more detailed evaluations reported in relation to the court system and ethical professionalism in particular. 259 For example, a 2009 student describes lawyers’ skills in the following way: ‘they all had poor presentation skills and were unorganised’ but fails to explain why he took this view. 260 Many 2009 students undertake critical analysis and evaluation of the court system, including the role of the judiciary, practitioners and defendants. Commonly the 2011 students effectively analyse the differences between the Tasmanian Supreme Court and the Magistrates’ Court. For example, one student compares the role of the Supreme Court as differing greatly with a Magistrate’s from ‘the type of cases they handle’. 261 Students evaluate the efficiency of the systems when comparing courts. Whilst both courts have strict proceedings, the main difference is ‘cases in the Magistrate’s Court were dealt with very quickly’. 262

Some of the 2009 cohort of students reflect about and evaluate issues associated with ethical professionalism with limited instruction but with interest. ‘These lectures cemented my decision to continue on with my law degree … because they show some of the issues we will face when we enter the profession’. 263 Students tend to be open and transparent about the court, using honest critical comments, such as the court clerk was so disinterested that he ‘slouched in his chair as though he was watching the replay of an ultra slow test cricket match for the umpteenth time that day’. 264

Evaluation of ethical dilemmas is discussed with some concern by the 2009 cohort but also with a willingness to embrace the challenge of entering the profession. This is evident in the language used when students comment on the lectures relating to expert professionalism. ‘Whilst these lectures have made me consider my decision to continue with a law degree, the examples of successful lawyers inspire me’. 265 ‘Ethical challenges in this profession have the
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ability to break you. Yet I still can’t help feeling my yearning to help people can only be satisfied by entering this profession’.  

Both cohorts question the course workload, the assessment, the legal system, the role of legal practitioners, the judiciary, the defendants, themselves as learners and importantly as future legal practitioners, dealing with difficult ethical issues. ‘Do those in the legal profession have an obligation to behave ethically (and legally) all the time? Can there ever truly be a line drawn between public and personal life, and is that line further blurred for those in the legal profession?’ 267 They also question representing someone who is guilty: ‘I would be unable to forgive myself if I played a part in letting a guilty man walk free’. 268 Students question themselves and their ability to cope in the university law environment. This view is supported by the literature, which indicates that law students are stressed or anxious over performance and potential performance. 269 ‘What was I thinking?’ 270 ‘Why did I want to do law?’ 271 ‘Will I be able to cope in this new environment?’ 272 ‘Will I be strong enough to be an ethical lawyer?’ 273 This is not surprising as they are first year law students transitioning into a new legal world.

Some 2009 students question the assessment when they do not like it, indicating that assessment processes could be modified 274 or that the assessment load is too heavy. 275 An example of a student criticising tutorial assessment is, ‘I find it pointless that one must complete set work in order to receive ... weekly 1%. What is pointless about it is that it is not marked so that there is no incentive to do a good job’. 276 This comment also reinforces the fact that students are competitive and strategic when it comes to grades.

**X CONCLUSION**

The discourse of engagement shows 2011 students are engaged by variety in relation to course delivery, generally like entertainment and excitement and tend to value and learn from supportive connectedness with others. Such experiences include different types of lectures, guest lecturers, the smaller, supportive, more interactive setting in tutorials and the experiential learning environment of the courtroom. Guest lecturers are valued more so for
learning about the profession and the skills needed for it by the 2011 cohort than the 2009 cohort. This position is also endorsed by reference to the 2009 data, albeit not to the same extent. The influence of popular culture for both the 2011 and 2009 student cohorts is evident but more so for the 2009 cohort than the 2011 cohort. This is likely to be because 2011 cohort were not specifically directed to discuss popular culture in the criteria rubric.

In both cohorts an appreciation of feedback, direction, instruction and guidance for learning is recognised in the discourses, constructed from the constructivist grounded theory processes. This is also supported in the academic literature. Legal educators can use these techniques within group work, which also assists students with developing a sense of belonging. Such a sense of belonging is important for students to develop social connectedness in a new environment, which can be perceived as daunting. It is therefore not surprising that this discourse also reveals engagement with positive and enthusiastic teaching teams to encourage student learning. Both cohorts appreciate supportive settings, but again in terms of learning they are generally commented on in more depth from the 2011 cohort than the 2009 cohort. Learning from court experiences is discourse in both cohorts. Some 2009 students make inappropriate judgments perhaps because they lack awareness of ethical and professional behaviour.

Students in both cohorts have mixed reactions to reflective journaling, with a number transforming their views from negative to positive. They are engaged by, learn from and sometimes transformed by, court experiences. Students compare and contrast court experiences with popular culture and use it to help understand key components of the course. They also compare and contrast lower and higher courts, valuing formality over informality with their language identifying formality with respect and informality with disrespect. Such reflective experiences allow students to connect ideas about course materials, popular culture and the courtroom in order to advance their perspectives. The validity of using reflective journaling is revealed as an appropriate pedagogical tool given it allows students to analyse many aspects of law including evaluation of courtroom experiences, to question the law, particularly in relation to ethics and professionalism and to make judgments. It can therefore help facilitate deep learning and active learning through analysis, evaluation and questioning.

277 See, eg, Hume, above n 157; Dyment and O’Connell, above n 170; Minott, above n 10.
278 Ibid.
279 Ibid.
280 Ibid.
281 Ibid.
282 James and Field, above n 7, 288-292.
The discourse of thinking like a lawyer shows students are stimulated and challenged by the idea of thinking like a lawyer through problem solving. Oral presentations, which involve problem solving, although confronting, usually result in a high sense of achievement. Both cohorts show a willingness to improve their problem solving and communication skills both as students and as future practitioners. In relation to the discourse of ethics, students reveal attitudes towards ethics through their examination of the course, court observations and popular culture. The level of analysis of ethics varies with some 2011 students able to examine ethical issues at individual, institutional, cultural and societal levels. Students’ evaluation of making profit at the possible cost of professionalism reveal ethical stances in relation to future legal practice. Students are interested in learning about real life practice stories and the ethical issues they may face. Ethical perspectives of the participants in court are compared with pre-existing perceptions of legal identities, often derived from popular culture.

Both cohorts enjoy making judgments about many aspects of the law, the course, the court system and its participants. The discourses on judgment and analysis shows that the 2011 cohort give more detailed explanations for judgments and provide greater analysis of core components of the course. There is a tendency from both cohorts to judge defendants relatively harshly on the grounds of dress, demeanour, language and socio-economic class. Whilst some students reveal an attitude of an ethics of care towards clients, others do not. Some of these students dissociate themselves from defendants and use language that is not always respectful. This shows that students need to understand more about the ethical duties to clients.

---
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CHAPTER 9: FINDINGS ABOUT LEGAL PEDAGOGY: PATHWAYS FOR TEACHING ETHICS, PROFESSIONALISM AND CRITICAL REFLECTION

I INTRODUCTION

This chapter summarises the findings of the research and makes recommendations about teaching ethics, professionalism and critical reflection in the undergraduate legal curriculum. Firstly, it shows the importance of the inclusion of ethics and professionalism in the undergraduate legal curriculum. Secondly, it argues for the inclusion of ethics and professionalism into the legal curriculum from the foundation year in a variety of pedagogical ways, pervasively, traditionally and less traditionally. Thirdly, it recommends critical reflection should be taught from the foundation year and is improved when there is guidance, instruction and constructive alignment between learning outcomes and techniques. The research, informed by the academic literature develops and provides a cyclical prompt-based model to assist students with critical reflection. Fourthly, it shows how reflective journals assist educators to scrutinise the discourses, which are constructed from the students’ journal texts and provides insights towards a more engaging legal pedagogy. It reveals how reflective journaling can be a successful pedagogical technique as it allows educators to be critically reflective about their own practices through the students’ eyes.

The research, using constructivist grounded theory and discourse analysis examines the reflective journal writing of two cohorts of law students at UTAS in 2009 and 2011. This concluding chapter highlights significant findings in relation to legal pedagogy through revisiting the research questions, which inform the analysis and makes valuable contributions to the development of the literature in these areas.

1 See Chapter 2 I-III; Chapter 2 V; Chapter 3 I; Chapter 3 II; Chapter 3 III.
2 Table 1 relates to the foundation year; Table 2 relates to the foundation year and beyond.
7 Chapter 7 I-V; Chapter 8 I-V.
8 Chapter 1 VII.
9 Chapter 7 I-VI; Chapter 8 I-V; Chapter 9 I-V.
10 Chapter 10 II-V. This thesis in progress has been cited by Magdaline D’Silva, ‘A New Legal Ethics Education Paradigm: Culture and Values in International Arbitration’ (2013) 23 Legal Education Review 83, n 31.
The findings of this research support the view that ethics and professionalism should be taught from the foundation years onwards. It argues that best practice in teaching these topics involves a number of varied, high quality pedagogical activities, including the use of reflective journaling, guest lecturers, small group work, role-play and the use of popular culture. Reflective journaling, in particular, is an effective student-centred learning device, which can be used in conjunction with the other pedagogical activities to assist in informing and developing multi-skilled graduates with potential resilience to deal with professional practice issues in these areas. Specific practical guidance is offered to legal educators, in light of curriculum developments in Australian legal education, to improve and assist in embedding and mapping of TLOs relating to ethics, professionalism and critical reflection within undergraduate legal curriculums. Such practical guidance is informed by literature reviews and uses constructivist grounded theory and a discourse analysis of the data. These highly valuable research techniques for legal researchers are revisited. The chapter concludes by highlighting the scope for future research in all of these areas.

II RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND FINDINGS

A Why, How and When should Ethics and Professionalism to be taught to Law Students?

This thesis describes the consequences of failure to uphold ethical and professional standards in law. Developing teaching and learning about ethics and professionalism within the legal curriculum is crucial to legal education in preparation for an environment prone to challenges, negativity and problems with ethical practice. Foundation law students must learn the compliance standards required of them as students, for admission to practice and for legal practice, together with the consequences of failing to meet such standards. Legal education also needs focus on positive aspects of legal practice to assist law students develop resilience, reflective practice and appropriate skills.

A traditional teaching of ethics, through lectures, particularly about case law is supported in

11 Chapter 2 I-III; Chapter 2 V; Chapter 3 I; Chapter 3 II, Chapter 3, Table 1; Chapter 3 III.
13 Chapter 5 I; Chapter 5 V.
15 Chapter 2 I-V; Chapter 3 I-V; Chapter 4 I-IV; Chapter 5 I-VI.
16 Chapter 6 III-VIII; Chapter 7 I-VI; Chapter 8 I-V.
17 Chapter 2 III.
18 Chapter 2 II-III; Chapter 3 I-V.
the academic literature. The value of extending the teaching beyond traditional lectures, to include interactive, multi-faceted experiences is increasingly being promoted. The analysis of the reflective journals of both cohorts of law students shows that there is likely to be increased student engagement by using popular culture and role-play in the classroom. It also supports the use of reflective journals for critical reflection and the analysis of ethics and professional roles. The literature also demonstrates that foundation students are able to use journaling to reflect critically upon ethical and professional issues, particularly through real court experiences and popular culture.

The thesis argues that a pervasive method of incorporating ethics and professionalism into legal curricula has the benefits of reinforcing the teaching and learning of these topics. The method suggests that teaching these topics from the first year of a legal degree allows for multiple learning opportunities rather than inclusion as a discrete unit at the end of the degree. This research supports the dominant position in the literature that ethics and professionalism can aptly be studied from the foundation years of a law degree. The data from the reflective journals also shows foundation law students can critically reflect about ethical and professional issues, where these issues are defined so broadly as to include what happens in the courtroom. The discourse analysis of the students’ reflective journal texts reveals the need for improved ethical positioning and developing understandings about ethics and professionalism. Students show differing levels of understanding of these topics indicating that there is room for developing learning in these areas from foundation years. It also shows that with instruction, guidance and feedback in relation to learning students’

---


21 Chapter 3 IV; See also Michael Robertson, ‘Embedding ‘Ethics’ in Law Degrees’ in Sally Kift et al (eds), Excellence and Innovation in Legal Education (Lexis Nexis, 2011) 111; Coe and Dagilyte, above n 12; Daicoff, above n 12.

22 See, eg, Chapter 3 II-IV; Chapter 7 III A; Chapter 7 III K; Chapter 8 II.

23 See, eg, Chapter 3 III A; Daicoff, above n 12; Chapter 7 III A; Chapter 7 IV C.


25 Chapter 3 I-IV; Chapter 4 I-III; Coe and Dagilyte, above n 12; Daicoff, above n 12.

26 Coe and Dagilyte, above n 12; Daicoff, above n 12.


28 Robertson, above n, 110, 4.20.

29 Chapter 3 I-IV; Rhode, above n 20.
knowledge and skills can be improved. The research has therefore contributed to why, how and when law students should be exposed to ethics and professional in their law degrees.30

B Why is and What Components of Critical Reflection are relevant to Legal Education?

Critical reflection as a pedagogical device is a relatively recent addition to Australian legal pedagogy.31 The literature shows that, despite lack of academic consensus on the meaning of critical reflection, it is seen as an essential skill for university graduates, particularly for law graduates.32 This is evident by its inclusion in the TLOs.33 Critical reflection is skills-based. The research in this thesis, based on the analysis of the journaling data, supports the argument that empowering and engaging law students with a more skills based, student-centred pedagogy in addition to knowledge-based pedagogy is effective.34 Utilising these skills based techniques is also endorsed in the higher education literature as being effective for student learning and engagement.35

Experiences, analysis, evaluation, context and transformation are important for law students to understand because of their relevance to critical reflection. Experiential learning is recognised as important to education.36 Analysis and evaluation are viewed as higher order thinking skills.37 Contextualisation is frequently supported as an element of critical reflection,38 both in higher education literature and legal education literature.39 Transformation of perspectives is also evidence of higher levels of reflection.40 The discourses in this research show the ability of the students to analyse, evaluate, contextualise and sometimes transform positions about experiences. The discourse analysis indicates that improvements can be made

30 See, eg, Robertson, above n 21, 99.
31 Kift, Israel and Field, above n 14.
32 Chapter 4 I-IV; See, eg, Vicki Waye and Margaret Faulkner, ‘E-Portfolios and Legal Professional Attributes’ in Sally Kift et al (eds), Excellence and Innovation in Legal Education (Lexis Nesis, 2011) 239.
33 Kift, Israel and Field, above n 14.
34 Chapter 3 I-V; Chapter 4 I-IV; Daicoff, above n 12.
35 Ibid.
36 See, eg, Chapter 3 IV; Daicoff, above n 12; John Dewey, Experience and Education (Collier MacMillan, 1938); Donald Schon, The Reflective Practitioner (Basic Books, 1983).
37 Benjamin Bloom, Taxonomy of Educational Objectives (Longmans-Green, 1956); James and Field, above n 19, 291-294.
38 Stephen Brookfield, The Skillful Teacher (Wiley, 1990); David Boud, Rosemary Keogh and David Walker, Reflection: Turning Experience into Learning (KoganPage, 1985); Neville Hatton and David Smith ‘Reflection in Teacher Education: Towards Definition and Implementation’ <Reflection%20in%20Teacher%20Education.webarchive>.
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in these areas, prompting the development of a model for critical reflection as well as other techniques examined in the next sections of this chapter.

C What is an Appropriate Model for Critical Reflection for Foundation Law Students?

This thesis has argued guidance and instruction are crucial to help students develop critically reflective skills. This can be achieved through the provision of a written guide on journaling and teaching using a critically reflective model. Simple user-friendly guides for students assist the development of the reflective skills required for academic writing. This thesis argues that experience, analysis, evaluation, context and transformation are important components of critical reflection. These valued components of critical reflection from this research and informed by literature reviews produce a cyclical and prompt-based model to assist foundation law students with critical reflection, illustrated in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Model of Critical Reflection for Foundation Law Students](image)

The arrows of Figure 1 include prompt-based words ‘What? How? How? How? How?’ and are converted into more specific questions in Table 1 below. The questions in the Table 1 and examples in Figure 1 relate to court observations and popular culture. Legal educators can adapt and change questions to suit areas they want students to focus on. This makes the model flexible.

---

41 Chapter 5 V; Chapter 8 II D; See, eg, Appendix 1.
42 Chapter 4 I-IV See Appendix 1.
43 Chapter 4 I-IV.
44 Chapter 4 I-IV; Chapter 7 III H; Chapter 7 III I; Chapter 7 III M; Chapter 7 III N; Chapter 7 III O; Chapter 7 IV C; Chapter 7 IV D; Chapter 7 IV E; Chapter 7 IV F; Chapter 8 II-IV.
TABLE 1: Prompt-Based Questions relevant to critical reflection about court, popular culture and learning for foundation law students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of Prompt Based Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What did the court experience illustrate to you about the law?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How does an analysis of legal profession in court assist with your understanding of the profession?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How does popular culture help you evaluate your court experiences?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How can you contextualise what you have learnt in terms of the power operation in court?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How have you transformed your position about issues such as ethical professionalism?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D Is Reflective Journaling a Suitable Pedagogical Technique for Foundation Law Students Learning about Ethics and Professionalism?

Journaling is a popular pedagogical tool to extend critical thinking in a number of higher education disciplines including law. 45 Findings from recent literature support the incorporation of journaling into higher education curricula including law. 46 Journaling can have benefits from the first year of university, especially in relation to the examination of transition periods from school to university or from work to university for individuals. 47 Further, reflective journaling allows the student to combine legal knowledge from legal educators with student-centred learning. 48 In this research reflective journaling assists foundation law students, in the two cohorts examined, to apply concepts learned in the classroom to court visits outside the classroom and provide engaging opportunities to learn about the real life professional roles of the judiciary and legal practitioners. 49 Visiting court is an appropriate, real life experience as it offers the students insight into how the legal system operates. 50

---

45 Chapter 5 shows reflective journaling in education, nursing, geography, business, health sciences, tourism, interior design, computing, information science, leadership courses and law. See also Judith McNamara, Tina Cockburn and Catherine Campbell, Good Practice Guide (Bachelor of Laws): Reflective Practice (ALTC, 2013) <http://www.lawteachnetwork.org/resources/gpg--reflection.pdf>.
47 The analysis in Chapters 7 and 8 shows student eventual empowerment in relation to their own learning after initial difficult transition periods; See, eg, Susan Armstrong and Judith McNamara, ‘Transition Pedagogy in First and Final Year Law Programs’ in Sally Kift et al (eds), Excellence and Innovation in Legal Education (Lexis Nexis, 2011) 207.
49 Chapter 7 II; Chapter 7 III; Chapter 7 IV; Chapter 8 I-V.
50 Chapter 3 II A; Chapter 3 VI, Table 2; Chapter 7 II G; Chapter 7 IV B; Chapter 8 II.
In this research the validity of using reflective journaling is revealed as an appropriate pedagogical tool, as it allows students to analyse many aspects of law, including effective evaluation of courts, to question the law, particularly in relation to ethics and professionalism, and to make judgments. It can therefore help facilitate deep and active learning through such analysis and questioning. Reflective journaling needs to be supplemented with other pedagogical activities to overcome possible limitations and to provide variety in terms of pedagogical techniques. This research, supported by the literature review indicates successful pedagogical techniques include guest speakers, problem solving, class reflection time, reflective papers and/or reflective exercises. This research also shows incorporating topics into curricula such as thinking like a lawyer provide positive, skill-based professional direction involving role-play or oral presentation activities. These activities have been incorporated into Table 2 and Table 3 below.

E What does an analysis of Foundation Law Students Journals reveal in terms of Legal Pedagogy?

The discourse analysis of reflective journaling shows that students use journaling to deepen their learning about legal topics. The language used in the journals reveals an ability to analyse the legal world, in terms of the power and influence of legal educators, the judiciary and legal practitioners. The analysis reveals the pedagogical strategies that students find effective. Discourses common to both the 2009 and 2011 cohorts are described in the discourses of engagement, court experience, ethics and thinking like a lawyer.

The discourse of engagement for both the 2009 and 2011 cohorts show students thoroughly appreciate variety in relation to the course delivery, which leads to a livelier degree of engagement in their legal studies. Different learning experiences accommodate a plethora of
students’ varied tastes. For example, students have mixed reactions to reflective journaling. Both cohorts like to be entertained. Different types of lectures and guest lecturers make the learning experience more diverse and able to cater for different learning styles and student preferences. Guest lecturers from legal practice such as judges, magistrates and legal practitioners provide honest and influential accounts of practice on the topics of ethics and professionalism. Many students like hearing honest appraisals as it allows access to lawyers’ perspectives about legal practice. This can discourage some students from continuing to study law as a career but for other students it leads them towards this career path. Guest lecturers are valued more so for learning about the profession and the skills needed for it by the 2011 cohort than the 2009 cohort.

Small, supportive, interactive settings in tutorials assist with engagement through the development of social connections and highlight the value of student-centred learning. An appreciation of feedback, direction, instruction and guidance for learning is recognised both in the academic literature and also in the discourses constructed from the journal texts in both cohorts. Group work involving discussion and debate has potential for professional skill development in these areas including active learning, autonomy, the opportunity to assist student development and preparation for employment. Communication and collaboration skills are integral for effective group work and are endorsed by the TLOs. A sense of belonging is also important for students to develop social connectedness in a new environment, which is often perceived as most daunting. It is therefore not surprising that this discourse also reveals engagement with positive and enthusiastic teaching teams to encourage student learning. Both cohorts appreciate supportive settings with the 2011 cohort commenting in more depth about this topic than the 2009 cohort.

---

61 Chapter 7 III A; Chapter 7 III B; Chapter 7 IV A; Chapter 8 II-IV.  
62 Chapter 7 III D; Chapter 7 III K; Chapter 7 IV G; Chapter 7 IV H.  
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66 Chapter 8 II.  
67 Ibid.  
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69 Above n.  
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The discourse analysis also shows that students find popular culture engaging.71 Students compare and contrast popular culture with the court experience using the evaluation to help understand key components of the course.72 The influence of popular culture is evident for both cohorts but in particular for the 2009 cohort. This is likely to be because the students in the 2011 cohort were not specifically directed to discuss popular culture in the criteria rubric they were given. The critical analysis of popular culture is a pedagogical technique supported by the academic literature as beneficial to the legal curriculum to learn about ethics and professionalism.73

This discourse analysis supports the extensive literature on learning and the reflective impact of real world authentic learning environments.74 It supports the courtroom as a supplement to the classroom. It reveals that it provides the opportunity for reflective experience and to develop ideas about ethics and legal professionalism through the critically reflective lens of the reflective journal.75 The court setting has the capacity to make the classroom experiences about law more authentic. The discourse of court experience reveals that observations enable students to compare theoretical perspectives about legal institutions with real life experiences. Students also like to compare and contrast the court hierarchy, tending to value the formality of the Supreme Court over informality of the Magistrates’ Court.76 Formality is linked with respect. Informal environments are more frequently equated with disrespect.77 Further, real world court experiences78 are not only engaging but can change awareness about the operations of the profession.79

The discourse of ethics reveals student attitudes towards ethics through their examination of the themes in the course, court observations and popular culture.80 The level of analysis of ethics varies with some 2011 students able to examine the subject at individual, institutional, cultural and societal levels.81 Students reveal ethical stances in relation to future legal practice. They evaluate the topic of making profit at the possible cost of professionalism.82 Many students take a high moral and ethical stance in relation to future legal practice,
questioning their motives for making money and profit. They generally appear interested in learning about real life practice stories and the ethical issues they may face in the future as legal practitioners.

Students generally like to judge and dissociate themselves from defendants and sometimes use language that is not always respectful. The discourses on judgment and analysis shows that the 2011 cohort tends to give more detailed explanations for judgments and provide greater analysis. There is a tendency from both cohorts to judge defendants relatively harshly on the grounds of dress, demeanour, language and socio-economic class. Whilst some students reveal an ethics of care towards defendants a minority from both cohorts do not. This may require greater teaching effort in assisting students to understand more about the ethical duties to clients.

The discourse of thinking like a lawyer is valuable for foundation law students’ curriculums and is identified as one of the most important outcomes of studying law. This research shows that including techniques such as the storytelling of guest lecturers and role-play can be engaging. These techniques help to relocate students from the university classroom into the real world of law. Using skills relating to thinking like a lawyer gives the students an idea of whether they like performing in this way and whether legal practice might be an appropriate career path. Students tend to find this exciting, challenging and confronting.

This is evident in commentaries in the journals in relation to the oral presentations, which raise many problems such as those concerning their physical presentation, where they are required to dress, act and present as a lawyer. A number of students describe an immense sense of achievement by this role-playing exercise. Such a discourse also allows them to exercise critical thinking skills, vital to legal practice. The 2011 cohort relates to thinking like a lawyer more deeply than the 2009 cohort because they are involved in oral problem solving role-play, where they are required to use the skills that are needed by a legal practitioner.

Critical thinking skills need to be specifically taught and not merely be assumed to develop over the course of the degree. One way this can be done is through focusing on conceptual guidance through encouraging students to learn about learning from texts on academic skills.

---

83 Ibid.
84 Ibid.
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87 Above n 86.
88 Ibid.
89 Chapter 8 III.
90 Ibid.
91 James, above n 85, 84.
and explicit teaching about important concepts such as analysis and evaluation. This research supports and adds to this position in that it endorses the importance of guidance with critical reflection and promotes a model that encourages analysis and evaluation as part of critical reflection. It adds an extra dimension to the notion of creative legal thinking through reflective journaling as a creative legal thinking device.

The discourse analysis reveals the importance of component of power in legal education. The judiciary, legal educators, students and popular culture have the power to influence student learning. Legal educators include guest lecturers, peers in tutorial groups and the media. Power is asserted through specialist knowledge, by the judiciary over those within in the courtroom and by the law students through judgmental comments. In the discourse of judgment students generally like to judge on a multiplicity of topics including components of the course, lecturers, tutors, guest lectures, judges, magistrates, defendants in court assessment, reflective journaling, fellow law students and themselves, often harshly. Occasionally students see themselves as superior to defendants as the language used by the students towards defendants is not always respectful and/or they do not want to be mistaken for a defendant. This shows disassociation from defendants. For legal educators this means any or all of these powerful figures can be appropriately included within foundation law units.

III RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING ETHICS, PROFESSIONALISM AND CRITICAL REFLECTION: PEDAGOGICAL TECHNIQUES FOR LEGAL EDUCATORS AND RESEARCHERS

A package of tools for legal educators to teach critical reflection, ethics and professionalism in the foundation year is provided in Table 2. It is developed from the research in this thesis, informed by the literature reviews. It shows pedagogical techniques and suggested topics for teaching in these areas. The blend of traditional and less traditional activities, both inside and outside the university classroom, include a variety of different types of lectures, the use of popular culture, real court room experiences, role-play, guided reflective journaling and interactive small group tutorials.

92 Ibid 86.
93 Chapter 7 IV D; Chapter 8 IV.
94 Above n 93.
### TABLE 2: Pedagogical Techniques and Topics for Teaching Critical Reflection, Ethics and Professionalism to Foundation Law Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pedagogical Technique</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Techniques to supplement other Pedagogical Techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lectures:</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tutorials: on the lecture topics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional lectures</td>
<td>Legal knowledge</td>
<td>Authentic Experiences: outside the classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from law lecturers</td>
<td>Case law on misconduct</td>
<td>Study Groups:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest lecturers</td>
<td>Case law, roles and ethical</td>
<td>Both inside and outside the classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive lectures</td>
<td>duties of legal practitioners</td>
<td>Reflective Journaling:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from either law lecturers</td>
<td>&amp; access to justice</td>
<td>About the lecture topics, supported by instruction, guidance, feedback &amp; use of a criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or guest lecturers</td>
<td></td>
<td>rubric and a guide on critical reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>debates</td>
<td>Legal Skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral presentations &amp;</td>
<td>Critical reflection, analysis,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role-play</td>
<td>evaluation,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving</td>
<td>contextualisation,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>judgement &amp; problem solving</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethical Values</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and legal practitioners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutorials:</td>
<td>See topics above</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Dialogue</td>
<td>Treating clients and students in a professional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small group work</td>
<td>and ethical manner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debates</td>
<td>A model on critical reflection- prompt-based</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral presentations &amp;</td>
<td>e.g. the model developed in this research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role-play</td>
<td>Popular culture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving</td>
<td>(Films, the internet, television, novels)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentic Experiences:</td>
<td>Roles of judges &amp; legal practitioners</td>
<td>Lectures: on the lecture topics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real life court observation</td>
<td>Access to justice</td>
<td>Authentic Experiences outside the classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethics and professionalism in court</td>
<td>Study Groups:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Both inside and outside the classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reflective Journaling:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>About the lecture and tutorial topics, supported by instruction, guidance, feedback &amp; use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>of a criteria rubric and a guide on critical reflection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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This next section of this research proposes a range of six pedagogical techniques to improve and enhance foundation students’ engagement with the teaching of ethics, professionalism and critical reflection, as illustrated in Table 3. The second column suggests extended research related to these areas and the third section suggests further effective activities for inclusion in the law school curriculum, derived from the research and informed by the literature.

There are many areas suggested for further research. Table 3 incorporates pedagogical tools as a result of this research together with other suggested engaging activities not used in this research but ripe for further research on legal pedagogy. The new activities have been the subject of innovations in legal education and reflect the influence new technologies are having on educational practices. For example, courses are being undertaken on-line rather than with face-to-face delivery.\textsuperscript{104} Self-assessed class debates also allow students a more active and direct role in assessment activities. The academic literature supports involvement of students with assessment, in the choice and undertaking of various assessment tasks.\textsuperscript{105} Researchers could examine reflective journals in relation to engagement with these activities and use surveys, interview or focus groups to glean which activities students find the most engaging and valuable for learning. They could also focus research on small group discussions about ethics and professionalism in the real courtroom and students’ evaluation of those experiences with popular culture.

Students write and develop their perspectives as they move through different subject areas and acquire greater legal knowledge and skills to reflect and critically analyse their experiences.\textsuperscript{106} This suggests that a pervasive approach to teaching ethics, professionalism and critical reflection is appropriate for students continued development of skills in these areas.\textsuperscript{107} The reflective journal could be used as a technique throughout the degree, assessed each year as a part of the total assessment for each unit in both the foundation and capstone years.\textsuperscript{108} Constructivist grounded theory and discourse analysis could be used to examine whether journaling techniques improve over time by comparing and contrasting journal from different year groups in the law degree. This would allow students to reflect frequently on ethical perspectives throughout their degree, as part of a pervasive approach to teaching

\textsuperscript{104} Rita Shackel, ‘Beyond the Whiteboard: E-learning in the Law Curriculum’ (2012) 12 (1) \textit{QUT Law and Justice}\textsuperscript{105}; Anne Matthew ‘Managing distraction and attention in diverse cohorts: 21\textsuperscript{st} century challenges to law school engagement’ (2012) 12 \textit{QUT Law and Justice}\textsuperscript{45}.\textsuperscript{105}

\textsuperscript{105} See, eg, Dorothy Spiller Assessment Matters: Self-Assessment and Peer Assessment (The University of Waikato, 2012) <http://www.waikato.ac.nz>.

\textsuperscript{106} Chapter 7 II H; Chapter 7 II I; Chapter 7 II J; Chapter 7 II N; Chapter 7 II O; Chapter 7 III E; Chapter 7 III G; Chapter 8 IX; Chapter 8 X.

\textsuperscript{107} Chapter 3 I-V.

\textsuperscript{108} Armstrong and McNamara, above n 47, 219.
ethics, as has been endorsed in the literature. This would also align with present threshold learning outcomes and further allow the students to have a portfolio of work demonstrative of ethical perspectives relevant to graduate learning outcomes.

Undertaking more explicit research into the effect guidance, instruction and feedback has on journaling would be valuable to confirming improvements with journaling. This could be done intermittently in progressive cohorts of year groups to examine if standards of journaling improve by using the same type of guidance, instruction and feedback in terms of developing ethical and professional legal attitudes. Were such an approach adopted, research on the efficacy of the approach for legal pedagogy could be undertaken.

This research developed a reflective model in Figure 1 of this chapter. Further research could investigate how students are able to understand, use and relate to this model. The model was used for 2014 Foundation students at UTAS meaning that there would be data available for examination provided consent and ethics clearance was granted. Table 3 shows techniques for teaching and researching ethics, professionalism and critical reflection, including incorporation of the model.

### TABLE 3: Techniques for Teaching and Researching Ethics, Professionalism and Critical Reflection in Legal Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommended pedagogical techniques for foundation students and beyond</th>
<th>Research for Foundation Year and beyond</th>
<th>Recommended activities for teaching ethics, professionalism and critical reflection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Use a variety of different of Lectures and Guest Lectures topics relating to the ethics, professionalism and current legal practice issues | Survey or interview students regarding pedagogical preferences including lectures, guest lectures, the use of popular culture, court observations, role-play, oral presentations, reflective journaling and small group work. | Virtual Experiences Communication from Information Technology
| Incorporate Popular Culture (e.g. for critical reflection about the ethics and professionalism) | Involve law students with assessment of activities relating to popular culture (e.g. Evaluating popular culture) | Popular culture (video clips, television programs, You Tubes, excerpts from texts-reading cases through an ethical lens) |
| Reflect on Real Court Experiences (e.g. for critical reflection) | Use of Constructivist Grounded Theory and Discourse Analysis to examine legal pedagogy | Class/ Small group discussions about court experiences
| Include thinking like a lawyer as a course concept; role play and oral presentations | Use of reflective journal as an ethics journal throughout the course of a law degree to assess development of ethics and professionalism | Class Debates on ethical/professional issues or mock trials |

109 See, eg, Robertson, above n 21, 100-117; Rhode, above n 14.
110 Johnstone, above n 48, 1-2; Waye and Faulkner in Kift et al, above n 32, 239-266.
111 Butler, above n 54, 490; See, eg, Shackel, above n 104; Matthew, above n 104.
112 David Boud ‘Assessment, experience and reflection’ < http://www.open.ac.uk/ctel-workspace/>; David Boud and Nancy Falchikov, Rethinking Assessment in Higher Education. (Routledge, 2007); Spiller, above n 105.
113 See, eg, Haller, above n 63; Baron, above n 66; Macken and Dupuche, above n 63; Castles et al, above n 24; Chapter 7 II K; Chapter 7 III G; Chapter 8 V.
114 Armstrong and McNamara, above n 47; Crowley- Cyr, above n 95.
115 Ratnaswarmy, above n 63.
Recommended pedagogical techniques for foundation students and beyond | Research for Foundation Year and beyond | Recommended activities for teaching ethics, professionalism and critical reflection
---|---|---
**Encourage Reflective Journaling** with guidance and instruction supported by the Hiller model of critical reflection | Teach and use the Hiller model of critical reflection in this chapter and examine its effectiveness | Simulations e.g. setting up the classroom/ tutorial to simulate a law firm to undertake legal problem solving scenarios\(^\text{116}\)

| **Teach Interactive Tutorials and Small Group Work** | Use of critical reflective interventionist research based techniques to improve legal pedagogy | Critically reflective class/ small group discussions on ethical dilemmas

### IV CONTRIBUTIONS TO TEACHING, LEARNING AND RESEARCH IN LEGAL EDUCATION

This research has substantial relevance and implications for teaching, learning and research within legal education. Firstly, foundation law educators are provided with recommendations for teaching ethics, professionalism and critical reflection.\(^\text{117}\) Secondly, the implementation of the recommendations is likely to assist foundation students begin to understand and develop standards required to satisfy TLOs in relation to ethics, professionalism and critical thinking.\(^\text{118}\) This also allows for constructive alignment between course learning outcomes, strategies and assessment.\(^\text{119}\) Thirdly, Course coordinators, Heads of Law Schools, Associate Deans of Teaching and Learning in law are provided with suggestions for embedding ethics, professionalism and critical thinking into legal curriculums therefore complying with national standards. Fourthly, in terms of research in legal education, this work makes a significant contribution towards research in a number of areas including teaching ethics, professionalism and critical reflection together with supporting the use of reflective journals as one tool to do so. Critical reflection is one way both students and educators can immerse themselves in their own learning environments with the aim of improving and developing it. The research methodology promotes the expansion of legal education research methodologies to include constructivist grounded theory and discourse analysis.

**A Implications for Legal Educators**

This research shows that ethics and professionalism should be topics of high priority for legal scholarship and that teaching these topics can be included in curriculums from the foundation years onwards.\(^\text{120}\) The research also shows that the 2009 and 2011 students like popular culture, court observations and a supportive environment, whereas the 2011 students also find

\(^{116}\) Barnaby, above n 53; Chapter 7 III D; Chapter 8 IV.

\(^{117}\) Johnstone, above n 48, 36.

\(^{118}\) Biggs and Tang, above n 3, 28-29.

\(^{119}\) Chapter 2 I-V; Chapter 3 I-V; Chapter 7 III H; Chapter 7 IV E; Chapter 8 III.

\(^{120}\) Chapter 2 I-V; Chapter 3 I-V; Chapter 7 III H; Chapter 7 IV E; Chapter 8 III.
role-play as lawyers engaging.\textsuperscript{121} These topics, activities and environments are likely to be highly effective for legal educators. The research demonstrates that while reflective journaling can be beneficial for students learning about ethics and professionalism, it also shows journaling has limitations, in terms of degrees of difficulty and lack of support from some students.\textsuperscript{122} In order to overcome such limitations the research analysis suggests variety with legal pedagogy and supplementing journaling with other techniques including adequate guidance and instructions is important. It encourages legal educators to experiment with a variety of activities given variety is likely to engage foundation law students to consider more seriously the implications of ethics and legal professionalism.\textsuperscript{123} Variety with course delivery is also likely to engage foundation students, as it has done so with the students in this research.

The research recognises critical reflection needs to be specifically taught given its variable nature as an academic concept.\textsuperscript{124} A review of the literature together with the research informs the development of a prompt-based reflective model for assisting foundation students to reflect critically on ethics and professionalism.\textsuperscript{125} Building on the recent work of other legal educators,\textsuperscript{126} this research provides a model accessible to legal educators and foundation law students. Students can use this model to assist them with critical reflection, including critically reflecting in journals. Legal educators can adapt the questions in the model to appropriate and relevant topics.

\textbf{B Assisting Foundation Students Develop Standards for Professional Practice}

Legal education experts recognise that the TLOs have become increasingly necessary to implement in legal education for future professional practice.\textsuperscript{127} Several of the TLOs relate to the subjects of this research, ethics, professionalism and critical reflection.\textsuperscript{128} A foundation year, which successfully embeds the TLOs into the course, enhances the opportunity of the students acquiring and developing legal knowledge and skills in these areas. This research does this in three key ways. Firstly, focusing on the areas of ethics and professional in the foundation year, in traditional and less traditional pedagogical ways, allows students the opportunity to become engaged by knowledge and skill development in the areas. This is advantageous to the student as it may help to influence future career choices within or outside

\textsuperscript{121}Chapter 8 IV.
\textsuperscript{122}See perceptions of journaling in Chapter 5 V; Chapter 7 II D; Chapter 7 II K; Chapter 7 II N; Chapter 7 III I; Chapter 7 III F; Chapter 7 III G; Chapter 8 II D.
\textsuperscript{123}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{124}Chapter 4 I-III; Brookfield, above n 38, 94.
\textsuperscript{125}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{126}Waye and Faulkner, above n 32, Heath, above n 40; James and Field above n 19.
\textsuperscript{127}Nick James, ‘Embedding Graduate Attributes in Subjects: Critical Thinking’ in Sally Kift et al (eds), \textit{Excellence and Innovation in Legal Education} (Lexis Nexis, 2011) 69.
\textsuperscript{128}Kift, Israel and Field, above n 14, TLO1, TLO2, TLO 6.
the legal profession. Secondly, in alignment with other legal academics’ perspectives, it also recognises the role that critical reflective practices have in facilitating independent learning, awareness about learning and how to improve it.\textsuperscript{129} Thirdly, weaving these topics through the curriculum from the foundation year is likely to facilitate more adequately constructive alignment processes to assist both student learning and future professional practices.

\textbf{C Implications for Heads of School, Course coordinators and Associate Deans of Teaching and Learning}

The general framework for setting national standards for academic learning and teaching has been set up in a number of ways. It includes LTAS, the Higher Education Standards Panel, TESQA and AQF. Under LTAS, Heads of Schools, Course coordinators and Associate Deans of Teaching and Learning have designated responsibilities in relation to preserving and implementing standards.\textsuperscript{130} Ethics, professionalism and critical reflection need to be included in the law curriculum as they form part of these standards, as TLOs.

While this research argues that ethics and professionalism should be included pervasively from foundation years, it also acknowledges coverage in a capstone ethics subject at the end of the law degree.\textsuperscript{131} This research is likely to be highly valuable to those with delegated responsibilities mapping the use of the TLOs across the curriculum.\textsuperscript{132} It gives research-led guidance for the appropriate embedding of the TLOs across the legal curriculum. It does this by suggesting that embedding these attributes can be done in foundation years through using a variety of techniques, such as those recommended in Table 2 in this chapter. Further, the research recommends ways to include critical reflection, from the foundation years.\textsuperscript{133}

\textbf{D Implications for Legal Education Research}

There are three main ways this research impacts on legal education researchers. Firstly, positive developments are being undertaken in research-led teaching and therefore interventionist strategies by educators, such as those undertaken early in this research, can be beneficial. Secondly, constructivist grounded theory and discourse analysis have not typically been undertaken in legal education in Australia. These approaches offer innovation and transparency in terms of research methodology. Constructivist grounded theory has been used more widely in social justice research\textsuperscript{134} and therefore is arguably suited to ethical legal

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{129} James and Field, above 19.
\item \textsuperscript{131} Robertson, above n 21, 100-117; Chapter 3 I-V.
\item \textsuperscript{132} Kift et al, above n 19, 51.
\item \textsuperscript{133} James, above n 127, 70-98.
\item \textsuperscript{134} Charmaz, above n 5, 359.
\end{itemize}
inquiry with social justice aims. Discourse analysis also provides valuable insight into the
students’ constructions of legal education and how their perspectives can potentially be
transformed and enhanced.135 In conjunction, these two approaches provide vivid insights into
the data.136 Thirdly, this research facilitates analysis of other areas of focus for further
research, developed in Table 3.137

V CONCLUSION

Law schools need to be relevant, diverse, integrated and innovative.138 They also need to be
outcome-focused, evidence-based and connected to the practice of law.139 This research
shows how these goals can be developed in relation to teaching ethics, professionalism and
critical reflection in law from the foundation year. While this research does not argue that law
students will accordingly become ethical, professional and critically reflective practitioners, it
takes an important step in highlighting the relevance of ethics, professionalism and critical
reflection to the law student. It aims at providing the best possible beginning to educating the
law student about critical reflection, ethical and professional behaviour in diverse, integrated
and innovative ways.140 It also highlights to stakeholders such as government, the profession
and the community the high priority role legal education should take with providing current
research-led best legal educational practices, connected to the practice of law.

It provides four evidence based recommendations focused on intended outcomes in the
relevant TLOs. Firstly, ethics and professionalism should be taught from foundation years
onwards to show students the parameters of expected ethical and professional standards, the
consequences of non-compliance with standards and the positive aspects of skill development
in these areas. It promotes a pervasive approach of incorporating these topics through the
curriculum via traditional lectures as well as less traditional pedagogical techniques. Legal
educators and researchers are provided with a legal pedagogical toolbox of both types of
pedagogical techniques, including the reflective journal.141

Secondly, critical reflection is highlighted as an important legal skill for student’s learning
and future legal practice. It is improved when there is guidance, instruction and constructive
alignment between course learning outcomes, technique and assessments.142 Experiences,
analysis, evaluation, context and transformation are important for law students to understand because of their relevance to critical reflection, as endorsed in this research and the literature reviews. These elements of critical reflection are converted into a flexible, cyclical prompt-based model of critical reflection for foundation law students, which is included within this chapter.

Thirdly, reflective journaling can assist both students with learning and educators with teaching. It allows students to be more reflective about their experiences and learning. Educators can also be more critically reflective about their own practices as they are able to view the legal education landscape through the ‘lenses of the students’ eyes’. Reflective journaling needs to be supplemented with other pedagogical techniques to provide a more diverse curriculum. Fourthly and finally, scrutiny of the discourses, emerging from students’ journal texts, facilitates insights towards an enriching, engaging legal pedagogy with pedagogical techniques, strategies and activities, incorporated into the toolboxes of pedagogical techniques provided in this chapter.

---

143 Brookfield, above n 38, Preface.
144 Table 2; Table 3.
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1. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PRIVATE JOURNALING AND SELECTIVE REFLECTIVE JOURNALS IN LAW 121

A private journal is your own record of private journal writing. What you put into this journal, when you reflect, the journal’s format, structure and appearance is entirely your choice and is for your own personal use.

A Selective Reflective Journal is to be assessed. This journal builds upon or is informed by your private journaling but the writing, examples and format is selected or created to satisfy the assessment criteria rubric (attached in this guide). You can incorporate material directly from your private journal or create new material that demonstrates the change in the level and type of critical reflection you have experienced throughout the semester.

2. WHY LAW 121 HAS JOURNALS

2.1 TO EMBRACE THE BENEFITS OF JOURNALING

Luckily one of the most positive aspects of journaling is the freedom to write in your own style, in your own voice, expressing your ideas, thoughts, beliefs and perceptions of your experiences and learning in your own way.

Let’s have a look at some of the benefits of journaling before you start planning your journal so you start off on a positive note.

Here is a list with some common positive findings about journaling and its relevance to you as a law student.

2.2 HELPING YOURSELF TO LEARN

- Assists with promotion and development of student-centered learning, active learning and life long learning.
- Enabling connections between the classroom, theory and real life experiences (such as going to court).
- Assists with a more empowering innovative form of assessment, recommended for engaging legal education.
- Some researchers argue that where students reflect it leads to deeper rather than surface learning.
- Studies show that students have a more positive attitude towards journaling the more they practice it.
- Enabling the development of reflective skills needed for professional and personal development.
- Provides a log, e-portfolio or record of skill development.
2.3 TRYING A DIFFERENT STYLE

- The type of writing style can be therapeutic and cathartic and not subject to the constraints of more formal academic writing.
- Some studies show that students generally find journaling a positive experience. Others studies show more varied perceptions. Some students dislike journaling but that has been linked to limited exposure to journaling.

2.4 DEVELOPING REFLECTIVE SKILLS NEEDED FOR PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

- Some theorists maintain reflection is a necessary professional skill assisting with critical thinking and problem solving.
- Journaling can help with professional and personal development.
- It provides a record of some of your experiences and thoughts on the course.
- It can help you identify important professional traits including ethical or unethical behaviour.

2.5 PEDAGOGY RECOMMENDED BY THE COUNCIL OF AUSTRALIAN LAW DEANS

- Moving away from a traditional academic “I lecture YOU listen’ approach towards a more student centered learning environment.

- The Australian Council of Law Deans has recommended reflective journals for first year students as part of a scaffolding of innovative teaching techniques in law school curriculums.

- There has been a move away from the teacher centered pedagogy (process of teaching) where the teacher controls the main aspects of the learning to a recognition of the importance of more student focused learning and life long learning (essential to graduate life after university).

- Traditional pedagogy: lectures delivered by lecturer, communication generally one way, a strong reliance on case method and tutorials run by tutor/ teacher who dominate class activity.

- Innovative pedagogy – student-centered and interactive: Law teachers are encouraged to use or encourage various techniques to assist students to more actively engage and learn. In addition to journaling the Australian Council of Law Deans has recommended other reflective exercises, group work, group discussion/ dialogue, blogs, interactive games, debates, role plays, mentoring, study groups AND problem solving.
3. TIPS FOR JOURNALING

Tips for starting your journal

1. Be prepared, organized and plan ahead with your journaling journey e.g. plan when you are going to complete your journal entries and when you are going to visit court. Start visiting court as soon as possible because term tends to get busier it progresses.

3. Read and adhere to the instructions on journaling provided. Where guidelines are set in relation to a journal they must be followed. For example, sometimes word limits and criteria guidelines are set and need to be followed or academic penalties will apply.

4. Be aware of the common problems with journaling (see below) and have a plan for resolving them should they occur.

5. Decide on how you are going to keep/record your personal journal and how you will present your Reflective Journal (typed or clearly handwritten) and organize your medium.

6. Identify any negative attitudes to writing and where these might have come from may free you from the rules and boundaries inhibiting your writing. Identify previous enjoyable experiences of writing and plan to use the elements of these that make them pleasurable.

7. Establish and create a comfortable environment in which to write and/ or reflect. Some like to reflect whilst relaxing. Sarah likes to reflect whilst jogging and Rick likes to reflect when selling books at Salamanca Market on Saturdays or in the shower.

8. Plan to start simply and set a target of a certain amount of words per day. If you are having trouble with writing you might need to acquire some more knowledge on the topic by reading one or more of the selected readings, looking through your lecture notes or talking to someone with expertise. Try brainstorming a topic using key words or ideas.

9. Try using the reflective model provided for foundation law students (the Hiller reflective model).

10. Practicing reflective writing regularly (e.g after a lecture, tutorial, completing a reading, going to court.)

11. Seek and obtain feedback on some of your reflective writing.

12. Try answering/ reflecting some of the questions, in the appendices, at the end of this guide.
3.1 What is academic reflection?

There is not really consensus of how reflection should be done and what it involves. It is agreed it involves critically writing about experiences. Many reflective models, known also as reflective taxonomies, contains common elements such as analysis, evaluation, transformation and critical thinking. These common elements should BE understood before undertaking reflective writing. A criteria rubric will define what is expected of students in terms of reflection. Definitions of relevant terms can be found in general texts on writing at university level, included within the attached references.

It is clear that reflection in the academic sense is different to reflection in its everyday meaning. It is important that you do not merely describe your experiences in LAW 121. Reflection from an academic perspective tends to be more structured and focused.

3.2 Hiller Model of Reflection for Foundation Law Students

No dominant reflective model is used in legal education. Hiller has developed a reflective model for LAW 121 students. It includes five phases; the experience, the analysis, the evaluation, the context and the transformation. It is represented in a diagram below at Figure 1. Whilst you do have to follow the criteria rubric you do not have to follow a specific reflective model unless you are required to but models are likely to assist you with your reflections.

Phase 1 - The experience: What did you think about the experience?

Experience is an integral component of reflection. Table 1 outlines some examples of experiences, which can be used for foundation law students to reflect on.

Table 1: Examples of experiences for foundation students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Areas</th>
<th>Examples of experience categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethics/Professionalism</td>
<td>Court visits, popular culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Skills</td>
<td>Oral presentations, group work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student’s own learning</td>
<td>Lectures, tutorials, readings, forms of assessment (including journaling itself)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phase 2 - The Analysis: How would you analyse the experience?

Analysis is an important component of high-level thinking, academic writing and reflection. Bulman poses some excellent questions that can be used to assist students’ analysis including:

- Were peoples’ experiences similar or different to yours and in what way?
- What themes tend to be emerging from your analysis?
- How do these compare to your previous experiences?
- Can you challenge any assumptions now?

Such questions could be applied to any of the experiences described in Table 1.

Phase 3: The evaluation: How would you evaluate the experience(s)?

Evaluation is also highly regarded as part of academic skills inclusive of reflective skills.² Questions relevant to evaluation in this context can include:

- Does the legal system work fairly and ethically?
- How do the component parts of the legal system compare with popular cultural texts or television?
- How do the legal professionals compare in terms of their professionalism in real life as opposed to popular culture?

Phase 4: The context: How does the experience relate to the broader contextual experience?

The broader context is relevant to reflective models.³ The broader context include factors such as social, cultural, political, historical and gendered contexts. Questions relating to this include:

- Who asserts power in the court? Why is this the case?
- Is the system political?
- What is the culture of the law school classroom? Why?
- Are you empowered as a student? If so, why?

Phase 5 - The transformation: What have you learned from the experience that will influence and change your behaviour?

Transformation is an important part of critically reviewing and reflecting about aspects of learning experiences.⁴ Questions for students on transformation in this context include:

- How have you transformed your views or values about the legal profession?
- What are you going to do differently as a student as a result of your experiences?
- Why is this important?

---


4. OTHER ADVICE

1. Writing.
If you are having trouble with writing, try using a voice or style you like or admire. It might be that you choose a voice similar to your e-mails, blogs or diary entries or the voice of a favourite author. There is no harm in trying different styles or approaches. It may take you the whole semester to decide the style and tone of your final Selective Reflective Journal.

Try following a reflective model such as the one developed by Hiller (above).

2. Finding time to journal.
Set aside some time after each major event or activity (lecture, movie etc) either immediately afterwards or a few hours to reflect. Allocate time once a week to reflect on the week. Time spent on the journal can often lead to more efficient approaches to study or reduce time taken to cope with feelings of stress, pressure or frustration.

3. What material to include
For a start, given we are talking law it would be sensible to look through your law lecture notes tutorial topics and the Law in the News collection. When you do any other work (including going to court, watching law movies, reading law material, talking with family and/or friends) see if you can make any links between what you know, what you have learned and what you are learning.
4. Reflecting.
There is not really consensus of how this is done and what it involves. Your lecturers and tutor will give you some different models of reflection to think about. Some examples of descriptive writing and reflective writing will be provided.

5. Links between theory and practice.
Try and determine what the important messages of the lectures were. If one message was that lawyers can face ethical dilemmas or fail to be honest and upfront, did you see signs of this in court or in your readings? This may be hard to determine. How did the lawyer act? Why?

6. Negative perceptions of journaling.
Most of us favour one form of assessment over others. It is sensible to come to the realization that we need to have exposure to a variety of different types of assessment. Again, practice makes perfect and feedback from Law 121 staff will also help.

7. Putting in effort.
It is important to take pride in any work you do. It is a waste of time handing in work that does not reflect what you can do. We can soon see if you have done a minimum amount with little thought or whether you have put in a great deal of thought and effort into a task. You can avoid keeping a journal and present a rushed effort on the last day of semester but you would simply be denying yourself the benefits and learning experience that comes from journaling.

8. Finding examples of other work.
Go to the UTAS MyLO Law 121 website for examples of previous journals. Additional reading, which includes other examples, is also provided in the reference list at the end of this guide.

9. Learning and Experiential Learning
If you are interested in some of the theoretical perspectives as to how your learning may be improved through reflection, please also refer to the reference list at the end of this guide. Experiences acquired from observing environments fieldwork, classrooms, hospitals and law courts all provide fantastic material to journal about. In law one way to experience and learn about the legal environment is to go to court and observe what happens and reflect about questions like:

- Is behaviour appropriate? If so why if not why not?
- Do all seem to be treated equally and respectfully?

Refer also to Appendix 1 for additional questions and the section below on what to do for courtroom journaling.
10. Assessment.
Journal assessment has notable problems, particularly in relation to subjective material. Your assessors have factored this into account and assessment criteria have been carefully selected taking this into account (informed by the research in this area). It is attached to this guide, in Appendix 2.

11. The difference between private or personal journaling and selective reflective journaling in academia.

Be aware that there is a difference between private or personal journaling and the type of selective reflective journal you complete for assessment. The difference lies with the purpose of the journal. In a private or personal journal the aims or purpose of the journal comes from you only e.g. you might aim to capture your memoirs of a fantastic holiday or aim to keep on track with a record of an exercise program completed.

With a selective reflective journal you are still able to write in your own voice and have control over what you write, however, the writing must be selective and reflect the aims and objectives of task set. It is really important to understand the aim or purpose of the exercise. The assessment criterion sets out this out (see attached). Take time to read it carefully.

5. COMMON QUESTIONS AND SUGGESTED ANSWERS

From the studies and from Law 121 student experiences since 2007 a few common questions arise. Here are some common ones and some answers to them. Take the time to scan these just in case one or more of them become an issue for you.

5.1 List of common questions

- How often do I journal?
- What structure, format and style should it take?
- Can I indentify people in the journal?
- Does it have to be typed or can it be handwritten?
- How critical can I be in my journal?
- Will my journal be kept private?
- Can I work in a group?
- I am not sure whether what I have done is ok?
- How can I get feedback on what I have done?
- Can I be creative?
- What have others done to be creative?
- Can I use the journal to personally attack others or the course or comments that may be seen inappropriate comments?
Answers to common questions

How often do I journal?
It is recommended that you practice as frequently as you are able after a significant
event. This might be a court visit, a lecture, tutorial, after completing an
interesting law reading or after seeing a movie (obviously with a legal theme) or
after a discussion with a friend or family member.

What structure, format and style should it take?
The structure needs to be based on the aims/purposes of the journal- so the content
fulfils this. The format and style is up to you. Examples of these kinds of attributes
are included in the examples at the end of this guide.

Can I identify people in the journal?
Generally no but if concerned discuss with your teacher.

Does it have to be typed or handwritten?
You can chose. You get to amend type written scripts more easily but handwritten
works are a more traditional form of journaling. Nearly all the Selective Reflective
Journals since 2007 have been typed.

How critical can I be?
We want you to show critical analysis. You can be as constructively critical as you
like (provide of course you give reasons for this) but always remember that one day
you will be practicing or teaching. Remember that teachers, tutors, lawyers,
judges, police officers and people attending court are sometimes not at their best.
Performances cannot always be flawless or edited/polished like you see in TV
programs or the movies. Lawyers can be briefed minutes before court (imagine
that and reflect on how you might perform in such circumstances). Remember the
level of expertise you have part way into first year level of an undergraduate
degree. Remember issues of confidentiality and anonymity.

Will my journal be kept private?
Your private journal is totally in your control and nothing in it needs to be shared
or revealed. Your Selective Reflective Journal will not be shared unless you have
given your permission for it to be shared. Your Selective Reflective Journal will be
marked by one or more staff so only include information, insights or reflections you
are comfortable to share. Permission may be sought to use part of your Selective
Reflective Journal for research.

Can I work in a group?
It is a great idea to go to court together as a group (or to have a movie night with a
group of other students) and then make time to have some discussions about what
happened in class, at court or in a tutorial (even if it is over coffee) or about
different interpretations of a book or movie but your journal is your own and not a
group journal.
I am not sure whether what I have done is ok? How can I get feedback on what I have done?

There is a great deal of flexibility allowed with journaling. If you have a reason for your approach or inclusion in the Selective Reflective Journal, then this will generally be fine. There are a wide range of examples on MyLO including in terms of format, approach, structure, tone and approach. There will be opportunities to discuss your journals in tutorials. You can also discuss how to approach your Selective Reflective Journal with classmates or other more experienced law students.

Can I be creative?

Yes. There are no extra marks for innovative approaches to journaling but these approaches can sometimes add a powerful element to your reflection. We have received paintings, music CDs, poetry, cartoons and short movies as part of a journal submission. However what is assessed is the depth and type of reflection demonstrated not the type of medium (or skill in using that medium) that is assessed. Other aspects of assessment are provided in the assessment criterion sheet.

Can I use the journal to be critical of the course, my instructors or society?

Yes. However do it constructively with evidence, in a way that demonstrates your level and degree of reflection. Try to avoid being judgmental of people from different backgrounds to you (schools, socio-economic status, gender, ethnicity, religion, suburbs or lifestyles). Don’t hesitate to reflect on and critically discuss those different backgrounds and their relationship (if any) to the law or the legal system but do it professionally and respectfully.
6. BE AWARE OF TRAPS OR PROBLEMS

Interestingly, studies do reveal that journals are not without their problems.

**List of Common problems:**

- Writing—finding a voice or style
- Finding time to journal
- What material to include
- How to reflect and understanding the difference between description and reflection
- How to link concepts from the course with one’s experiences or observation
- Having negative perceptions
- Putting in little effort
- Finding examples of similar writing
- Understanding how the journal can help with my learning
- Understanding how one’s thoughts and perceptions can be assessed

7. GUIDE FOR COURT ATTENDANCE

You are required to attend court at least twice for the purpose of reflecting about the experiences in your journal. You should be able to develop links between what you observe and what you are required to journal about on the criteria rubric.

You are responsible to make your own arrangements to attend court. The Law School will not do this for you. You must schedule this into your timetable in advance. You should not leave this to last minute, as you will be likely to run out of time.

**Before attending**

- Check the daily newspapers for the Law List showing which cases are on in the Supreme Court
- You may either attend the Magistrates Court, Federal Court or the Supreme Court. It is a good idea to attend different court so you can evaluate the similarities and differences.
- Check the court websites for additional information.
- It needs to be open court to observe (most cases are).
- Allow plenty of time for attending.
- Try to attend at the beginning of a session and stay for the whole session.
- Remember to adhere to court rules and etiquette. You must look up court etiquette on the relevant court website and comply with that etiquette whilst attending court.
In the Court Building and courtroom

- Do not talk unless it is absolutely necessary and do so quietly.
- Be professional, polite and respectful.
- Use listening skills.
- Turn off your mobile phone.
- Do not take a computer with you to court.
- Take notes.
- Go with fellow students if possible so you can discuss the events between yourselves afterwards.
- Be prepared to go through security (so do not take dangerous or prohibited items in).
- Bow as you enter the court room - if you wish (sign of respect for the law).
- Be guided by and follow the directions of the judiciary and court staff.

After attending

- Talk to your friends about what happened but try to do this in a more private area (e.g. university learning hub, quietly over coffee as opposed to the court room foyer). Be aware whilst in court and elsewhere that family and friends of those appearing in court may be in close vicinity.
- Topics to discuss could include
  - professional behaviours,
  - the role of counsel
  - the role and demeanor of the Judge or Magistrate
  - the court room setting
  - the delivery of justice, equity, access to lawyers etc
  - whether the session confirmed your perspectives of a court room or changed your perspectives
  - How close or far was it from the portrayals in fiction or on Boston Legal?
- Write about your experiences in your journal as soon as you are able.
- If you are confused about aspects of proceedings, ask your lecturer/ tutor.
- Talk to court staff to see if the Magistrate or Judge is able to talk to you about the session (yes it is part of their community education role but do it politely and be aware they may be pressed for time - the Supreme Court may even offers court tours.)
- Go as often as you are able, the more experiences you have the more you are likely to learn about those experiences.
APPENDIX 1 QUESTIONS TO HELP WITH JOURNALING

Why did I take an interest in law?

What values are important to me?

What values is the legal system meant to uphold?

What does professionalism mean?

What qualities does a lawyer need to have? Why?

What is ethical behaviour? Are there differing perceptions of what ethical behaviour is? Why?

What values are important to uphold with ethical behaviour?

Do values change?

What legal issues are important to me?

What did you see in court?

Does the legal system live up to your expectations? Why? Why not?

What are your expectations based on?

Are the professionals in court acting professionally? Ethically?

Was anyone wasting court time/ overcharging or poorly representing their client/ not getting adequate access to justice?

Has the court experience transformed your thoughts in anyway? How?

Why do you think this is the case?

What lectures have interested me the most? Why?

What reactions have I had to the topics in the lectures or seminars?

How do I like the format of the teaching and learning activities?

What have I recognised about my own learning?

What have I learned in the course?

How does what I have learned relate to my other experiences?

What implications does it have for my learning?

What did I do in class today?

What teaching strategy was used?

What do I find difficult to understand or accept?

How might I improve my understanding?
### APPENDIX 2 JOURNAL CRITERIA RUBRIC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student name</th>
<th>Student number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reflective Journal</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Assessment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Communication Skills</strong></td>
<td><strong>HD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 To develop your own voice/style to effectively communicate and present your perspective</td>
<td>In your journal entry, you:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighting</td>
<td>Consistently communicate/present in an extremely effective voice/style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Identify experiences &amp; understanding of relevant aspects of the legal system (use 1 or more of the following):</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Equality and access to the legal system</td>
<td>Identify and explain emerging professional themes and support these with relevant and convincing evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Behaviour and professionalism of legal actors such as judges, juries, and lawyers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Roles and responsibilities of the legal profession</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighting</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Identify experiences &amp; understanding of aspects of your learning (1 or more of the following): What works for you in relation to your learning Limitations to your learning Learning in the LAW 121 environment Weighting 10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address the criteria extremely well</strong></td>
<td><strong>Address the criteria very well</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5. Evaluation of aspects of the legal system and your learning Weighting 20%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceptive evaluation of aspects of the legal system covered together with perceptive and insightful evaluation of your own learning, covered and developed on a very regular basis.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6. Contextualise the broader aspects of the legal system and your learning in terms of power and influence Weighting 10%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceptive contextualisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. <strong>Reflection on transformative behaviour, self-change and reform</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Weighting 10%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX 3 EXAMPLES OF REFLECTIVE WRITING

1. Reflective Narratives - journal entries reflecting on learning in law
2. Reflections on court experiences and aspects of legal knowledge
3. The experience of the student in law school – Identification of themes from 1970-1985 in the USA
4. The limitations of the legal system
5. Ideas on professionalism and roles

6. Examples of UTAS Selective Reflective Journals for Law 121
   6.1 On Court
   6.2 On Lawyers, the Legal Profession and Legal Education
   6.3 On Learning
   6.4 On Tutorials
   6.5 Reflections on previous experiences of law and newly formed ones

7. Legal Poetry

8. Suggested Tasks- activities for study groups or individuals

---

1. Reflective Narratives - journal entries reflecting on learning in law

'For the first time in my studies I actually found that I was seeking further knowledge on topics, not to complete an assignment, but due to a genuine interest in the topics.'

'By allowing students to submit responses to legal problems in assignments outside the traditional essay form, [the lecturer] has enabled me to use political satire to examine the social dimensions and practical effects of cases and legislation. [The lecturer] has also encouraged me to question the legal system, and look for avenues for reform.'

'[The lecturer’s] interest and enthusiasm is reflected in the way [the lecturer] provides feedback and advice... [The lecturer’s] feedback has always been constructive and informative as well as based on a sound knowledge of [the lecturer’s] subject'

I think that this skills journal has been a good idea. It has helped me reflect upon what I have done and in knowing that it helps motivate me to keep learning and developing skills.

With most of the skills that self audit questioned at the start of the semester, I had a reasonable idea of how familiar I was with those skills. However, I did find that I wasn’t as good as I first thought with some skills and on the other hand I also found that I was better than I first thought with other skills.

2. Reflections on court experiences and aspects of legal knowledge

'The judge adjudicated my client as delinquent and decided that he should remained locked up. At this point, my client freaked out and attacked his mother. The guards in the courtroom had to pull him off her. I felt badly for the mom. When the trial was over, the mother was crying and I went up to her and told her how sorry I was for her and that I hoped she would be alright and she screamed at me and told me to get away from her. That made me feel very bad. I wondered if I could handle this type of work. It haunted me for days.'

3. The experience of the student in law school – Identification of themes from 1970-1985 in the USA

I have a fear of failure and disgust at failure. I had never known failure before my first attempt to get into law school. It was the greatest shock and deepest hurt of my life to be rejected for admission...I still cautiously await new rude awakening that this adventure may hold for me. I have a fear of failure and disgust at failure. I had never known failure before my first attempt to get into law school. It was the greatest shock and deepest hurt of my life to be rejected for admission...I still cautiously await new rude awakening that this adventure may hold for me.

---

7 Ibid.
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid 175.
11 Ibid.
I have hot flushes of flunking out of school and becoming a homemaker...  

Law school is one of the most tremendous experiences of my life... I have just completed one week and one day of legal education. I feel that I have absorbed more information this week than in the whole of last year.

I have some many thoughts and expressions floating around. I am so excited, challenged by my classes and experiences. I really love what I am doing. Now I realize what job satisfaction can mean.

4. Ideas on professionalism and roles

In the law office your professional self is on display. I don’t see anything wrong with this separation of personal and professional. So what if you have to act sort of phony to get the work done. It’s a part of the game and people have to accept it in order to function.

I am a law student during the day. In the evening I am Mommy, and one evening a week a babysitter. On weekends, I am a wife. I am a housewife all the time.

I have no trouble switching from one role to another. As a woman I was raised to do this. In law school I am outspoken, aggressive, without worrying about male egos. As a wife I want my marriage to survive, I must be less aggressive and accomplish by goals more subtly. I have no troubleshooting.

5. The limitations of the legal system

The judge was pissed. He said no one should have to put up with this, but the (doctor) kept insisting that she wasn’t ready to be transferred to another lower security ward. The (doctor) also said that they couldn’t transfer the other patient who was beating up this girl... Finally the judge ordered a full report on these incidents and said he’d hear it next week. Meanwhile the girl was returned back to her ward. It was very upsetting. One the one hand I’m glad the judge was concerned, ... but I can’t help but wonder what this girl’s going to do this week? Everything is still the same. It was horrible.

---

14 Elkin, above n, 33, v.
15 Elkin, above n, 33.
16 Ibid.
17 Ibid 46.
18 Ibid 45.
19 Ibid.
6. Examples from UTAS Selective Reflective Journals for Law 121

6.1 On the courts

Magistrates Court

The magistrate’s court was very interesting experience. I was surprised by its informality and the high turnover of cases. What also surprised me was that while the defendants’ lawyers were actively defending their clients, the prosecutor was browsing through his papers and didn’t seem to be taking any interest in the proceedings. It opened my eyes to the role of the prosecutor in the magistrate’s court, which I thought would have been more active. We also sat in on a trial in the magistrate’s court, it was in relation to an assault matter and the man was defending himself. He appeared to come from a low-socioeconomic background (like most throughout the courts) and was obviously having difficulty defending himself and understanding the proceedings. The magistrate was excellent at helping the defendant understanding the proceedings. Though, I didn’t think that he should have been able to represent himself as it was unfair to him and placed further pressure on the magistrate. Overall the magistrate’s court was an informative experience on the role of officers of the court and the amount of cases they turn over in such a short period of time. It made me think about what society could be doing to reduce the amount of economically disadvantaged people being brought into the court and prison system.

Supreme Court

I enjoyed the Supreme Court a lot more than the magistrate’s court. It was a lot more formal and it was easier to understand the proceedings because they moved a bit more slowly. I went twice and watched an hour and half of a trial and about an hour of an appeal. During the trial we watched the examination of a police witness, which was very slow and stunted. This was mainly due to showing altered evidence around the court between the jurors, judge and counsel. The appeal was really interesting; we watched the end of the defenses’ argument and the judgment. The judges presiding over the appeal were Justices Alan Blow and Shan Tennant and Chief Justice Peter Underwood. It was exciting to see some of Tasmania’s best Justices presiding over a case, especially Justice Underwood. He seems like such an intriguing, intellectual man, I would love to see him as a lecturer or at a seminar I think it would be very interesting.

The justices seem to be a lot more traditional than the magistrates, particularly in their dress code. While the justices wore their red and white robes the magistrates dressed casually, some not even in suits. Also the lawyers in the Supreme Court dressed more traditionally in wigs and black robes, compared to their counterparts in the magistrate’s court who wore suits. I think that it was the traditional, conservative and formal approach of the Supreme Court which I enjoyed, compared to the magistrate’s court which was very informal.

First visit to court. Before today, I have never visited the court, so it was interesting to see “how it works”. I went to the Magistrates Court, and watched the afternoon cases. I would be lying if I said I understood everything, but what I did find was interesting to see the relationships within the court room; for example, between the magistrate and the defendants, the lawyers etc… I saw the critical need for organisation in the legal profession as the lawyer defending a man who had an accident when driving over the legal blood alcohol limit was not prepared, and as a result he frustrated the magistrate and wasted a lot of time. I now also understand the large range of people which the court services; the difference in socio-economic backgrounds was incredibly obvious. A lady charged with assault and trespassing did not have a lawyer, turned up in her tracksuit and constantly interrupted the procedure. Opposing this, there was a young man who would have been close to my age was dressed in a suit and followed his lawyer into the court.
I think that the point I am trying to make, perhaps in a non-articulate way, is the diversity within the Australian legal system. From my brief 2 hours in the court room today, I definitely caught a glimpse of this. I think that what I have taken away from my first court room experience is not just an understanding of where my legal knowledge and degree may take me, its why. Why is it so diverse? What impact does this perceived diversity have upon our courts? I think it is a good thing. It proves that all sections of our community should have access to the courts, to justice and the critical need for this.

6.2 On Lawyers, the Legal Profession and Legal Education

When I found out lawyers, the legal profession and legal education was part of the course and 4 lectures would be dedicated to this, I thought, "What’s the point of learning changing roles in legal profession and legal education?" It was more like a bit of my legal education was going to be wasted on "this" learning. However the first lecture on this topic, lawyers, made me realise maybe I wasn’t all cut up for being a lawyer. I wasn’t going to become a Hilary Clinton. The instant thought: “Why am I studying law? I’m already doing an overload. There’s no point. Maybe I should drop it?”

We then went to discuss more on lawyers and the lecturer had found an article, “Law & (the new) order”, and from this I learnt how demand for employees with a law degree background by employers, were on the up and up. This helped cast a positive light on why I would continue with my law studies and gain the extra knowledge, research and communication skills. On the completion of my degree I suspect I will fall in the category of the 50% of law students who will choose a different career path for my passion indeed lies elsewhere.

My generation is used to society changing rapidly, especially technology-wise. I’ve easily become accustomed to better technology that comes out within a short time period, the many upgrades and updates. However it has never occurred to me how this change is going to influence lawyers, the legal profession and legal education. Honestly, I never gave a moments thought until I had to write the third essay. This was a new topic for me and has dispelled much of my initial cynicism as to whether it could have been a topic to begin with. I have come to appreciate it as one of my favourite topics, probably because it is a current problem not just in Australia but globally and I will be able to witness through this transitional period of “what should be happening?” and “what will be happening?”

Before these lectures, I didn’t realise the profession was moving towards a more commercial approach which is now a statement I agree with (after the lectures and reading stacks of printed notes)!!! And in this light I feel the legal profession should try and attain a balance of professionalism and commercialism because, if society is moving towards that trend of commercialism, the legal profession needs to accommodate for society’s needs. Never the less it is still important that legal professionalism is not entirely eroded for historical reasons, ethics, justice and so forth.

6.3 On Learning

I wasn’t really sure what to expect from introduction to law this semester. Before I started, I thought I knew a bit about the law. I soon found out I didn’t really know much at all. I was surprised to find out how much there is to know. How much preparation goes into a case, how much legislation there are and how many different areas of law there are to study. There are so many areas of law that I never even thought of going into but it encouraged me to look at different aspects and career outcomes of a law degree other than becoming a lawyer. There are many things that I could have commented on as I reflect on my journey in law this year so far. But as I look back, these are the things (above) that affected my journey the most. I am sure as time goes by they will change. I am not sure yet where I really want to end up with my degree, I guess as the time goes by I will eventually decide exactly what I want to do, but at this stage I am quite happy to learn as much as I can and see where the road to law takes me.
6.4 On Tutorials

The feelings I had walking into my first tutorial were much the same as the first lecture, only worse. I was confined in a small space, with a small group of people I didn’t know and I had absolutely nothing intelligent to say. ... my tutor, was extremely friendly however and unlike what I expected, and I soon came to feel at ease in the tutorial environment. I also made a friend and began to know people in my tutorial through group work. In the first few weeks, actually the first half of semester I didn’t contribute much to class discussions, only when called upon. However, I began to realise that no one judges you ... was always encouraging and never openly said anyone was wrong. I therefore, began to make small comments and then found I was actively participating in class discussions and debates. This was the biggest personal development I made during the semester in any of my courses and I owe it to the friendly environment of the tutorial and the inclusive discussion style in which ... conducted the tutorials. I found that preparing the work for tutorial though sometimes a chore in the end aided my understanding of the course content. I believe the law tutorial was the best out of all of my courses and I think this is due to the fact each tutorial was based on the content covered in lectures and encouraged us as students to form opinions and ideas around the content. The tutorials also taught us in simplistic terms what the lecture was essentially about and enabled me as a student with no legal studies, to grasp concepts. The tutorials were also helpful when it came to assignments. I am a self confessed waffler and the three hundred word count was difficult for me to deal with. I was left disheartened after receiving only a pass for my first assignment due to doing nearly everything wrong. After going through the assignments in the tutorial and again with Simone I was able to pull my mark up to a credit in the next assignment and I was able to practise being concise and to the point with only a five hundred-word limit. I also learnt how to sort the important ‘stuff’ from the maybe not so important ‘stuff’ and this is a useful tool in any subject, so I found this very helpful.

6.5 Reflections on previous experiences of law and newly formed ones

This reflection has been compiled from rough notes and observations made over the past thirteen weeks of semester one. After re-reading these, I have noticed that two general “realisations” have dominated my reflections. They have been, the difference between my perception of legal professionals and the reality, and the idea that the law is fundamentally a profession that serves society. Until starting Intro to Law this year, I had quite a distorted idea of legal practise. I assumed it was reserved for corporate board rooms in Sydney, and undertaken by lawyers who could easily pass as Australia’s answer to CJ Cregg (“The West Wing”). For me, legal practise was something that seemed to take place in a vacuum and importantly, those who were at the centre of it such as lawyers and magistrates were far removed from “ordinary citizens.” Indeed, over the past thirteen weeks I have come to accept that many lawyers and others involved in legal practise are placed a privileged position in society. However, my limited experience of legal training (involving lectures, assignments and visiting the magistrates court), has reinforced my view that the law takes place in a social context. I have realised that the law has a practical and influential role in people’s lives and that in modern society, the “elitist” perception of lawyers is (in most cases) far from the reality.
7. Poetry

The Old Farmhouse

Twas night time in the country
And all through the farmhouse,
Not a creature was stirring
Except Katko, the louse.
All the windows were boarded
With precision and care,
In hopes that all criminals
Would keep away from there.
Then inside the house
There arose such a clatter,
Katko looked at his feet
To see what was the matter.
And what to his wondering eyes
should appear?
But a gaping hole in his shin
And with no doctor near.
"I've been shot? I've been shot!
Oh, this must be a tort!
I will sue the old couple,
I will take them to court!"
From the high court of Iowa
The edict came down,
All the neighbors were shocked
In the small farming town.
The Brineys had lost,
Their farm had to be sold.
Katko was the winner,
A criminal-brazen and bold!
Deadly force is not right
Just to protect your land,
A life is more important,
The high court took this stand.
So protect your home well,
You do have that right,
But you must sleep in the house
To shoot someone at night!

---

22 Levit, above n 21, 265-266. The poem was written by one of Mc Clurg’s students, Laurie Peterson.
8. Suggested Practice Tasks

Activity One

This one can be done in a group or individually.

Aims

1) To examine and evaluate reflective writing
2) To practice your own reflective writing

Method

1) Read some of the examples of reflective writing from a critical perspective.

2) What do you think that the writer is trying to say?
   - Does the writer do it well?
   - How could the work be improved?
   - Which entry do you like the best?
   - Why?

3) Discuss your findings in a study group (only if you are comfortable with sharing). Share ideas. Ask each other for feedback.

4) Practice your own reflective writing. Use the questions in Appendix 1 for guidance.

5) Ask your lecturer or tutor for feedback

Other activities

1) Choose one of the examples from above and re-write it from someone else’s perspective e.g. the judge in a case, the client or present it on a video as a journalist (try photo booth on your computer OR a memo function on your phone).

2) Choose one of the examples from above and think about how you might react in a similar situation. Discuss it or write about it

3) If you have identified one area of your learning which needs developing devise a plan for such development include identification of the area, whether or not you need to seek expert assistance (and if so where you might find it) or whether you need to do more reading on the topic or whether you simply need more practice.

4) Debate a point from one of the examples with another student.
Helpful Readings

The following readings have been selected for foundation law students to help assist with academic writing. They are not compulsory but highly recommended, particularly those with the asterix *

General Assistance with Student Learning, Academic Writing and Reflection


Cottrell, Stella, Study Skills (Palgrave Macmillan, 4th ed, 2013)

Differences between descriptive writing and other forms of critically reflective writing


Kember, David, Alice Jones, Alice Loke, Jan McKay, Kit Sinclair, Harrison Tse, Celia Webb, Frances Wong, Marian Wong and Ella Yeung, ‘Determining The Level of Reflective Thinking from Students’ Written Journals using a Coding Scheme Based on the Work of Mezirow’ (1999) 18 (1) International Journal of Lifelong Education 18-30

General Text on Legal Education

*Chapter in Kift, Sally, Michelle Sampson, Jill Cowley, Penelope Watsons (Eds), Excellence and Innovations in Legal Education (Lexis Nexis, 2011).
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## Appendix 2: Copy of the Journal Criteria Rubric 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Student name</strong></th>
<th><strong>Student number</strong></th>
<th><strong>Assessment: 10%</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reflective Journal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communication Skills</strong></td>
<td><strong>Weighting: 20%</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To develop your own voice/style to effectively communicate your perspective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HD</strong></td>
<td><strong>In your journal entry you:</strong></td>
<td>Consistently communicate/present in an extremely effective voice/style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DN</strong></td>
<td><strong>In your journal entry you:</strong></td>
<td>Predominantly communicate/present in a very effective voice/style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CR</strong></td>
<td><strong>In your journal entry you:</strong></td>
<td>Communicate/present in your own voice/style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PP</strong></td>
<td><strong>In your journal entry you:</strong></td>
<td>Do not use or develop communication of your own voice/perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NN</strong></td>
<td><strong>In your journal entry you:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Identify experiences & understanding of relevant aspects of the legal system (use 1 or more of the following):** | **Weighting: 10%** | |
| Equality and access to the legal system | | |
| Behaviour and professionalism of the legal actors such as judges, juries and lawyers | | |
| Roles and responsibilities of the legal profession | | |
| **HD** | **In your journal entry you:** | Identify and explain emerging professional themes and support them with relevant and convincing evidence |
| **DN** | **In your journal entry you:** | Identify and explain emerging professional themes and support them with relevant evidence |
| **CR** | **In your journal entry you:** | Identify and explain emerging professional themes and support them with mostly relevant evidence |
| **PP** | **In your journal entry you:** | Fail to identify, explain or provide evidence of any professional themes |
| **NN** | **In your journal entry you:** | |

| **Evaluation of aspects of the legal system and your learning** | **Weighting: 20%** | |
| Perceptive evaluation of the legal system covered with perceptive and insightful evaluation of your own learning, covered and developed on a very regular basis | | |
| Revisiting, evaluation of the legal system and your own learning covered on a regular basis | | |
| A combination of some evaluation of the legal system and your own learning with some descriptive narrative, covered on a regular basis | | |
| Provided mostly descriptive narratives that focused on basic observation on the legal system and your own learning, covered briefly | | |
| **HD** | **In your journal entry you:** | Perceptive contextualisation |
| **DN** | **In your journal entry you:** | Very good contextualisation |
| **CR** | **In your journal entry you:** | Good contextualisation |
| **PP** | **In your journal entry you:** | Some contextualisation |
| **NN** | **In your journal entry you:** | No contextualisation |
| **Identify experiences & understanding of relevant aspects of the legal system (use 1 or more of the following):** | **Weighting: 10%** | |
| -What works in relation to your learning | | |
| -Limitations to your learning | | |
| -Learning in the LAW 121 environment | | |
| **HD** | **In your journal entry you:** | Address the criteria extremely well |
| **DN** | **In your journal entry you:** | Address the criteria very well |
| **CR** | **In your journal entry you:** | Address the criteria |
| **PP** | **In your journal entry you:** | Partly address the criteria |
| **NN** | **In your journal entry you:** | Fail to address the criteria |

<p>| <strong>Contextualisation of the broader aspects of the legal system and your learning in terms of power and influence</strong> | <strong>Weighting 10%</strong> | |
| Perceptive contextualisation | | |
| Very good contextualisation | | |
| Good contextualisation | | |
| Some contextualisation | | |
| <strong>HD</strong> | <strong>In your journal entry you:</strong> | Perceptive contextualisation |
| <strong>DN</strong> | <strong>In your journal entry you:</strong> | Very good contextualisation |
| <strong>CR</strong> | <strong>In your journal entry you:</strong> | Good contextualisation |
| <strong>PP</strong> | <strong>In your journal entry you:</strong> | Some contextualisation |
| <strong>NN</strong> | <strong>In your journal entry you:</strong> | No contextualisation |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reflection on transformative behaviour, self-change and reform</th>
<th>Weighting: 10%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep and critical reflection about challenges to your practice, habits and beliefs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical reflection about challenges to your practice, habits and beliefs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate reflection about challenges to your practice, habits and beliefs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple assertions that you do not need to be challenged or changes in relation to your practice, habits and beliefs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No comments on your practice, habits and beliefs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>